




ELECTRONICS NOW AND TOMORROW
In a short series 01artic1es, ending this month, tce will el1deaVOlir 10 present a broad overview oj the direction etectronice may be going

during tue last few years oj this century. During the writing of the series, it was bcrne in mind thut many 'prcmising äeuelopments' have
jailed 10 rnake it over ihe past ten years or so. One only hns to think 01 tne videophone (ar pictureptvme), the digital andin tape (DAT) sys-
tem, lhe digital compact cassette (DCC), the Series 2000 video recorder. the Betamax video recorder, and the mini disc system. 011 Ihe other
htmd. the thermionic valve (or electron tube) and radio are making a comeback, while the cömpact disc (CD) Ims been a great success,

although its popularity is also umning llOW.

COMPONENTS.
A new capacitor
The capacitor is olle of the old-
est types of ccmpouent used in
electronics engineering. The
large Leyden jars which seien-
tists used at the beginning of
the 19th century to investigate
the nature of electrostatics are
displayed in most technical/sci-
ence museums. Since those
early days, the structure of the
capacitor has remairred basl-
cally unchanged. It comprises
two metal outer layers sand-
wiehing a non-conductive inner
layer - the dielectric - in which
the electrical energy is stored.
Nowadays, capaeitors are a typ-
ical mass-produced passive
electrical component. The
world rnarket for capacitors is
valued at about $ 7 billion.

Today, capacitors are ex-
pected to meet a number of te-
quirements. Pirstly, Its overall
dimensions for a given capaci-
tance are important. 5econdly,
the value of its capacitance
must be stable with fluctuations
in temperature, frequency, and
applied voltage. Thirdly, in
many applications, its con-
verted power dissipation is also
important.

So far there has been no one
type of capacitor able to meet
all these demands. Now, hcw-
ever; Siemens researchers have
struck out in a completety dif-
ferent direction. They have ap-
plied to the rnanufacture of ca-
pacitors essentially the same sil-
iccn processing procedures al-
ready familiar from semicon-
ductor manufacture. Electro-
chemical etching of the silicon
crystal produces a honeycomb
stTucture with individual ceüs,
rectangular in shape, 165.um
deep and 2p.m wide. The inside
wall of each honeycomb cell
forms the capacitor's first elec-
trode. On to this, a silicon
oxide/nitrite/oxide - ONO -
sandwich structure is applied,
forming the capacitor's dielec-
teie. And on to this, a polysili-
con layer is deposited, forming
its second eIectrode.

Compared with the flat sili-
con surface, this honeycomb
structure increases the surface
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area available for capaeitor pur-
poses by a factor of no less than
85, wh ich means that high ca-
pacitance va lues can now be at-
tained with relatively small di-
mensions. All stages in this
manufacturing process are al-
ready standerd procedure in
semiconductor manufacture,
which means that in sertes pro-
duetion a capacitor made in this
way will not be appreeiably
rnore expensive than a typical
discrete semiconductor. When it
comes to technical specifica-
tions, the new capacitor outper-
forms conventional types in vir-
tually all aspects, in particular its
permissible operating tempera-
ture, its stability, and its power
disslpation. lts performance
data are superior to the best ca-
pacitors rnade on a polymer
basis.

The high-frequency proper-
ttes of early laboratory samples
are being examined to deter-
mine their sultability for the h.f
levels of mobile telephones.

New CMOS technology
NEC Corporation and the Mi-
croelectronics Group at Lucent
Technologies Inc. have com-
menced research and develop-
ment of an 0.18.um eMOS de-
vice process technology that will
enable manufacturing of ultra-
large scale Integreted circuits
(ULSIs) two generations ahead
of today's semiconductor prod-
ucts. These "systems on a chip'
will enable sm aller, smarter and
faster devices that make visions
of the 21st century a reality,

Battery of the future?
An exciting development that is
taking place in the battery
world is the fuel celL Fuel cells,
invented by Sir William Grove
in 1839, are undoubtedly the
battery technology of the future.
Unti! now they were, uruortu-
nately, very expensive to pro-
duce. A break-through by Cana-
dian manufacturers Ballard
Power Systems has been to re-
duce the amount of catalyst
needed in these celJs. The cata-
Iysts is required to control the
reaction between the hydrogen
and the oxygen in a cell. Since
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the catalyst is platinum, Bal-
lard's innovaticn reduces the
costs of the cells considerably.

Fuel cells work by the re-
verse of electrolysis. If an elec-
tric current 1S run through
water, its constituent elements -
hydrogen and oxygen - will
bubble out. Running the process
backwards by combining hydro-
gen and oxygen generates elec-
tricity. This is significantly dif-
ferent from most types of bat-
tery. Though batteries also work
by reverse electrolysis, they
have to be recharged with elec-
tricity - a lengthy process. A fuel
cell has no need for the weighty
metals used by batteries, making
it much ligbter. And it needs
onlya quick recharge with hy-

drogen. Environmentalists like
fuel cells, too, because they pro-
duce electricity with only water
as their exhaust.

THEINTERNET
The sad thing about the Internet
is that it has been used for a
long time to disseminate illegal
material, such as child pornog-
raphy and sedition. But now
two leading industry trade asso-
ciations in Britain have put in a
proposal, backed by the govern-
ment. for a self-regulatory sys-
tem to tackle such material.

Internet Services Providers's
Association and Linx (London
Internet Exchange) have jcined
forces with the newly estab-
lished safety net foundation to

A Book for your Letter

The werk of Mareout in proving that radio waves do not nec-
essarily travel in straight lines, which resulted in todey's
world-wtde radio communications networks, engendered a
fiery interest in many people to become radio amateurs. These
people were the forerunners of what are now called 'expert-
mentalist' and horne constructor'. This ar my of amateur
constructors grew enormously with the advent of radio
broadcasting in the 19205. It is hard to imagine today, but
then there was a wtdespread feefing that it was extravagant
and almost decadent to buy a ready-made radio receiver,
This feeling was taken advantage of by various manufac-
turers who started to merket kits of parts. These kits
proved to be enormöusly popular: for example, Cossor
Radio (now part of Raytheon) in the period ]927-1936 sold
more than 750,000 kits of thelr popular radio receivers.
After the Second Wodd War, horne construction really

took off since flnished electronic products were either not
available or too dear, but vast quantities of electronic parts,
surplus to the arrned torces' requirernents. flooded the
market.

Horne electronic construction reached a peak during the
1970s and then started to tai! off. This was partly due to the
fact that manufacturers had begun to realize that there was
a vast consumer el~ctronic5 nurket waiting to be satisfied.
Other reasons were changes in the sociallife of most peo-
pIe in the western \Vorld, resulting from a bettel' standard
of Uving.

However, there are, no doubt, other reasons why horne
electronic construction is declining although the mterest in,
and use of, electrorucs is growing. lf yOli feel that you can
point to same of these reasons, write to Elektor Electronjcs
(Publishing), P 0 Box 1414, Dorchester DT2 8YH, England,
outlining thern in no more tban 250 words. The nve letters
that in our opinion most clearly set out additional reasons
will be published in this magazine and their writers will re-
ceive a free book horn our library.
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Tra.nsformers for valves
A range of transformers spe-
cially designed to meet the
needs of the resurgent valve
market is available from Vari-
able VoJtage Technology ltd.
The new range, comprising
mains transformers for h.t. cir-
cuits with or without filament
windings, filarnent transform-
ers, mains smoothing chckes.
output transformers, and grid-
coupfing transformers, is
manufactured to traditional
requirements but with the use
of modern methods and mate-
rials. They met the require-
ments of the EMC arid low-
voltage dlrectives: CE marking
is available where appropriate.
Variable Voltage Teclmology
Ud, Unit 24 Samuel Whites
Estate, Medina Road, Cowcs.
Isle of Wight, England
P0317LP; telephone +44
(0)1983280592; lax +44 (0)1983
280593.

rake action on unlawful material
on the net.

The proposals include a tele-
phone hotline to which Internet
users can report material they
think is illegal along with 'bleck-
ing' software that censors sites
from view, so that children can
use the system unsupervised.

The proposals - called Safety
Net - mean that any users of the
Internet can ring a dedicated
telephone number and report
material they think is illegal. If
the Information originated in
the UK, and is deemed to be
against the law, the Safety Net
will contact its Internet provider,
who wiU contact the person
who put the information on the
network and ask that person to
remove it.

Users are assured that "this
is not a question of cerisoring
legal material or free speech.
The Internet has never been a
legal vacuum. Responsible ser-
vice providers want to see the
law upheld. The core of the pro*
pasals is about dealing with ma*
terials that breaks our existing
laws, especially where child
pornography is concerned".

ln a pioneeri..ng move, Cam-
bridge City Council is publ.ish*
ing air-quality information on
the Internet, providing open ac*
cess to live scientific data to help
town users and planners under*
stand what's going on in their
local environment.

The information will help
the public plan joumeys and

tO\'\I"l1usage more effectively and
help council and environrnental
planners address new govern*
ment air-quality targets which
m ust be achieved by 2005. Itwill
also provide a powerful educa-
tional tool on environmental is-
sues for the general public, end
schools and colleges around the
world.

IMAGE TECHNOLOGY
Digital cameras now on the
merket, or about to be launcbed,
are getting cheap enough to be
considered as alternative to
35 mm SLR cameras. lt is satisfy-
ing to note that the manufactur-
ers of these cameras are not
falling into the same trap es so
many CD*ROM producers: all
good digital cameras come with
software for the Apple Macin-
tosh and Ißlvl-denved PCs (not
Acorn, though).

A Hne example of a recently
introduced digital camera is
Agfa's ePhoto307 wluch retails
at $599. This offers two resolu-
tion settings: 320><240 and
640X480. The lower setting is for
on-screen applications (web
pages, e-mail), and the higher
for printed documents. Storage
on these cameras is generally fa*
cilitated by a rCM-CIA memory
card.

No doubt, these carneras will
be further enhanced in the next
few years - es weil as becorne
cheaper.

ELECTRONIC POLlCE
STATIONS
Britaln's local police stations will
be replaced by hole-in-the-wall
video links or Internet connec-
tions, according to predictions
from [ohn Newing, Chief Con-
stable of Derbyshire. Mr New-
ing, national police spokesman
on technology, told an inter-
national policewomen's confer-
ence recently that over the next
15 years smaller police stations
will be closed and some main
on es would not be open at
night.

TELEVISION
While Europe is prevaricating,
as so often, over the future of
digital television, the Americans
have taken 311ot11er big step to
consolidating their hold on the
technology. An agreement be*
tween broadcasters, computer
manufacturers and makers of
TV receivers will enable the Fed*
eral Communications Commis*
sion - FCC - to finalize plans for
a high*definition format that
puts the US weil ahead of Eu-
rope and Japan.
lt may not be good news for
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consumers, though, because
there is not going to be the one
standerd we all hoped for. The
television industry wanted a
standard that in many ways is
based on existing analogue tech-
nology. The film industry
wanted a much more advanced
standard with an aspect ratio of
2.4, a long cry from the present
1.33 - even PAL Plus with a ratio
of 1.78 pa.les into insignificance.
Engineers might ask "Why fix
an aspect ratio?" since state-of-
the-art technology allows each
trans transmission to be pre-
ceded by a header specifying its
shape.

Furthermore. the film indus-
try wants to get rid of the 'inter-
laced' scanning of the TV pic-
ture (which should have hap-
pened 20 years ago) and replace
it with 'progressive' scanning as
used in computer monitors. As
anybody who has compared
his/her television picture with
the Images on the computer
monitor kncws, this gives a
much better definition because
there are twice as many lines. Ln
a way, the new agreement is to
the liking of the computer in-
dustry, because the TV makers
dropped tbeir demand for a
single HDTV standard (this
would have meant that corn-
puter monitors would have to
be cornpatible with the inter-
laced scan format). Broadcasters
will, if the agreement is ap-
proved by the FCC, be able to
transmit digital video in either
interlaced or progressive scan
format.

COMPUTER SYSTEM
MATCHES CCTV FILM WITH
PHOTOGRAPHS
Four of Britain's police forces are
testing a new computer system
that matches film from closed-
circult televison (CCTV) cam-
eras at the scenes of crime with
police mugshcts and material
gathered by criminal Inrelli-
gence. Known as Crimenet, the
system was developed by the
Police Foundation, a charity and
polke think*tank., worki.ng with
British Aerospace and two sup*
pliers of security cameras.

Crimenet will help the police
to overcome the time-consurn*
10g task of trying to mach the
images on CCTV film with thou*
sands of mugshots. The new
system takes the pictures from
the CCTV film and compares
them with a databank of con-
victed or suspected criminals.
The criminals' features are
turned into a geometrie com-
puter code and stored in an
archive. Pictures Erorn the scene

of a crtme are also turned into
code and the computer sifts the
two sets of detail for a match.
The system can cope with iden-
tifying crirninals who use dis-
guises by comparing measure-
ments such as height and
weight, type of disguise, and
unusual features such as the
type of jewellery wem.

COMPUTER SYSTEM WILL
HELP CHI LOREN GlVE
EVIDENCE
A computer program, the Mac-
interview system, funded by the
Department of Health and de-
veloped in Britain by a team of
psychologists, psychiatrists and
computer researchers. could
soon be saving children frorn
the suffering caused through
having to relive abuse expert-
ences during interview.
It had been found that chil-

dren find it difficult to talk
about abuse end other severe
emotional expertences to psy-
chologists and police officers in
a one-to-one situation. Children
who have to appear in court as
witnesses have even greater
problems, even though video
links are often used.

Macinterview uses images,
sound, speech and video to take
away the emphasis frcm the
oue-to-one relationship and
make the computer an interme-
diary. It hel ps to build rapport
end stores records of interviews.
At the beginning of the inter-
view, the child selects a repre*
sentation of him/herself from a
multi-ethnic display and then
learns to drop facial expressions
on to that figure to represent
different emofions in different
euvironments. The child also
chooses representations of
home and farnily and uses the
range of facial expressions to
represent feeling end emotions
experienced with different peo*
pie. This enables children to
show who they have been with
when they have experienced
particular feelings. A range of
pain sensations is also used to
describe the sensations the child
has experienced. Rachel Calam,
a psychologist at the University
oE Manchester, and one of the
development team, says: "The
idea for the software stemmed
from watching how weil chil-
dren interact with computers. At
the time we were working on
difficult suspected abuse cases
and were very conscious that
children feit they were being
put on the spot and were un*
comfortable in one-to*one mter-
V1ews
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•mlcrop~Ull\~
Model building is pretty

popular among our read-
ers, and circuits for this

hobby are published from
time to time. The true

electronics enthusiast will
object to the energy

waste caused by the use
of an adjustable resistor

to contra I the speed of an
electrically powered

model. The circuit pre-
sented here pravides
nearly loss-free speed

contra I thanks to the use
of a microprocessor.

Design by
A Voggeneder and A. Nader
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Radio-controlled (R/C) modelling
seems to fascinate many electronics
enthusiasts. This technical hobby is a
melting pot of many interesting disci-
plines. induding mechanic engineer-
ing and electronics, Many "modellers',
and espedally newcomers, start from
largely pre-essembled models or kits
which aUow thern to build a model
boat, car or airplane without too much
of a nsk. AUbattery-powered models
have one aspect in common: the speed
contral is based on a variable resistor
which is opera ted by a servo motor.
Anyone who has used such a model
for some time will discover that the
variable reslsror may run pretty hot,
which means that a lot of energy ls
wasted in the speed control. A sharne.
really, because the storage and reten-
tion of sufficient energy to power just
about any vehicle is still one of the
biggest problems in model building.
Fortunately, there exists a much more
efficient alternative. The present circuit
demonstrates an intelligent and low-
lass motor controller which may be
built from relatively few parts. The

result: olle battery charge will allow
the model to drive, fly or sail langer.
Because the circuit is relatively easy to
construct, improved efficiency does not
come at high cost in this case. More-
over; the size and weight of the circuit
are modest, which is an important
aspect in this context.

A SEAMLESS TRANSITION
As a matter of course, the electronic
motor controller was designed to COI11-

ply with standards which are widely
used in radio-controlled model build-
ing. After alt keeping to the conven-
tions is the only way of making sure
that the existing regulator may be
replaced by its modern electronic
counterpatt. The mechanical speed
regulators which are normally fitted in
ready-made models are controlled by
a servo motor. The servo, in turn, is
controlIed by pulse-width rnodulated
signals supplied by the radio receiver
installed in the model. The pulses that
form the servo control signal have a
width between 1ms and 2 ms. In this
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Tech -nlcal spec -4:-
1I"lCati

SUPply VOltage: on
SUPply current.
Max. output c~rrent:
Processor'
Connectio~:
Applicalion:
Versions:
Motor brake:
Thermal protection:

6 to 10 V
<5mA
40A

PIC16C84
3-pin plug

model bost cer j
unidirectional '..' p ene

tntemst witt: U 'ai O{ .b1dlfectionat
nt treet/onal version

at 120°C

for unidirectionaI as well as bidirec-
tional use. The desired version is cho-
sen before building the circuit. Your
choice therefore determines the ccm-
ponents used. The circuit has been
kept as compact as possible. The result:
a motor contral weighing less than
25grammes.
The (intelligent) heart 01 the circuit

is forrned by a Pie microprocessor
(type PIC16C84-04) from Microchip
Technology Inc. This miniature RlSC

processor contains a11
elements needed for the
project. Because control
signals alweys consist of
legte levels (pulse width
mcdulated logic signals
are found at the input as
weil as the output), the
speed control does not
require an ND converter.

The connection to
the receiver is made via
a three-wire link, which
is standard in model
building. 111addition to
the control signal (A), the
interface also receives its
supply voltage (+5 volt
and ground). In other
words, the receiver gets
its supply voltage via the
motor control.

The control signal
supplied by the receiver
is applied directly to pin

RBD of the microcontroller (ICl). The
other Inputs of the rrucrocontroller
(RBI-RB5) are connected to pinheader
KI, for use du ring the configuration of
the circuit.
Three outputs are significant in the

process of controlling the motor speed.
The signal used to switch the direction
relay (bidirectional version) or the
motor brake (unidirectional version) is
available at output RAL Opto-isolator
IC3, a type PC827, is driven via out-
puts RB6 and RB7. The opto-isolator,
in turn, drives the transistors that
determine the current through the
motor. Because high currents are not
uncommon in model building, three
MOSFETs type BUZll are connected
in parallel here, the triplet allowing
currents of up to 40A to be handled
without problems.
As already mentioned, you have to

decide on the function of the circuit
before you start building it. In the bidi-
rectional version, components TS and
R9 are omitted. In the unidirectional
version, D1 and D2 are not required.
The motor is connected between

the two terminals marked + and M-.
In the unidirectional version, a diode
type MBR2045 (D2) is found across
these terminals. This dual Schottky
diode has been specifically developed
for heavy-duty applications, each
diode being able to cope with a cur-

+

~~O~ -=~~~~ ~ ~~ -4__~~ __+<~
960095 - 11

A ..r lk

receiver:~_ .. _.! K"

,
sv
+*......r.l<I R9

"

IRF9530

1000

BUZ"

Flgure 1. Circuit dia-
gram of the R/Cmodel
motor controller. The
heart of the circult is
a RISC microproces-
sor trom Microchlp
Technology tnc.

system, a width of 1ms
corresponds to 'maxi-
murrt', 1.5 ms, to 'mid-
travel', and 2 ms, to
'mirumum'. These
pulses are sent every
40 ms (i.e., at a rate of
25 Hz). The servo used
has an important function because it
translates the received pulse width
into a corresponding movement of a
lever; w hich changes the setting of the
variable resistor via sm all rod. As a
result, the motor voltage increases or
decreases, causing the model to accel-
erate er sIow down. The all-electronic
version described here replaces the
servo, the lever, the rod and the vari-
able resistor in Olle go. Apart from
eliminating the energy waste inherent
to a traditional regulator system, the
circuit also saves space and weight in
the model.
The motor contral may be built in

two versions. For model planes, the
control Is used in unidirectional mode
(i.e., as an ordinary minJmax. regula-
tor). The enfire contral range ls then
used to edjust the speed 01 the propul-
sion motor over a large range.
The second version operates as a

bi-dlrectional control. This type will
be used mainly in model boats and
cars. The span of the contral is then
divided into two ranges: 'forward'
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and 'reverse'. The cen-
tre position of the con-
trol then corresponds
to 'off", i.e., the motor
does not run. Because
this "zero' point is
rather critical, a certain
'dead' span has been

created araund it. This is done to
prevent the motor reversal relay
from 'chattering' . Because this relay
is normally fitted in the vehicle, it is
not found back in the circuit
described here.
A motor braklng function has been

implemented in unidirectional mode.
At the zero setting, this brake short-cir-
cuits the motor, aliowing the reverse
emf (electromotive force) genera ted by
the motor to rapidly reduce the speed
01 the model to nought.
Ta make sure that the interface

and the used transmitter work hap-
piJy together, the minimum and max-
imum propuJsion power may be pro-
grammed, in addition to the previ-
ously mentioned dead zcne. 1n this
way, the microprocessors power is
fully exploited.

THE APPROACH
The complete circuit diagram of the
motor control is shown in Figure 1.
The schematic indudes ali components
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = 4kn, SM07
R2 = 1000, SMO
R3 = 4700, SMO
R4,R6 = 100kQ, SMO
R5 = 100 SMO
R7 = NTC, 100kn
R8 = 1kn, SMO
Rg = 10kn, SMO

Capacitors:
C1,C2 = 15pF, SMO
C3,C5 = 10nF, SMO
C4 = 100nF, SMO
C6 = 47J!F 10V radial

Semiconductors:
01 = LL4148*
02 = MBR2045CT*
T1 = BC517
T2,T3,T4 = BUZ11
T5 = IRF9530
IC1 = PIC16C84 (order code
966510-1)
IC2 = L4960V5
IC3 = PC827

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 10-way pinheader
X1 = 4MHz quartz crystal
Printed circuit board and pro-
grammed PIC (IC1): set order code
960095-C (see Readers Services
page)
PIC also available separately: order
code 966510-1 (see Readers Ser-
vices page).

/118

Figure 2. The double-
sided board guaran-
tees a compact con-
struction. Compo-
nents are fitted at
both sides! (Board
available ready-made
through the Readers
Services)

rent of 20 A. In this circuit, the
MBR2045 acts as a flyback diode to
suppress voltage surges genera ted
when the motor is being switched.
Diode D1 is the flyback diode which is
connected across the relay.
The battery voltage is transformed

into a stable voltage of 5 V by an inte-
grated regulator. The 5-Vrail is used to
power the motor control as weil as the
receiver.
An NTC (negative temperature

coefficient) resistor, R7, allows the
motor and battery temperature to be
monitored. The value of the NTC
resistor is calculated by charging
capacitor C4 alternately via R6 and R7.

3

layout and component mounting plan
of the printed circuit board used to
build the contral are shown in Fig-
ure 2. As already mentioned, com-
pactness was a prime issue during the
development of the circuit. The PCB is
double-sided, and has components at
both sides. Where possible, SMDs (sur-
face-mounted devices) have been
applied.
Before you start soldering, you

have to select between unidirectional
and bidirectional mode, because that
determines the component content of
the circuit. For unidirectional mode,
01 and 02 are omitted, while T5 and
R9 are mounted. The opposite applies
if the circuit is used in bidirectional
mode.
Start by fitting all SMDs at the cop-

per side of the board. This should not
be too difficult or time-consuming if
you use a fine-tipped soldering iran.
Next, you turn the board around, and
carefully fit the parts at the top side.
If you want, you may fit ICI and IC3
in sockets. A lO-pin header is used for
Klo Heatsinks are not required

Because the value of R6 is known, the
resulting time differences allow the
value of R7 to be calculated. At the
selected switching thresholds (defined
in the software), the protection is actu-
ated at 120°C and switched off again
at 80°C. If the pratection is not
required, the NTC may simply be
omitted. The resistance is then, in prin-
ciple, infinite, which, as far as the con-
troller is concerned, corresponds to a
cold motor or battery.

CONSTRUCTION
Now you know the theoretical details
of the circuit, you are ready to start
building the actual thing. The track

Figure 3. The flnlshed
prototype demon-
strates the meaning of
'compact'. Thanks to
the use of PIC proces-
sor, the unit weighs
only 23 grammes.

although pretty large currents may
flow in the output stage. None the
less, if high currents are a reality, it is
recommended to strengthen the cop-
per tracks through which the current
flows. In practice, that is easily
achieved by soldering a short piece of
thick, solid copper wire onto the rele-
vant track section.
The connections for the supply
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voltage, the motor, the
NTC and the relay are
made via sold er ptns.
After inserting the pro-
grammed microcon-
troller into its socket,
the circuit is ready for
use. Because noise gen-
erated by, for example, the motor may
upset the operation of the control, it
is recommended to fit three lOO-nF
(O.1-VF) suppressor capacitors across
the motor.One capacitor Is connected
between the two motor terminals,
and the other two, between the motor
terrainals and the motor housing
(graund). Finally, we recommend
winding the wires that car.rythe drive
signals from the teeeiver to the con-
trol through a ferrite bead (two or
three times), as elose as possible to the
receiver.

Figure 4. The circuit
may be used to
replace the mechani-
cal speed control in
virtually any model, be
it aboat, car or plane.

MISCELLANEOUS
MATTERS
The mode of the circuit is selected with
the aid if jumper )pS. Fitting it selects
unidirectional mode, omitting it, bidi-
rectional mode.
In unidirectiona1mode, set the joy-

stick on the transmitter to minimurrt
speed, and temporarily dose jumper
JP2 (approx. 1 second). This enables
the PIC processor to couple the
received pulse time to minimum
motor speed. Next, set the joystick to
maximum, nnd briefIy elose [urnper
JPl. This links maximurrt motor speed
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to the received pulse
time. The microcon-
troll er then automati-
cally ensures that the
entire speed range is
coupled to the span of
the controI signal.
Roughly the same

procedure is followed for the adjust-
ment of the bidirectional modc. only
jumper JP2 is then used to determine
the maximum reverse speed. Also, the
dead zone may be programmed as an
extra. Set the joystick to the position
which you still want to be interpreted
as 'zero' I i.e., the highest joystick posi-
tion that causes zero motor activity
later, Brietlydose jumper JP3. The con-
troI1erwill record this setting and store
It into its memory. AU settings are
stored in an EEPROM,which allows
them to be retained for a lang time. A
reset dwing which the default settings
are loaded is accomplished by closing
jumper JP4 and then switching the
supply on. The controller then loads its
(internally defined) pre-programmed
values (defaults), and all user-pro-
grammed values are overwritten.
The speed control may then be fit-

ted into the model and connected to
the motor,the receiver and the battery.
If you want to make use of the NTC,
the component may be fitted on to the
motor or the battery. You may then
look forward to many happy hours
radng your model car, sailing your
boat or flying YOllI plane.

(960095-I)
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In pass;ng ...

Everybody on the air
Trends and events may take strange
turns. Fifteen years ago, you could
boost your status immensely by
having a mobile telephone instalIed
in your car. The (juli duptex)
receiver/transmitter would set you
back at least a thousattd pounds,
and a small fottune was required
every month to pay the subscription
and call costs. Only top managers
of large and medium size compa-
nies could afford to have a car
phone installed. Having the car
partly refurbished and 0 very eon-
spicuous antenna installed on the
roof was an excellent way of
emphasizing your standing of 0 S'LC-
cessful entrepreneur.
A lot has changed since. The digi-
tal revolution has also struck
mobile telephony, and yesteryear's
status symbol has been replaced by
a compact little telephone you get
for free if you have your pho-
tographs developed, or 0 few car
tyres replaced. Galle is the status
symbol; these days, everyone is on
the air and always obtainable.
The desire to be obtainable around
the clock IIOS become 0 hype. In
Israel, a country where nearly every-
body has 0 mobile telephone in his
packet, and people are seen every-
where holding a phone to the ear,
the army has issued a ban on the
use of these gizmos. The story is that
mobile phones were used during
exercises to order pizza's or inform
mum that everything's just fine.
Recently, while attenäing a gather-
ing of many top managers of our
company, I, and many others, dis-
covered that one of delegates had
forgotten to switch. off his mobile
phone. It was easy to notice thanks
to the beeping sound which came
from his jacket just when the wel-
come speech began. Suddenly crim-
son in the face, the delegate groped
for the onlof] switch. Telephone off,
I'm unobtainable!
If the mobile telephone was once a
status symbol available to the man-
ager to show off his success to com-
petitors and ordinary [olk, it is,
today, a certificate of incompe-
tence: once you're obtainable
around the clock, you're not run-
ning your business properly.
Strange days indeed, and all thanks
to digital technology. Electronics,
what a wonderful profession!

H. Steeman
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underlines on cd-rom
Dear Editor-I was surprised to
note on the CD-ROM with winning
programs of the software compe-
tition that all hyphens in the file
names have been alte red into
underlines.(US: underscores). I
refer in particular to the program-
mable remote control- MiniZap -
to be found in directory NL\21.

The underlining does not pose
a problem as far as the EXE files
and the device drivers are con-
cerned, but when XP-ZAPEXE
(altered into XP_ZAPEXE) is start-
ed, the program looks for ini-tlle
XP-ZAPEXE, which it cannot find
because this is now called
XP_ZAPINI. This means that the
preferred settings of the user can
no longerbe loaded.

lit ls not clear to me why this
alteration was found necessary: I
have never had problems with
hyphens in file name, and it
occurred to me that it would be
useful to other readers to write to
you. Users may note that the prob-
lems can be resolved easily by
renaming the file name XP_ZAPINI
to XP-ZAPINI.

M.M.

Itiere are several CD-ROM tor-
mats; most PCs use the
ISO-9660 standard. In this stan-
dard a number of ASCII symbols
cannot be used in file names
and one of these is tne hyphen.
For the production of Dur
CO-ROMs ISO-9660 is used and
this means that during tbe wtit-
ing 01 the disk all hyphens are
automatically converted into
underlines. It is possible to cir-
cumvent this conversion (and

this is, indeed, often done nowa-
days), but the disk would then
no longer meet the standard. As
you have already correct/y point-
ed out, the remedy is simple:
copy all files to a directory on
the hard disk and replace the
underlines in the file names by
a hyphen. All will then work 'not-
mally' again.

remote control
(April 1989)
Dear Editor-I have been looking
tor the Elektor Electronics issue
which contained a project for a
remote control extension. This ls
for use to control a VCR or TV
receiver from a room adjacent to
the one where the equipment is
located.

Thisproject appeared in DurApril
1989 issue (p. 31). Since this IS
obso/escent, a new design for
such an extension will be pub-
lished in a luture issue of this
magazine.

motor controller
(February 1997)
Dear Editor-Your February 1997
issue contains an article describ-
ing a 'Motor controller for AlC
rnodels'.

The data for this circuit state
that the controller ls suitable for
operation from supply voltages of
6-10 V. My question is: can the
controller be used with a 12 V sup-
ply or do I have to alter a few corn-
ponents?

60

No problem: the controller can
work lrom 12 V Theprocessor,
ICI, operates from a regulated
+5 Vline, irrespective 01 the
input supply voltage. Neverthe-
less, we recommend an
absolute limit 01 15 V What is
more important, however, is the
current drawn by the motor: this
must not exceed 40 A to ensure
that the ratings of the MOSFETs
are not exceeded.

magnetic Iield meter
(January 1997)
Dear Editor-When I connect the
'Magnetic-field meter' to my corn-
puter and start the associated pro-
gram, I get the message when
using DOS: 'interface not found';
when I use Windows the program
does not start at all. I nave care-
fully checked the completed board
but cannot find anything wrong.

C.S.

P.H.

We have checked your board
with several of Dur computers
and have experienced no prob-
lems: all worked weil. It is prob-
able that the problem lies in the
printer connection of your com-
puter In modern computers, a
choice may be made in the BIOS
between standard mode, EPP
mode and ECP mode lor the
printer port. In many mother
boards the standard setting is
EPP+ECP.When in that case the
ECP or the EPP+ECP mode is
selected, the circuit does not
work. You will therefore have to
check the BIOS settings and
make sure that the EPPmode tot
the printer port is selected.

P.K.

pe sound card as
af analyser
(March 1996)
Dear Editor- The 'PC soundcard
as AF analyser' uses the sound
card present in the computer. To
what degree does the quality of
this card affect the test results?

I nave a simple, inexpensive
soundcard and have been advised
that the output of this card con-
tains steep-skirted filters to sup-
press any interference causes by
the PC power supply or the card
itse~.This ls mantestsd by the fact
that when I use a tone generator
program the peak values of the
high-frequency signals start drop-
ping from about 6 kHz. Are such
@ers also used on a card like the

Soundblaster 16?
On asking several dealers !rad-

ing in such cards, I could not get
the right information because the
specifications supplied with the
card do not include this. Cards
from Terradec, I understand, are
superior as regards the audio
specification to S816 cards from
Creative Labs. Can you give me
any advice as to which to obtain?

The second question I have ls:
what can be done to suppress
interference and nolse signals
inside me computer? For instance,
does whole or partial screening of
the soundcard make sense?

J.W.

There are, indeed, appreciable
dillerences in quality between
the various soundcards on the
market. Inexpensive soundcards
olten have a poor Irequency
response which rolls oll very
steeply at both sides 01 the
band. If reliable measurements
are to be carried out, the sound-
card used must have a wide, lin-
ear Irequency response and, il
at all allordable, low distortion.
We cannot advise on which to
bur, but suggest that you glean
the tests on soundcards that are
carried out lrom time to time by
various computer magazines.

Soundblaster cards are gen-
erally 01good to very good qual-
ity and, therelore, normally a
good buy. What is important
when such a card is used in
combination with test software
is the protocol by which the card
provides its drive power Many
Soundblaster-compatible cards
simulate (in DOS) an old 8-bit
Soundblaster card. Testsoltware
running under DOS that require
16-bit precision cannot cope
with that. So, make sure that you
use a genuine Soundblaster card
(or an DEMproduct with a Vibra
chip).

Screening tne card is a good
means 01 excluding external
stray interlerence and noise. It
does not reduce such interler-
ence on the supply lines, how-
ever These can only be avoided
by locating the card outside the
computer and give it its own
power supply.
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SWITCHBOARD
Switchboard allows all PRIVATE READERS of
Elektor Electronicsone FREE advertisement
of up 10108 characters, including spaces,
commaa. numerals, etc., per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate 10electronics, in the coupon on this
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not ac-
cept responsibility for any correspondence or
transaction as a result of a tree advertisement
or of any inaccuracy in the text 01 such an ad-
vertisement.

Advertisements will be placed In the order
in whlch they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right 10 refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returning them.

FOR SALE. EPROM programmer and a
great deal of hardware add-ons for a
BBC computer. Write to Robert Sprow-
san, 6 Bolinbrook Road, Macclesfield,
Cheshire SKI9 3DJ.

WANTED. COM3XOI Twinax controller
chip: please contact Indrajit on
e-mail:multi@server.indo.net.id

FOR SALE. I Mbit EPROMs. 5:2 each.
Phone Andrew on 01315567181.

WANTED. Sage Audio Supermos 2
modules. Desperately needed. Phone D
Bell at 01656725319 (South Wales).

FOR SALE. WEKAElectronic Repoir
Manual and Modern Amateur Electronic

Manual. Both plus two supplements:
>:20 each (MO new). wrtte to W. Allen.
47 Westthorpe Gardens, Hendon, Lon-
don NW4 lTU or phone 0181 203
6023.

WANTED. Details on radio data system
encoders, circutt dtagrams or w.h.y.
Phone Paul on 0976 725 684 or e-mail
1D6004.2306

WANTED. Someone to flntsh RF pro-
ject. Willing to pay. Phone Paul on
04D2 742744.

WANTED for Casio keyboard IT -50.
RAMpack; also TA-I interface plug-in
module requjred. Have tried every-
where - please help. Write to N.H.HilI.
179 Mersey House. H.M.P. Channings
wood. Denbury. Newton Abbot. Devon
TQI26DW.

FOR SALE. vtdeocrypt decoders Type
SVAI, price >:1Deach plus postage.
Phone 0118 970 1163.

FOR SALE. Tektronox Logic Analyser
Model 7603+DFl+7D01. Has no pods
or manuals, but believed working.
Price >:295. Phone Mark on 0181761
7259.

WANTED. 2764 EPROM (programmed)
for MIDI-to-CV interface from Elektor
Electronics January 1991. Phone Lars
on +45 4353 3218 (Denmark)

WANTED. Someone to build TV signal
processtng project. PCB and most bits
supplied. Willing to pay. Phone Ron on
D402 742744 or 0976 895273.

WANTED. Late Labcenter PCB draw-
tng, software wtth manuals. Phone
Mark on 01817617259.

Send this coupon to
Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 8VH

England

Block capttats please - one character to each box

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS 5/97

Name and address MUSTbe given

FOR SALE. Low-cost PCB drill-stand &
UVUghtbox plans. >:2·00 each. wrttc
to R. Hammond. 34 Gould Firm Lane,
Aldrtdge, West Midlands WS9 Ol.X,

~
CDRRECTIDN§ ~ U. ~

Dark-room timer
(October 1996 . 960086)
The proposed stop scale for the
timer (Figure 5) should be turned
around because the delay time
increases when the control is
turned clockwise. Also, the value
of C1 is incorrectly given as 1 fJF
in the parts list, whereas the cor-
rect value is 1.8 fJF as shown in
the circuit diagram.

Matchbox BASIC comput-
er as data logger
(September 1996 - 960065)
Owing to a text conversion error,
all underscores in the names of
variables have dropped out 01 the
program listing shown in Figure 4.
The correct variable names are
LOG MAX, START LOG,
COl\tCHR. LOG":-RAM,
LOG_oATA, REAo_MAXIM and
oUMP_PTR.
Also. The compiler is unable to
process the line
WHILE oUMP _PTRG MAX 00
which is best replaced by
WHILE oUMP ]TR GMAX 00

ElektorElectronics

Motor controller lor R/C
models
(February 1997 • 960095) ,jX
The text incorrectly states that 01
and O2 are not required for unidi-
rectional mode. This should be 01
and T1. The penultimate paragraph
on page 17 and the first complete
paragraph in the right-hand col-
umn on page 18 should be
amended accordingly.

68HC11 Emulator
(February 1997 . 970008~
The correct name of the Talker for
use with a 5 MHz crystal is
TKAXTS_BOO(inset Talkers tor use
with Ihe emulaIar, page 25).
Contrary to what is stated under
the Applications examples, FAQs
heading, the Hi-Tech compiler is
not in the M11 oISK\UTILI\ dlrec-
tory. Users having access to ver-
sion 7 of this compiler may,
however. use SYMWICE.EXE to
build a small high· level debugger.
Likewise, the SYMWICE.Cfile may
help users of other compilers or
earlier versions of the Hi-Tech
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compiler. SYMWICE.EXE also
works for the WICE emulator.
The text In the laffer case, ports B
and C ... (page23, third linetrom the
bottom) should be corrected to read:
In both cases, ports Band C ..
The TL7705 will switch at a low-
supply voltage of 4.5 V, not 3.6 V
as stated at the top of the right·
hand column on page 24. The ref-
erence voltaqe is calculated from:
Vrer (R2+R1)/R1 =
2.53x178/10 = 4.5 V.

oscillation may upset the normal
operation 01 the circurr.The problem
ls remedied by fitting a 47fJF/25V
eleclrolytic cspacnor in parallel wrrh
C2 at the track side ot the board. The
relevantconnections should be kept
as short as possible.
The settings 01 the three presets
on the board are determined to a
large extent by the quality of the
applied S/POIFsignal. The settings
are, therefore, dependent on the
digital signal source.

Simple inductance meter Icr meter - part 1
(February 1997-970009) K(April 1997 . 970028/1)
In the circult diagram on page 32. Some unlortunate errors have
diodes O2 through 09 should be crept into some text and the box
connected to K1 pins 2 through 9, on p. 32.
not pins 1 through 8. The layout In the 8th line, centre colurnn,
of the printed circuit board is not 102/105 should read 102//105.
affected. leut in the 9th and 12th lines

should read ldot (where dot is the
device on test).

In the formulas in the box, 2ni
should read 21[i in all five cases.
The first formula should start:
U1COS~1 = ,and the second for-
mula: U1sinf1'

Copybit inverter l\.. /
(January 1996 - 950104) \)'-
The input stage around gate IC1,
may start to oscillate when the opti·
mum sensitivity is reached by
adiusting preset P1. This spurious
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Table 2. Relation between monitor (screen) size, resolution
and pieture refresh rate.
Screen good resolution highest H frequeney for
diagonal resolution 85 Hz refresh rate
14 incb 640 x 480 80 x 600 45 kHz
15 inch 800 x 600 1024 x 768 56 kHz
17 inch 1024 x 768 1280 x 1024 73 kHz
19 inch 1200 x 1024 1600 x 1200 96 kHz
21 inch 1600 x 1200 2000 x 1500 111 kHz

ing wirhin reach.Companles like FAST,
Digital Device Development and
Optivision already supply the neces-
sary equipment.
More importantly, though, movie

suppliers seem poised to reach the pe
user, This type of software being
marked by huge amounts of data.
movies on CD-ROM can only be mar-
keted if there is a large potential of
really fast pes and ingenious program
algorithms, simply because nobody
will be satisfied with poor or irregular
picture quality. To boost sales, many
VGA cards are equipped with an
MPEG decoder straight .way. This
decoder turns compressed data loaded

from a CD-ROM into a viewable pic-
ture on the computer monitor. On
some cards, the MPEG decoder is
implemented by software on1y,on oth-
ers, by hardware. The upshot is that
they enable digitized movies, video-
CDs or CD-i djsks to be played and
produce a quality which is, well, just
tolerable. lf you need to view videos
on your pe, be sure to ask for a
demonstration by your supplier, and
gauge the quality you can expect.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
The latest buzz in VGA land is 3·D
video cards, a number of which are
now available. It wouJdbe easy to wel-

come the addition of the third dimen-
sion to computer images because
human sight naturally includes the
perception of depth. As faras the corn-
puter is concerned, however, depth is
only simulated. None the less, accurate
CAD drawings with fantastic light
effects, or games in an "almest real'
environment are impressive. 00 not
forget, however, that the technical
effort to achieve all this presents an
enormous technical overhead. To
lighten the computing load 01 the
main processor, special 3-D chips have
been developed. Apart from speoalists
like 3Dlabs who offer professional as
weil as consumer-oriented (3-D
Blaster) products in this area, other
well-known manufacturers of grapluc
chlps have released theirown 3-D chip
(including Matrox and 53). Others
have announced to do so (ATI and
Tseng Labs). Particularly with PC
garnes, these improvements cause new
alliances in the fiercely competitive
market segment called computer gam-
ing. Diamoud, for instance, has added
an integrated interface for Sega acces-
sories on its 3-D accelerator called
'Edge'. (%2008-1)

Motor Controller for R/C
models
(February 1997· 960095) V
The components list printed on
page 18 should be amended 10
read
C3,C5 = 100nF,SMD
C4 = 10nF,SMD
C6 = 471'F 10V SMD
IC2 = L4940V5

PIC Controlled Horne
Alarm System \J
(April 1997· 970022)

All PICs in the firsl batch we
supplied 10 individual readers
and kit dealers contain an
incorrect oscillator code word
which lotal/y disables the
device. These PICs are marked
by the total absence of oscil/a-
tor activity. Readers experienc-
ing problems are tecuested to
return the faulty PIe (order
code 976501-1) 10 us for a free
replacemen!. Please enclose a

Elektor Electronics

short note staling your name
and return address, and ensure
proper packaging.

Magnetic-Field Meter
(960100 . January 1997) \.)

In the circuit diagram on page
28, RI2 is incorrectfy shown as
a 10 kR resistot. tne correcl
value is 22 kR 1%,as stated in
the components list.

4-Channel Logic J
Analyser
(970042 . May 1997)

Theprogram shown in Figure 3
has been tested under QBASIC
1.1 and QuickBASIC 4.5, not
GW-BASICas menlioned in the
article. Because QuickBASIC is
a compiler, it wil/ produce a
faster executable program than
QBASIC. The highest signal

7·8197

speed the program can handle
is mainly determined by the
speed of the PC. Using a
486DX33 the maximum input
signal frequency will be about
75 Hz under QBASle 1.1, or
about 20 Hz in 4-channel mode.
Therespective values for a Pen-
lium 150 pe are about 250 Hz
and 75 Hz. Theuse of QuickBA-
SIC 4.5 wiff result in values
which are about 6 limes higher
Theprogram will only work in a
true DOS environment, i.e., not
in a aas box produced by Win-
dows 95.
Finally, to obtain a cafibrated
timebase, simply apply a clock
signal wilh a known frequency
to one 01 the channels.
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. sahle tOOI
illdlSpe!' designersJar acllve

Motorola's 68HC11 is
currently one of the

world's most popular
microcontrollers. This
article presents an

emulator for this won-
derful device. We are
pretty sure that the

design will appeal to
died-in-the-wool as
weil as budding

68HC11 users, whose
patience has been

cruelly tried of late by
production shortages
of some of the most
interesting controllers
in the Motorola prod-
uct ranges. On your

marks!

Design by J. Gonzales
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Main §pecit=ications
Emulation RAM:
Clock Frequency:
Probe boards:

32 Kbytes
variable, removable emulator crystal
2, one for stacked-board connection,

one tor f1atcable connection
2, one standard (MAX232), 3Bk4 bitsls max.,

one e/ectricafly isolated (4N35), 19k2 bitsls max.
Supply connector for afl-Iogic use.
Reset push-button

Serial interfaces:

!ipecial t'eatures
Emulator does not employ target system quartz crystal
no debugging under watchdog control
SCI used by emulator
SWI reserved for emulator
XIRQ generafly reserved for emulator

The 68HCl1 emulator card was de-
signed to fulfill tWQ functions. lt may
acts as:
• an emulator in single-chip mode for
the 68HCll;
• an application board, equivalent to a
single chip equipped with 32 kBytes 01
RAM. In this case, the probe connec-
tors are used to connect to an
input/output card. The internal PROM
01 a 711E9 may additionally load RAM
addresses. Priorities are foreseen in the
HCl 1. We have also fitted the emula-
tor with a pair of probes. of which the
pinning is identical, but the use, totally
different: one for direct connection to
the emulator board, and another,
which allows the connection to the

host circuit to be made via two lengths
01 flatcable.

In the first case (emulator in 'single-
chip' mode), a double approach Is
available:

Emulator fitted on top of probe board.
The total assembly then consists of two
boards mounted in 'piggy-back' style
(three boards if you indude the host
board). The emulator eard i.sfitted on
top of the probe board. whose pinning
corresponds to that 01 the 68HCll con-
troller removed from the host system.

Emulator used with probe having flat-
cable connectors.

Elektor Electronics 2/97
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Straight, double-row, 26~wayconnec-
tors connected to the emulator board
are then used at the top side, and the
probe card is fitred with lDC-style
plugs. You have to consider the
mounting of the cables carefully if you
want to find back the functional equtv-
alent of the card assembly mentioned
in the previous paragraph.

THE ELECTRONICS
The schematic shown in Figure 1may
be subdivided into three sub-circuits:
in the centre, the components that
form the emu1ator proper, that is, lC1,
IC4, IC2, IC3 and their surrounding
components. This is actually Mo-
torola's classic scenario for a small em-
ulator cansisting of a 68HCll, a
68HC24 and a small memory. The
68HCll emulator operates in 'TEST'
mode (recommended), or 'EX-
PANDED MUX' mode. In the latter
case, ports Band C are lost to form,
after multiplexing by 8 bistables in IC2

IC12
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512 BYTES EEPROM

256BYTESRAM '..,~
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CIRCUrrRY ENCLOSED BV OOTIEO UNE 15 EQUIVALENTTQ MC&6HC2~.

EiBHC' ,
Technical Feature§
M68HCll central processing unit
512 bytes of EEPROM
No ROM
256 bytes of RAM
16-bit timer system
Real-time interrupt circuit
8-bit 8-channel AID converter
Serial Communication Interface (SCI)
32 multifunction 1/0 pins
(divided into 15 bidirectional 1/0 pins,
12 outout pins, and 11 input pins)

(a 74HCT573), the 24lines of a classic
microprocessor bus with 16address
lines and 8 data lines. This micro-
processor bus remains confined to the
68HC11 emulator card, only the ports
corresponding with the "single-chip'
function are wired to the probe. This
bus aUows a 32-kByte emulator RAM
to be connected. Next, the lost ports (B
and C) are recovered by the 68HC24,
IC4. The lot thus forms a 68HCll 'sin-
gle-chip' having 32 kBytes of RAM be-
tween $8000 and $FFFE The emulator
will be fitted with an inexpensive
HCll, i.e., a 68HCllAl from any
source, or an 68HCllEl, preferably
from Toshiba (this has to do with the
bootstrap mode). Although it has an
external RAM, the eard starts in 'boot-
strap' mode: 2 jumpers fitted on K3. A
pull-up resistor is used on the TxD line
because in bootstrap mode port D is
initiated using the open-drain option.
Next, the Talker utility switches to 'test'
mode to have access to the RAM.
However, that is of no consequence
other than for the RAM amount be-
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Figure 2_ Archileclure
ollhe 68HC11_Nole
Ihe 68HC24block_
(source: Malorola)

cause the emulator opcrates in single-
chip rnode. The function of this emu-
lation RNv:[ (which occupies addresses
normally reserved for ROM) is to en-
able multiple versions of a program to
be downloaded very quick1y, as weU as
to allow advanced debugging func-
tions such as single-steppillg, JSR step-
ping, IID-brandz stepping and brenk points
to be used, all in combination with the
actual controls and actuators of the
hast syster». and without requiring a
power supply. Moreover, electrical iso-
lation is provided between the emula-
tor and the PC
Those of you burning rnidnight oil

over a simulator fOTthe 68HCl1 envi-
ronment will appreciate a11 this. The
68HC24 is incompletely decoded: from
AD7, we jump directly to AD12, skip-
pi.ng A8 through All which are omit-
ted in the decoding. TI1e Band C ports
restored by the HC24 are thus redun-
dant. This is really not important fOT
an emulation of a 'single-chip' 68HC11
which contains nothing else at these
.addresses.

Power supply
The 68HCll emulator draws its sup-
ply current (approx. 20 mAl from the
HCll socket in which the probe is in-
serted. In the current rnode, it is, there-
fore, not necessary to power it at the
level of connector [I"l. The TL7705
from Texas Instruments (lC5) is a sup-
ply voltage monitor specially designed
for use in rrccroprccessor reset circuits.
It monitors the supply voltage with
the aid of its SENSE input, and detects

any (sudden) voltage drop. If the sup-
ply voltage drops below 3.6 V, the
TL770S tnggers a delay penod. at the
end of which the RESET and RESE1\
outputs are actuated. Hefe, only the
RESE1\ line is used (active low).

Peripherals
The serial interface on the emulator
board enables the 68HCll and the pe
to communicate, as weil as all kinds of
programs to be conveyed. The inter-
face is based on the ubiquitous
MAX232 (lC6) whose TxD and RxD
lines are taken to pins on connector
K2. Note that the emulator has to be
connecred to the PC via a non-crossed
serial cable. If you do not have such a
cable, you may make one yourself
front a length of flatcable with IDC-
style {press-en') 9-way sub-D sockets
at either end. In scme cases, you may
have to use a 9-to-25-way adapter be-
cause the RS232 port you want to use
for the emu la tor may have a 25-way
connector. In many cases, one serial
port will be in use for the mouse al-
ready.

BRIEF DATA ON THE
68HCll AND
68HC24
The essential components in the emu-
lator are, of course, the 68HCll and
the 68HC24. Unfortunately, a full dis-
cussion of aU the programming and
hardware features of these compo-
nents is way beyond the scope of this
article, and interested readers are re-
ferred to Motorola's extensive data-
books and application notes. As a use-
ful programmer's aid which is easily
consulted during progrerruning ses-
sions, this month's Elektor Etectrcnice
Datesbeets provide an overview of the
68HCll's register array. In addition,
the pin-outs of the 68HCll are pre-
sented.
Note that the 68HCl1 comes in

many different vers ions. The ones of
interest to us are the 68HCllAl and
the 68HCllEl. The architectu.re of the
68HCllA8 is given in Figur. 2. It is vir-
tually identical with that of the
68HCllAl. The 68HCllA has two
modes of operation: 'single-chip', in
which it does not have an address or
data bus, and an 'expended multi-
plexed' mode in which it is able to ac-
cess an address range of 64 kBytes. A
special bootstrap mode allows pro-
grams with a specific function to be
loaded into the internal RAM. The
'boctloader" empleys the sub-circuit
called SCI (Serial Contmunication Inter-
face) for the transfer of a 256-byte pro-
gram into device-lntemal RAM, cov-
ering the address range $0000 and
$OOFF.After reception of the character
at address $OOFF,the program loaded
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and launehing from address $0000
takes aver.
The other essential component is

the 68HC24, which is less known than
the 68HCll. The '24 is a PRU (Port Re-
placement Ullit), a gate array designed to
emulate the functions of the B and C
ports which are 'lost' to the bus ex-
tending function in single-chip mode,
when the CPU is used in expnnded
mode. This particular mode aUows a
program in external EPROM to be de-
veloped. The internal fegte of the
68HCll has been specifically designed
to permit the emulation of single chip
functions by a 68HC24.

BUILDING THE
BOARDS

The track layouts and component
overlays of the double-sided, through-
plated printed circuit board designed
for the 68HCl1 emu1ator are shown in
Figure 3. The board is available ready-
made through our Readers Services.
K7 and K8 on the emulator board are
26-way double-row straight wire-wrap
style pinheaders with O.64-mm square
pins at a pitch of 0.1 inch (2.54 111m).
The plastic part of the pinheader
should be at the component side of the
board, and the long (approx. 20 mm)
pins are pushed through the pes
holes. The long pins are then carefully
soldered from the solder side of the
board. They mate with 26-way sockets,
Kl1 and K12, on the larger probe
board. The top sides of the square pins
mate with 26-way IDC sockets pressed
on to flatcables. The other end of each
f1atcable is secured to a 26-way roc
plug whose pins are soldered to loca-
tions K9 end KJO on the sm aller probe
board. lf you ean not get hold of dou-
ble-row 26-way wire-wrap style pin-
headers, you may resort to single-in-
Iine strips which may be cut to length
and mounted alongside each other.
Each probe board reproduces the

O.OS-inch(1.27mm) pitch PLCC52100t-
print of the 68HCll processor. At the
solder side of the probe boards you
have to fit 52 O.64-mm square pins
with a length of about 8 mm. This is
very delicate work, and it is probably
best to solder the pins alternately. The
aim is to be able, later; to insert these
pins into the (empty) PLCC socket for
the 68HCll on the host system board.
So, the total assembly of the emulator
may consist of three stacked boards
(host board. probe board, emulator
board). In the authcr's experience, this
type 01connection to a PLCC52 socket
is sufficiently reliable, although it has
not been tested in respect of Iong-tenn
behaviour.
The alternative is to use the smaller

probe board which is connected to the
emulator via two flatcables. This solu-
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tion may be useful if there is limited
space above the host system board.
The pin connection to the PLCC52
socket remains the same, though, also
requiring extreme care in inserting and
removing to make sure the pins re-
main properly aligned with the socket
contacts.

TH E SOFTWARE
The software developed for the ernu-
lator comes on a diskette which may
be obtained through our Readers Ser-
vices, in combination with the PCB, or
as aseparate item under order code
976002-1. The disk contains a self-ex-
tracting program, Ml1DlSK.EXE,
wh ich produces a small (public-do-
main) assernbler, and a program-
mer/debugger for the 68HCll called
Ml1.EXE. These two programs should
be sufficient to handle almost any sit-
uation, wtth or without the emulator;
Two subdirectories are created

which are worth exploring. The first is
A5MHCll which contains Motorola's
68HCll assembler version 2.0. The sec-
ond subdirectory is 'MIl', which holds
the Mll.EXE program that arranges
the commun.ication with the Pe. The
program is accompanied by eight
other options, each of which giving ac-
eess to a pull-down menu.

Each subdirectory contains a num-
ber of useful 'Information' type Hles in
English and French. This program,
though running under DOS, is very
user friendJy. You even heve direct ac-
cess to EOlT.COM, the MS-OOS text
editor from Microsoft, without having
to quit the Ml I program. TI,e Help op-
tion gives access to an impressive
number of on-Iine help files.
The other subdirectories are: SAM-

PLES,HARDWARE and UTfLl, which
will be reverted to at the end of this er-
tiele where some examples are pre-
sen ted, and possible problems dis-
eussed.
Inside the HCll, Mll launehes a

sma11 communication utility called
Th\ker. This little program makes use of
the serial link to the Pe. It also pro-
vides access to memory areas and reg-
isters which, in turn, enable Mll.EXE
to ereate the debugging functions. Mll
is eesy-going: rnouse, pu11-down
menus, symbols. automatic screen re-
freshing of memory and register con-
tents. The program will not pose prob-
lems to beginnere working in "boot-
strap' mcde a11the time. By contrast,
the mode switching of the HCll and
the work that need to be done in be-
tween require a deep knowledge of
the processor; and lots of program-
ming experience. In all cases, it is es-
sential to have some knowledge of the
68HCll, or at least on Motorola's 8-bit
processors in general, and, fina11y, to
e.xamine the examples in the subdirec-
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tory SAMPLES. Rummaging through
the different .TXT files you rnay find a
lot of useful information.

Even if your have the right devel-
opment hardware, it is still useful to
get acquainted with Mll beeause
being able to switch to special modes
and launch them, work without
buffers, and being aware that the bus
may never left in high-irnpedance
mode (as certain ernulators da) may all
help you to stay out of, or solve, prob-
lematic situations.
The inset lists all Talkers that may

be used in conjunction with the emu-
lator. These Talkers switch to 'test'
mode to have access to the external
32 Kbyte RAM (mode switehing is al-
lowed on the HCII when you are in a
spedal mode). Note, hcwever; that the
vectors are still those of the 'bootstrap'
mode, because the bit called 'RBOOT
is not modified by the Talker. This has
to do with the fact that the author
often uses the same programs, with or
without the 68HCIl emuJator. Exper-
imentally minded users may want to
rewrite and re-assernble these TaJkers
to obtain the vectors pointing at $BFFF

Talkers 'Tor use
lIIfith the emulator

TKAX1TST.BOO 8-MHz crystal, and PC-HC11
communication at 9,600 baud.

TKA1XTS.BOO 5-MHz crystal, and PC-HG11
communication at 19,200
baud
1O-MHz eryslal, and PC-HG11
eommunieation at 38,400
baud.

TKA1XTS-.BOO 5-MHz erystal, and PC-HG11
eommunieation at 38,400
baud.

These Talkers use the XIRQ interrupt whieh has
higher priority than the SGI interrupt, so that a
jumper has to be litted on K5. Beginners are ed-
vised to stick to these three Talkers.

TKA1TEST.BOO Switehes to 'test' mode, but
does not employ XIRQ

in 'test' mode. Attention: if you do that,
the vectors used by the Talker for the
communication with Mll have to be
written to ad hoc addresses also, or
those which beleng to the 'expanded
MUJ(' mode. If you are a 68HCl1 spe-
cialist, you may want to have a go at
creating XlRQ versions of the Talkers
type TKAIEEPR or TKAEXP0.519.
Having arrived there, you will dis-
cover the many combinations of
modes and vector locations, as weil as
the Talker locations, each of wh ich
having its own advantages and disad-
vantages.
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COMPONENTS UST

Reststors:
R1-R5,R9 ~ 10kfl
R6 ~ 10M{)
R7 ~ 4kfl7
R8 ~ 2kfl2
R10 ~ 2kfl7
R11 ~ 1kfl8

Capacitors:
Cl :::::100nF, pitch 5mm
C2- C6,C12,C16 ~ 1O~F 63V
C7,C10 ~ 10nF
G8,G9 = 27pF ceramic
C11 = 470nF
C13,C14 = 100nF
C15 = 100~F 16V

Semiconductors:
01,04 ~ 1N4148
02 = 1N4001
D3 = zener diode 5V6/1 W
IC1 ~ 68HC11A1FN (PLCC52 case)
(Motorola)
IC2 ~ 74HCT573
IC3 ~ 62256
IC4 ~ 68HC24FN (PLCC44 case)
Motorola)
les = TL7705 (Texas Instruments)
IC6 ~ MAX232 (Maxim)
IC7 ~ 74HCTOO
IC8,IC9 ~ 4N35
IC10 ~ 7805
IC11,IC12 = 5210ng pins (wire-
wrap), O.64mm square, totallength
approx. 21 mm

Miscellaneous:
xt = 8-MHz quartz crystal
81 = push-buttcn, make contact,
e.q. CTL3 (Multimec)
K2,K6 = 9-way sub-D socket, pes
mount
K3 = 4-way StL pin header
K4 = 3-way 81L pin header
K5 = 2-way pin header
K7,K8 = 26-pin header, wire-wrap.
double-row
K9,K10 ~ 26-way 10C style plug,
pes mount, plus two pieces of 26-
way flatcable fitted with 26-way IDG
sockets
K11 ,K12 ~ 26-way socket, PCB
mount
IC sockets: 1 x PLCC52, 1 x PLCC44
pes and diskette: order code
970008-C (see Readers Services
paqe).
Diskette only: order code 976002-1
(see Readers Services page).

PRACTICAL USE
This article being airned at experienced
microcontrolJer enthusiasts, and in
particular, the fans of the 68HCll,
there is probably no need to explain
the use and function of an emulator. In
practice. one of the probe boards is in-
serted in the socket frorn wh ich the
68HCl processOf was removed on the
target system board. lf there is suffi-
cient space above the host system
board. you use the stacked assembly
with the larger probe board. If space Is
tight, it is best to use the smaller probe
board attached to the flatcables.
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Onee the connections are secure (in
particular, the 52 pins in the target sys-
tem socket), It is time to launch the
Mll software which enables you to
get in touch with the HCll controller
on the emulator board. From there on,
It's all software, and there is a lot to
discover. The Information found on
the disk should enable you to make a
quick entry into the world of rrucro-
processor emulation. Good luck!

ApPLICATION EXAM-
PLES, FAQs

I have a card of the 'slngle-chip" type.
Now what?
(Very) sma11 applications may be tested
and tweaked with the aid of M1LEXE,
without the emulator described here,
but only if the said card is capable of
starting in 'bootstrap' mode. This will
be possible with most (simple) cards
described in electronics magazines. In
a11other cases, you will need the em-
ulator hardware, that is to say. if the
'stngle-chip' application is reiatively
complex, if you have a card which is
unable to start in 'bootstrap' rnode, if
you want to solve memory size prob-
lems more easily, or if you want to use
'C' higher-Ianguage programming. A
note on the use of 'C': it is possible to
create Cl small debugger source code
file with the aid of the Hi-TECH com-
piler in the MllDISK\UTILI\ subdirec-
tory. In 'C' as weH as in 'single-chip'
mode, floating-point arithmetie (FPA)
is preferably avoided up to the version
711 E9, mainly because of the size of
the mathematical libraries. The 711E20
is really the first chip suiteble for FPA.

I have a card which functiens in "ex-
panded MUX mode, capable of start-
Ing in 'bootstrap' mode. Now what?
Use the Mll software only

I have a card which functions in 'ex-
panded MUX' mode, but not capabIe
of starting in 'bootstrap' mode. What
da I do?
Build the card described in the directory
M11DISK\HARDWARE\MlNWROB\
This uses the same type of probe as
the 68HCll emulator, although the
connection is established with the aid
of flatcable. The mini probe is the
equivalent of the emulator for eards of
the 'expanded MUX' type, Moreover,
it allows '711 processors to be pro-
grammed (12 V on the XIRQ pin).

I want to program the
PROM/EPROM in the '711 verstons.
See above paragraph.

Iwant to program the EEPROM in-
side the HCll_
The Mll software is capable of doing
this in any case.

I have built an 'expanded MUX' card,
but the memory aecess does not werk.
The Talker ealled TKAlTESTBOO
switches to 'test' mode without mov-
ing the vectors, which remain in the
Interrial RAM. The eard will therefore
function with M1LEXE, although
there is no access to external memory.
lt is then pussible to run a small pro-
gram, in the internal EEPROM, which
handles read/write access to/frorn ex-
ternal memories. This allows the pres-
ence of 'chip seIect' signals, and oth-
ers, to be verified with the aid of an os-
cilloscope.

FINAL REMARKS
For circuits that da not conswne a lot
of power, you may use Cl floating sup-
ply (i.e. without a ground connection).
In that case, the PC determines the ref-
erence potential if you use the straight
(non-isolated) RS232 connection.
The Mll software may be used

with any card capable of starting in
bootstrap mode. Similarly, the present
68HCll emulator should, in principle,
run with Motorola' s PBUG1] software
in 'test' mode and ustng the non-iso-
la red serial link. Note, however, that
the Talkers of the two systems should
not be mixed beeause certain softwäre
incompatibilities exist at this level.

(97008)
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SWITCHBOARD
Switchboard allows all PRIVATE READERS of
Elektor Electronicsone FREE advertisement
of up 10108 characters, including spaces,
commaa. numerals, etc., per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate 10electronics, in the coupon on this
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not ac-
cept responsibility for any correspondence or
transaction as a result of a tree advertisement
or of any inaccuracy in the text 01 such an ad-
vertisement.

Advertisements will be placed In the order
in whlch they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right 10 refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returning them.

FOR SALE. EPROM programmer and a
great deal of hardware add-ons for a
BBC computer. Write to Robert Sprow-
san, 6 Bolinbrook Road, Macclesfield,
Cheshire SKI9 3DJ.

WANTED. COM3XOI Twinax controller
chip: please contact Indrajit on
e-mail:multi@server.indo.net.id

FOR SALE. I Mbit EPROMs. 5:2 each.
Phone Andrew on 01315567181.

WANTED. Sage Audio Supermos 2
modules. Desperately needed. Phone D
Bell at 01656725319 (South Wales).

FOR SALE. WEKAElectronic Repoir
Manual and Modern Amateur Electronic

Manual. Both plus two supplements:
>:20 each (MO new). wrtte to W. Allen.
47 Westthorpe Gardens, Hendon, Lon-
don NW4 lTU or phone 0181 203
6023.

WANTED. Details on radio data system
encoders, circutt dtagrams or w.h.y.
Phone Paul on 0976 725 684 or e-mail
1D6004.2306

WANTED. Someone to flntsh RF pro-
ject. Willing to pay. Phone Paul on
04D2 742744.

WANTED for Casio keyboard IT -50.
RAMpack; also TA-I interface plug-in
module requjred. Have tried every-
where - please help. Write to N.H.HilI.
179 Mersey House. H.M.P. Channings
wood. Denbury. Newton Abbot. Devon
TQI26DW.

FOR SALE. vtdeocrypt decoders Type
SVAI, price >:1Deach plus postage.
Phone 0118 970 1163.

FOR SALE. Tektronox Logic Analyser
Model 7603+DFl+7D01. Has no pods
or manuals, but believed working.
Price >:295. Phone Mark on 0181761
7259.

WANTED. 2764 EPROM (programmed)
for MIDI-to-CV interface from Elektor
Electronics January 1991. Phone Lars
on +45 4353 3218 (Denmark)

WANTED. Someone to build TV signal
processtng project. PCB and most bits
supplied. Willing to pay. Phone Ron on
D402 742744 or 0976 895273.

WANTED. Late Labcenter PCB draw-
tng, software wtth manuals. Phone
Mark on 01817617259.

Send this coupon to
Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 8VH

England

Block capttats please - one character to each box
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Name and address MUSTbe given

FOR SALE. Low-cost PCB drill-stand &
UVUghtbox plans. >:2·00 each. wrttc
to R. Hammond. 34 Gould Firm Lane,
Aldrtdge, West Midlands WS9 Ol.X,
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CDRRECTIDN§ ~ U. ~

Dark-room timer
(October 1996 . 960086)
The proposed stop scale for the
timer (Figure 5) should be turned
around because the delay time
increases when the control is
turned clockwise. Also, the value
of C1 is incorrectly given as 1 fJF
in the parts list, whereas the cor-
rect value is 1.8 fJF as shown in
the circuit diagram.

Matchbox BASIC comput-
er as data logger
(September 1996 - 960065)
Owing to a text conversion error,
all underscores in the names of
variables have dropped out 01 the
program listing shown in Figure 4.
The correct variable names are
LOG MAX, START LOG,
COl\tCHR. LOG":-RAM,
LOG_oATA, REAo_MAXIM and
oUMP_PTR.
Also. The compiler is unable to
process the line
WHILE oUMP _PTRG MAX 00
which is best replaced by
WHILE oUMP ]TR GMAX 00

ElektorElectronics

Motor controller lor R/C
models
(February 1997 • 960095) ,jX
The text incorrectly states that 01
and O2 are not required for unidi-
rectional mode. This should be 01
and T1. The penultimate paragraph
on page 17 and the first complete
paragraph in the right-hand col-
umn on page 18 should be
amended accordingly.

68HC11 Emulator
(February 1997 . 970008~
The correct name of the Talker for
use with a 5 MHz crystal is
TKAXTS_BOO(inset Talkers tor use
with Ihe emulaIar, page 25).
Contrary to what is stated under
the Applications examples, FAQs
heading, the Hi-Tech compiler is
not in the M11 oISK\UTILI\ dlrec-
tory. Users having access to ver-
sion 7 of this compiler may,
however. use SYMWICE.EXE to
build a small high· level debugger.
Likewise, the SYMWICE.Cfile may
help users of other compilers or
earlier versions of the Hi-Tech
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compiler. SYMWICE.EXE also
works for the WICE emulator.
The text In the laffer case, ports B
and C ... (page23, third linetrom the
bottom) should be corrected to read:
In both cases, ports Band C ..
The TL7705 will switch at a low-
supply voltage of 4.5 V, not 3.6 V
as stated at the top of the right·
hand column on page 24. The ref-
erence voltaqe is calculated from:
Vrer (R2+R1)/R1 =
2.53x178/10 = 4.5 V.

oscillation may upset the normal
operation 01 the circurr.The problem
ls remedied by fitting a 47fJF/25V
eleclrolytic cspacnor in parallel wrrh
C2 at the track side ot the board. The
relevantconnections should be kept
as short as possible.
The settings 01 the three presets
on the board are determined to a
large extent by the quality of the
applied S/POIFsignal. The settings
are, therefore, dependent on the
digital signal source.

Simple inductance meter Icr meter - part 1
(February 1997-970009) K(April 1997 . 970028/1)
In the circult diagram on page 32. Some unlortunate errors have
diodes O2 through 09 should be crept into some text and the box
connected to K1 pins 2 through 9, on p. 32.
not pins 1 through 8. The layout In the 8th line, centre colurnn,
of the printed circuit board is not 102/105 should read 102//105.
affected. leut in the 9th and 12th lines

should read ldot (where dot is the
device on test).

In the formulas in the box, 2ni
should read 21[i in all five cases.
The first formula should start:
U1COS~1 = ,and the second for-
mula: U1sinf1'

Copybit inverter l\.. /
(January 1996 - 950104) \)'-
The input stage around gate IC1,
may start to oscillate when the opti·
mum sensitivity is reached by
adiusting preset P1. This spurious
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UNIDIRECTIONAL INTERFACE

COMPONENTS LIST

Resislors:
A1 = not fitted
A2,A10 = 100Q
A3 = 220Q
A4 = 3kQ9
A5 = 4kQ02
A6,A8 = 4kQ7

A7 = 4kQ7 SIL array
A9 = 12kQ
A11,A16 = 2kQ2
A12,A17 = 68Q
A13,A18 = 1kQ
A14,A15,A19,A20 = 10kQ

Capacllors:
D1,D2 = 1N4148

D3 = 1N4001
T1,T2 = SC327-40
IC1,IC2 = 82(C)43
IC3 = 74(LS)06
IC4 = 74HCT08
IC5 = 74HC(T)4538
IC6 = 7805
IC7 = LM31n

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 25-pin sub-D plug,
PCS mount, angled pins
K2 = 2-way PCS terminal
block, raster 5mm
P1 = 28-way ZIF socket
PCS not available ready-
made

,"

CDRRECTIDN§ &. UPDATE§
68HC11 Emulator
February 1997 - 970008

If the reset does not work prop-
erly it is recommended to lit a
IOO-nF capacitor near G5,
between pins I (REF) and 4
(ground).
In case there is insufficient room
lor GIO (Iocated inside the sock-
et), then this part (prelerably
SMA) may be lilled at the under-

side 01 the board.

Earlh Leakage Meier
June 1997 - 970046

Thearticle states incorrect type
numbers lor the inductor cores.
Although this does not allect the
operation 01 the circuit, prob-
lems mayarise when the circuit
is built into the specified case.
The correct core type is:

TN26/15/IO-3GII, A,=5I'H
(Philips Gomponents)

tals, which produce oscil/ation
at 8. 192 MHz in this cltcun. The
Irequency measured at the
adjustment point on the PGS is
then 4.096 MHz. The problem
may be solved by changing GI
to 68 pF, and shunting it with an
L-G series network consisting 01
a l-nF capacitor and a 4.7-!1H
inductor These parts are lilled
at the underside 01 the board.

Advanced LCR Meter
April, May, June 1997 - 970028

Grystal XI has to be suitable lor
oscillation at Hs lundamental Ire-
quency (24.576 MHz). A number
01 kit and parts dealers appar-
ently supply third-overtone crys-

MICRDPRDCESSDR CDNTEST '997
._.,,'t sent us your microprocessor project yet, remember that

'IJfI date for contest entries is 15 September 1997.
.. ,.., ru/es and an overview of the available prizes (with a total
fIt.OI'8 than 1:10,000) may be found on pages 6-10 in the
lief 1997 issue.
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Figure 2. At and near
the resonance fre-
quency, the Imped-
ance of the LC net-
work is very high and
the phase shift is 0".

necessary for some conversion to be
effected and this is the function of the
circuit presented here. However,
before describing this, a few words on
the general method of measurement.
The circuit works on the principle

of resonating an LC network (oscilla-
tor), measuring the frequency and ca1-
culattng the unknown inductance Lx
from the weU-known formula

Non-mathematicians need not worry:
all this is later done by the computer.
A basic LC oscillator is shown in

Figure 1. Most readers already know
that an oscillator is really an amplifier
with positive feedback. This feedback
is arranged so that it is only available
at one single frequency, the resonant
frequency. For oscillations to be set up,
two conditions need to be met: (1) the
amplification at the resonant fre-
quency must be unity, and (2) the
phase shift between input and output
must be O. Normally, the (parallel) LC
network is located between the input
and output of the oscillator circuit. Pig-

fo 970009 - 13

ure 2 shows the effect a tuned (that is,
resonating) LC network has on the sig-
nal. The impedance at the resonant
frequency is very high and the phase
shift is O.
The oscillator output is a sinusoidal

signal at the resonant frequency
(which is deter-mined by the LC net-
work).

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The block diagram of the self-induc-
tance meter is shown in Figure 3. This
may be divided into two parts: the
self-inductance-to-frequency convertor
with integral divisor 11, and the power
supply. The circuit proper is shown in
Figure 4.
The power supply is a step-up reg-

ulator; that is, a reetangular waveform
generator which magnifies the voltage
with the aid of an inductor, Its output
is fed to the data outputs of the printer
port (LPT) of the PC via diodes D,D9.
Although the Centronics definition
assumes open-collector outputs with
pull-up resistors, TTL buffers are nor-
mally used nowadays.

The data outputs can provide small
currents. These are summed via the
diodes to give a sufficiently high level
to power the entire circuit.
Because the buffers are TIL ports,

the outpur voltage ean varyapprecia-
bly: levels between 3 V and 4.5 V are
not uncommon. Thls is why the volt-
age is magnified to convert it into a
stable supply 01 5 V.
Circuit JCl is an astable multivibra-

tor the pulse width of whose output
can be varied with preset Pl' The rec-
tangular output stgnal is used to drive
transistor Tl in a pulsering manner.
The resulting output of Tl is an

alternating voltage across inductor Ll.
This voltage is rectified by 01' result-
ing in a direct voltage of 10 V
The direct voltage is converted by

IC:v an integrated 3-pin voltage regu-
lator, into the desired supply potential
015 V.
In (the unlikely) case the PC cannot

supply the circuit, a 1.5 V primary bat-
tery may be used as the power souree.
The battery must be connected
between earth and junction B.
The oscillator cireuit in the lower

part of Figure 3 is based on transistor
T2' The (parallel) LC network consists
of L2, the unknown inductance Lx,
and capacitors CrC9. lnductor L2
serves merely to ensure that the net-
work contains some inductance at a11
times, so that the minimurrt frequency
is always within the measuring range
(and this guarantees that the drcult
will always start to oscillate). The
inductence of L2 must, of course. be
taken i.nto aceount in the subsequent
com pu ta tions.

-
00 ...07

power p
supply R

I
N
T
E
R

p

- +N 0
ase. L R

T

<7 L. R -~
970009 ·14

Figure 3. Block dia-
gram of the meter,
which consists of a
se/f-inductance-to-fre-
quency converter, a
divider network and a
power supply.
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Figure 4. Diagram of
the complete circuit.
Since all the arlthmetic
is carried out by a pe,
the circuit has been
kept fairly compact.

The sinusoidal output of the ascil-
Iator is taken from the collector of Tz.
Transistor T3 converts this sine wave
into a rectangular signal that can be
processed by two series-connected dig-
ital dividers. The first of these divides
by 24and the other by 2, giving a total
division of 25 (= 32). Transistor T4pro-

Figure 5. The printed-
circuit board for the
self-inductance meter.

IC3b
10 EN

9 C

11

12
IC3a

13 2 EN

14 1 C
15

R

IC3 = 4520

R

Kl
19

~
BUSY/ACK

~10V

~OV ••.4V7

~OV ... 5V

~5V

~ OV7 ... 2V5

~2V .••2V8

~IV ... 5V

~2V4

BC547B

vides the requisite buffering. Its output
signal is taken from the collector and
applied to two inputs of the printer
port: ack(nowledge) and busy. In prac-
tice, one of these inputs is always
internally connected.

CONSTRUCTION
Building the meter is straightforward,
particularly if the printed-circuit board
in Figure 5 is used.
Start the work by placing the three

wire bridges. Then fit the Centronics
connector to the board with two M3
screws, nuts and washers and solder
the various terminal pins into place.
Fit connector 2, followed by the

resistors, capacitors and diodes. Bend
the leads of these components as
required with pliers or a bending jig

/132

970009 • 11

and sold er them in place. Mind the
polarity of the diodes and electrolytic
capacitors.
Finally, fit and solder the transistors

and ICs.
When this work is cornpleted,

check the board thoroughly for good
soldering. polarity where necessary,
and correct positioning of all compo-
nents.
Set preset PI to the centre of its

travel and connect the board to the
printer port of a PC Switch on the
computer and measure the potential
across C2, which should be about 10V
when the associated program has been
started (see later). If the potential is tao
low, readjust PI until it is as specified.
If it is not possible to obtain this volt-
age, rem ave the wire bridge along Cs,

01
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
ca
ca
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switch off the cornputer, remove the
board from the printer port, and con-
neet a 1.5 V battery across this capao-
tor.The supply should then be present.
Connect a coil of say, 1mH to the

terminals marked Lx. Check the volt-
ages at all test points indicated on the
circuit diagram. If all is well, the soft-
ware may be installed.

INSTALLING THE
SOFTWARE

The software is avaiIable via the Read-
ers Services (see towards the end of
this issue) against Order No. 976001. It
contains a DOS as well as a Windows
version. In either case, the installation
is stra.ightforward.

Parts list

Resistors:
R, ~ 1.5 kll
R2 ~ 1 kn
Ra, Rs ~ 12 kl1
R" RB' RlO ~ 10 kl1
R6~560n
R7 ~ 220 xn
R9~100n
R" ~ 4.7 kl1
Pj = 4.7 kQ preset

Capacitors:
C" C7 ~ 3.3 nF,polyester
C2 :::: 47 pF, 25 V, radial
C3. C4 = 100 nF, high stability
Cs ~ 47 ~F, 16 V, radial
C6, Cl1 = 10 J.lF, 10 V, radial
Ca :::: 100 nF, polyester
c, = 220 nF, polyester
ClO = 82 pF. ceramte

Inductors:
L, = 1 mH
L2 ~ 33 ~H

Semiconductors:
D,-D9 ~ BAT85
T,-T, ~ BC547B

Integrated circuits:
IC, ~ TLC555
IC2 ~ 78L05
ICa ~ 4520

Miscellaneous:
K, -= 36-way Centronics socket
right-angled
K2 = 2-way terminal block, pitch 5
mm
PCS+software package
Order no. 970009-C

11the PCS is not required, the soft-
ware may be ordered against
Order no. 976001

In case of the DOS version, copy
the directory with the DOS program
to the hard disc, and start program
COlLCE.EXE_That's all!
In case of the Windows version,

start the associated installation pro-
gram, INSTALL.EXE. The program
copies the requisite files and prepares
an icon.

CALIBRATION
Por the calibraticn, it is assumed that
the value of the capacitors is known.
Capacitor C7 is shunted by series-con-
nected Cs and C9; the replacement
value of this combination is 72.05 nF.
The text in the box shows how this
value can be calculated. If the value of
the individual capadtors can be mea-

sured, the calculated value is very pre-
eise. In case of doubt, use the stated
value.
In configuration file COlLCE.CFG,

both the value of the replacement
capacitance and that of the self-induc-
tance are stated. Short-circuit the ter-
minals marked L, and have the soft-
ware determine the measured value,
which must be 0, but will probably not
be. Alter the value of the self-Induc-
tance in the configuration file until the
measured value is O.

SOMETHING WRONG?
In spite of careful work and a thor-
ough inspection, it may happen that
the meter does not function correctly.
As a first step in the faultfinding

Same arithmetic
Broadly speaking, the analogue value 01 the self-inductance is converted into
the digital value 01 the Irequency by the oscil/ator.

The resonant Irequency, t, 01 a parallel LC network is

Since C has a known va/ue, 2rr is a constant, and the frequency can be mea-
sured, the value 01 the inductance may be calculated very easily.

In the calcufation it is assumed that ideal components are used, because a
measurement error 012-5 per cent is perfectly acceptable

Equivalent capacitance
The equivalent value, Ce1, of two series-connected capacitors is

t, ~ 1/2.~LC

Irom which

The equivalent value, Ce2, 01 two parallel-connected capacitors is

so that the equivalent vaJue, Ce3, 01 the three capacitors in Figure 4 is

Ce3 ~ 10--7 X 22 x1o-B / (10-7 + 22 x 10--") + 3.3 x 10-9

This value is used in the conliguration lile that lorms part 01 the program. The
value 01 inductor L2, also stated in this lile, must be deducted by the computer
lrom the calculated value to arrive at the value 01L,

~ 72.05 x 10-9 ~ 72.05 nF

~l.~~LlLii:=, iil)) [!J NOW ALSO WINDOWS 95 & NT ~ ~ ~

~
~.c1J'.: -"·./t.·lf-~-:~· SPECIAL OFFER ULTlboard Challenger 700, consisting of ULTlcap Sehematre Ceoture. ULTlboard pes Design and

- ~~'~ -. ~~- lTI'_',~ - - UlTlroute GXR Ripup & Retry Autorouter, with a design capecitv of 700 component pins for only~ -', .'\\~. -7«:. -~' valid until March 30.1997 f 349.- excl. VAT and S/H. Upgrades 10 larger cepacirv svstems. including those featuring SPECCTRA
_._ , :.' \~\: ~,.~•.,.~ AutoPlace and Shape Based Routing are.~_~. ibt~_a~~~ ~i~,es. Free Demo CD available on request

Lli --r;::-;:tl-\\=<= C01p_ lieadq"al1;e~: Naarden· Th. NeU.erlond. UKll,eland S.aleo-Offi"" t \lIMy Woad,ide olydn"l'
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Figure 6. Connect-
ing the meter to
the PC is straight-
forward via a
printer cable to the
Centronics port.
Theunknown
inductance is con-
nected to the ter-
minals marked LJ<"

process, check whether the softwa re
can be started: lf so, the meter is cor-
rectly linked to the cornputer,
The operanon of the meter itself is

checked with the aid of a number of
test points indicated in Figure 4 and a
multimeter.
Check that the voltage at test point

A W.T.t. earth is 10 V. lf the measured
value is low, check tbe potential at test
point B. If this is 3 V or more, the reg-
ulator is not functioning properly. If
there Is an alternating voltage at pin 3
of IC

"
the oscillator wcrks. Check T[o

the polarity of DJ, and the self-induc-
tance of L1.There must be a fault here
somewhere.
If the voltage at test point B is 10weT

than 3V and diodes 02-09 are
mounted correctly the power from the
pe is not suitable. In that case, use a
discrete battery.
If the voltage at test point D Is 5 V

and the meter does not function prop-
erly, check the operation of the oscil-
lator thoroughly, Check the potential
at test point E. If this is quite different
from that specified and resistors of cor-
reet value have been used, T2 is defect
or the wrong type.
Check the voltage at test point E lf

this differs frorn the specified value,
there is an cpen-circuit in L2 01" Lx.
Check the potential at test point G,

which should be about 2.5 V If so, the
oscillator works eorreetly end the fault
must be in the dividers.
Check the voltage at pins 3 and 14

of IC3, which must be about 2.5 V Ir
so, transistor T4 is faulty or of the
wrong type. [9700J91

-------------------------------
------------------

d"

970009·15 Figure 7. Photograph
of the completed pro-
totype, which con-
verts a PC to a sett-
inductance meter.

7
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SWITCHBOARD
Switchboard allows all PRIVATE READERS of
Elektor Electronicsone FREE advertisement
of up 10108 characters, including spaces,
commaa. numerals, etc., per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate 10electronics, in the coupon on this
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not ac-
cept responsibility for any correspondence or
transaction as a result of a tree advertisement
or of any inaccuracy in the text 01 such an ad-
vertisement.

Advertisements will be placed In the order
in whlch they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right 10 refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returning them.

FOR SALE. EPROM programmer and a
great deal of hardware add-ons for a
BBC computer. Write to Robert Sprow-
san, 6 Bolinbrook Road, Macclesfield,
Cheshire SKI9 3DJ.

WANTED. COM3XOI Twinax controller
chip: please contact Indrajit on
e-mail:multi@server.indo.net.id

FOR SALE. I Mbit EPROMs. 5:2 each.
Phone Andrew on 01315567181.

WANTED. Sage Audio Supermos 2
modules. Desperately needed. Phone D
Bell at 01656725319 (South Wales).

FOR SALE. WEKAElectronic Repoir
Manual and Modern Amateur Electronic

Manual. Both plus two supplements:
>:20 each (MO new). wrtte to W. Allen.
47 Westthorpe Gardens, Hendon, Lon-
don NW4 lTU or phone 0181 203
6023.

WANTED. Details on radio data system
encoders, circutt dtagrams or w.h.y.
Phone Paul on 0976 725 684 or e-mail
1D6004.2306

WANTED. Someone to flntsh RF pro-
ject. Willing to pay. Phone Paul on
04D2 742744.

WANTED for Casio keyboard IT -50.
RAMpack; also TA-I interface plug-in
module requjred. Have tried every-
where - please help. Write to N.H.HilI.
179 Mersey House. H.M.P. Channings
wood. Denbury. Newton Abbot. Devon
TQI26DW.

FOR SALE. vtdeocrypt decoders Type
SVAI, price >:1Deach plus postage.
Phone 0118 970 1163.

FOR SALE. Tektronox Logic Analyser
Model 7603+DFl+7D01. Has no pods
or manuals, but believed working.
Price >:295. Phone Mark on 0181761
7259.

WANTED. 2764 EPROM (programmed)
for MIDI-to-CV interface from Elektor
Electronics January 1991. Phone Lars
on +45 4353 3218 (Denmark)

WANTED. Someone to build TV signal
processtng project. PCB and most bits
supplied. Willing to pay. Phone Ron on
D402 742744 or 0976 895273.

WANTED. Late Labcenter PCB draw-
tng, software wtth manuals. Phone
Mark on 01817617259.

Send this coupon to
Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 8VH

England

Block capttats please - one character to each box

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS 5/97

Name and address MUSTbe given

FOR SALE. Low-cost PCB drill-stand &
UVUghtbox plans. >:2·00 each. wrttc
to R. Hammond. 34 Gould Firm Lane,
Aldrtdge, West Midlands WS9 Ol.X,

~
CDRRECTIDN§ ~ U. ~

Dark-room timer
(October 1996 . 960086)
The proposed stop scale for the
timer (Figure 5) should be turned
around because the delay time
increases when the control is
turned clockwise. Also, the value
of C1 is incorrectly given as 1 fJF
in the parts list, whereas the cor-
rect value is 1.8 fJF as shown in
the circuit diagram.

Matchbox BASIC comput-
er as data logger
(September 1996 - 960065)
Owing to a text conversion error,
all underscores in the names of
variables have dropped out 01 the
program listing shown in Figure 4.
The correct variable names are
LOG MAX, START LOG,
COl\tCHR. LOG":-RAM,
LOG_oATA, REAo_MAXIM and
oUMP_PTR.
Also. The compiler is unable to
process the line
WHILE oUMP _PTRG MAX 00
which is best replaced by
WHILE oUMP ]TR GMAX 00

ElektorElectronics

Motor controller lor R/C
models
(February 1997 • 960095) ,jX
The text incorrectly states that 01
and O2 are not required for unidi-
rectional mode. This should be 01
and T1. The penultimate paragraph
on page 17 and the first complete
paragraph in the right-hand col-
umn on page 18 should be
amended accordingly.

68HC11 Emulator
(February 1997 . 970008~
The correct name of the Talker for
use with a 5 MHz crystal is
TKAXTS_BOO(inset Talkers tor use
with Ihe emulaIar, page 25).
Contrary to what is stated under
the Applications examples, FAQs
heading, the Hi-Tech compiler is
not in the M11 oISK\UTILI\ dlrec-
tory. Users having access to ver-
sion 7 of this compiler may,
however. use SYMWICE.EXE to
build a small high· level debugger.
Likewise, the SYMWICE.Cfile may
help users of other compilers or
earlier versions of the Hi-Tech

5/97

compiler. SYMWICE.EXE also
works for the WICE emulator.
The text In the laffer case, ports B
and C ... (page23, third linetrom the
bottom) should be corrected to read:
In both cases, ports Band C ..
The TL7705 will switch at a low-
supply voltage of 4.5 V, not 3.6 V
as stated at the top of the right·
hand column on page 24. The ref-
erence voltaqe is calculated from:
Vrer (R2+R1)/R1 =
2.53x178/10 = 4.5 V.

oscillation may upset the normal
operation 01 the circurr.The problem
ls remedied by fitting a 47fJF/25V
eleclrolytic cspacnor in parallel wrrh
C2 at the track side ot the board. The
relevantconnections should be kept
as short as possible.
The settings 01 the three presets
on the board are determined to a
large extent by the quality of the
applied S/POIFsignal. The settings
are, therefore, dependent on the
digital signal source.

Simple inductance meter Icr meter - part 1
(February 1997-970009) K(April 1997 . 970028/1)
In the circult diagram on page 32. Some unlortunate errors have
diodes O2 through 09 should be crept into some text and the box
connected to K1 pins 2 through 9, on p. 32.
not pins 1 through 8. The layout In the 8th line, centre colurnn,
of the printed circuit board is not 102/105 should read 102//105.
affected. leut in the 9th and 12th lines

should read ldot (where dot is the
device on test).

In the formulas in the box, 2ni
should read 21[i in all five cases.
The first formula should start:
U1COS~1 = ,and the second for-
mula: U1sinf1'

Copybit inverter l\.. /
(January 1996 - 950104) \)'-
The input stage around gate IC1,
may start to oscillate when the opti·
mum sensitivity is reached by
adiusting preset P1. This spurious
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We can only answer questions or remarks of general interest to Dur readers, con-
cerning projects not older than two years and published in Elektor Electronics. Lnview
of the amount of post received, it is not possible to answer allietters, and we are un-
able to respond to individual wishes and requests for modifications to, or addi-
tional information about, Elektor Electronics projects.

Sampling rale converler
I am using the Sampling Rate Con-
verter (October 1996) to transfer
recordings from a OAT recorder
(48 kHz) to a CO recorder
(44.1 kHz) to burn my own COs.
This works quite weil, only the
track numbers seem to drop out
of the copy process. How come?

A. Eggert, Germany

Your observation is correct. The
SRC only converts the audio
sampies, that is, audio data only.
As you may have seen from the
circuit diagram on page 31, the
Channel Status, User and Valid-
ity bits are not decoded and not
transferred. The corresponding
serial inputs, C U and V, of the
output IC type CS8402A are tied
to ground. At the output, the
channel status bits may be pro-
grammed using tne 7 DIP
switches in SI. In this way, it is
possible to redefine the channel
status bits like Copybit, Catego-
ry code and Generation bit and
change between Professional
and Consumer mode.

Mini Flash Programm er
lip
While building up the Mini Flash
programmer described in your
October 1996 magazine I sturn-
bled on the error mentioned in the
text regarding the Centronics inter-
face (thanks for your helpful note
on the signal levels). Because I
have a relatively new motherboard
which I would not like to change
(never change a winning team) I
have used two gates from a 4050

package, one is inserted in the
OOUT line, the other, in the BUSY
line. The inputs of the other four
gates in the 4050 are tied to
ground. The programmer now
works without problems, and with-
out any modification to the PC.

G, Mayer, Austria

Thank you for this useful tip
which we hope will benefit other
readers as weil.

Measuring induclance
I am still riddled by your article
'Simple Inductance Meter' in the
February 1997 issue. The princi-
ple used by the author is based on
measuring the resonance fre-
quency of an L-C network. In the
past, I have often measured induc-
tances with the aid of a
voltage/current diagram. In this
way, one measures the inductance
in series with a known (non-reac-
tive) resistance. That allows the R-
L network to be supplied with a
50-Hz test frequency using an
adjustable transformer (even one
for model trains is okay for this
purpose). The inductors were soft
iron core types with values
between 0.1 mH and 0.3 mH. The
transformer was set to different
output voltaqes, whereupon the
voltage across the network was
measured, as weil as the current
through it. Using the formula

1 ~(u)2 2':'; [-R
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I then calculated the inductance.
In the equation, U is the voltage
across the R-L network, I the cur-
rent through the network, and R
the non-reactive series resistance.
One problems is that the induc-
tance does not appear to be con-
stant. Instead, it shows up small
variations depending on the test
current. I reckon the effect is
caused by the fact that the core
permeability is not constant. Con-
sequently, I was wondering if the
test current should not be stated
along with the inductance.
Regarding your Magnetic-Field
Meter project (January 1997), I
would like to know if it is possible
to extend the measuring range to
3 Tesla, in order to do measure-
ments on large inductors, too. Can
I use a pick-up coil for this pur-
pose, or should I go for a Hall
sensor?

R. Leurs (Netherlands)

The formula you are using is, in
prineiple, suitable for measuring
inductanees. However, the test
frequency is pretty low, whieh
causes problems with many
induetors. In any ease, the test
eurrents should not be too high
to prevent the risk of eore satu-
ration. With large induetors, say,
loudspeaker filter cous, the man-
ufaeturer therefore states the
maximum permissible coil cur-
rem.
Extending the measurement
range of the Magnetic-Field
Meter is, in prineiple, poss/ble
by means of a corresponding

reduction of the number of turns
of the pick-up coil. For reliable
measurements of coil induc-
tances we oo, however, recom-
mend a dedicated and accurate
test instrument like the
Advaneed RLC Meter deseribed
in the April, may and June 1997
issues of Elektor Eleetronies.
Ibis instrument is also useful for
measuring unknown eapacitors
and resistors.

Power-off acceleralor
In our article '50 Wa.f. amplifi-
er' (November 1996), an option
was mentioned that would a/low
switeh-off noises to be elimi-
nated. This, we said, could be
achieved by having the 'mute'
and 'standby' connections on
the board eontrolled by a small
add-on circuit eonsisting of two
diodes an a reservoir eapacitor
Apparently that deseription was
not aecurate enough for some
readers, who wrote in request-
ing a detailed cireuit diagram.
Also, this 'simple' solution may
still result in switcti-ott noises
beeause the voltage at the
'mute' and 'standby' pins does
not drop fast enough when the
amplifier is switched off.
The diagram shows a sma/l
extension cireuit which does the
trick. A relay is used to speed up
the mute eircuit in a reliable
manner Because a 24-V relay is
used, it is de-actuated as soon
as the transformer voltage dis-
appears. Capacitors C4 and C5

'" 0'

'" Re'

02

11

2x 11
11

, N4002 11 mute

C, 11
11
11 standby

'0" 11

63V
0

0
Re1 '" V23042·A200S·B101 975112·11
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in the amplifier circuit are then
al/owed to be discharged quick-
Iy via R4 or R5 and the relay
contacts. The anodes of D land
D2 are connected to the trans-
former secondary voltages (22 V
each). Instead of the indicated
relay type from Siemens (nomi-
nal coi! vOltage 24 V. coi! resis-
tance 2210 Q) you may, of
course, use another relay, pro-
vided the series resistor RI is
mOdified accordingly. A relative-

Iy light rating is sufficient for the
contacts (60 V/IO mAi.

Hygrometer
VourJuly/August 1997 magazine
hadanarticleabouta hygrometer.
I would appreciate if I could get
more informationaboutcapacitor
Cl. Accordingto my calculations,
IT shouldhavea valueof the order
01 150 pF.My problern is thatl do
not understand how a capacitor

80C537 Microcontroller
Board
June 1997 - 970048-1
Thepin assignment of the 9-way
RS232 socket requires some
attention because it is different
from the normal configuration.
Pin 9supplies +5 V to enable an
exetrnal interface (if used) to be
powered. Normal/y, the presenee
of a supply voltage does not
pose problems, because pin 9 is
not used for the RS232 eonnec-

tion. At least one case has been
reported to us, however, of seri-
ous problems caused on a lap-
top computer For safety's sake,
cut the +5 V connection to
pin 9, and do not restore it until
you actual/y need the +5 V line
to power an external device or
interface.
Also note that pins I, 6 and 8
are linked on the 9-way socket.
This arrangement may not func-
tion on some PCs, causing

canfunctionas a humidrrysensor,
beeauseITS casewouldhaveto be
open to air. Piease inform me
where this capacitor may be
obtained, is the calculated value
correet,andwhat do you eall this
eapaeitor?

Jan Nel, South Africa.

In the cireuit diagram, the tune-
tional symbol given to compo-
nent CI is that of a variable
capacitor. The actual device is,

(delayed) error reports to the
effect thet a communieation
error has oecurred. If that hap-
pens, it is reeommended to
change the pinout to rellect the
standard zero-modem layout.
This is achieved by intercon-
necting, either in the cable or at
the socket, pins I, 4 and 6, and
(separately) 7 and 8.
Alternatively, disable the hand-
shaking in the communieation
program.

tiowevet, not a capacitor but a
dedicated humidity sensor type
H I from Philips Components.
This device, which was alerady
used in a number of our earlier
designs, is normally available
from our regular advertiser C-I
Electronies.

UPDATES

Chipcard Reader/Programmer
September 1997 - 970050-1

Thecorreet order code of the RS
Components (Elee/roMail) card
reader module used in this pro-
jeet is 453-791. An alternative is
the CCMOI 2N032 (9320) from
ITT-Cannon.

§WITCHBDARD

Switchboard allows PRIVATE READERS of Elektor
Electronics ODe FREE advertisement of up to 106 characters,
including spaces, commas, numerals, etc., per month. The
advertisement MUST relate to electronics, and it MUST
INCLUDE a private telephone number or name and address;
post office boxes are NOT acceptable.
Elektor Electronics (Publlshing) can not accept responslblll-
ty for any correspondence or transaction as a resuIt of a free
advertisement or of any inaccuracy in the text of such an
advertisement.
Advertisements will be placed in the order in whicb they are
received. Elektor EJectronics (Publishing) reserve the right to
refuse advertisements without gtving reasons or without
returning them.

Elektor Electronics 11/97

FOR SALE EPROM pro-
grammer, built (no case), +
software, Elektor March 97,
at cost price E50. Phone
Bill Brown on (0194)
625660.

WANTED National cath-
ode-ray oscilloscope mOdel
VP-513A manuals or dia-
gram. Willing to pay. John
S. Syros, 26 Kyprou SI,.,
Athens 141-22, Greece. \

WANTED Operation manu-
als tor Tascam244
Portastudio recorder and
Akai 1721 L reel tape
recorder. Photocopy will
da. Phone J.S. MundeIl on
(0181) 2418188.

37~

WANTED Microguard 600-
40 UPS circuit diagram or
service manual details,
Phone Angus MacKenzie
on (0150) 8493124.

WANTED circuit or device
that will telephone my
home number when my
office burglar alarm is set
off. Phone Joe Ruston on
(0181) 947 6616
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battery-operated
AF pre-amplifier - part 2

power supply and
construction

Following the detailed description of the pream-
plifier in last month's instalment, this second

and final part of the article deals with the power
supply and the construction of the complete
unit. More so than usual, the power supply

forms an important part of the overall design. It
consists of 12 NiMH batteries, size AA

(RG/HP7) with a nominal capacity of 1.2 Ah,
and a moderately fast charger that takes about
three hours to fully charge a set of flat batteries

(note that it is not a good idea to discharge
these batteries completely - the nominal volt-
age level is maintained at 1.2 V during 80% of

the discharge cycle).

36

Design by T. Giesberts

Since the current drain of the pream-
plifier is not more than 21 mA, a set of
fully charged 12 NiMH batteries will
enable the preamplifier to operate
about 50 hours continuously. As this
type of operation is seldom, if ever,
required, there is normally plenty of
time for the batterles to be recharged.
Note, by the way, that NiMH batteries
are free of the undesirable memory
effect. Nevertheless, NiCd batteries
may be used if for one reason or
another NiMH batteries cannot be
obtained. Unlike NiMH batteries, NiCd
cells will show some degradation of
capadry in the lang term.
The charger is based on the well-

known Type TEAl101IC, which is emi-
nently suitable for this purpose since it
uses the LlU method for controlling the
charging current. With this method,
the terminal voltage of the battery rises
gradually when it is being charged.
When the battery is fully charged, its
temperature rises, which causes a

Elektor Electronics 2/97
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shght drop in terminal voltage (b.U).
The TEA1101 mcnitors this process
continuously and regularly cuts off the
charging current whereupon a precise
measurement of the terminal voltage
takes place. When the circuit registers
the drop in terminal voltage, the full
charging current is switched off and
replaced by a trickle-charging current.
The level of the full charging cur-

rent is 500 mA, which is high enough
to charge the batteries in a fairly short
time, but not so high as to require tem-
perature monitoring of the cells. The
trickle-charging current is 5 mA, but
this can be altered slightly if desired.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
In the circuit diagram in Figure 4,
switch 51 is a quadruple three-posinon
switch. In position 1 (off), the link
between the batteries and the prearn-
plifier is broken by SlC and Slo - the
preamplifier is then off. At the same
time, double-pole relay Re1 is ener-
gized via 51Bo The relay contacts con-
nect the charger to the batteries,

Elektor Electronics 2/97

Figure 4. The charging
process is controlled
bya Type TA1101IC.
Flat batteries are fully
charged in about 3
hours. After this
period, trickle-charg-
ing begins.

whereupon the battertes are being
charged. Note that this bappens on1y
when the charger is linked to the
mains supply, since otherwise the
relay cannot be energized.
In position 2 (battery), the pream-

plifier is connected to the batteries via
SIe and 51D, so thar it is switched 011.

At the same time, the relay is deacru-
ated via Slß1 so that the charger is dis-
connected front the ba tteries.
In position 3 (+ charger), which

should not often be used, the pream-
plifier is switched on and the batteries
are being charged. This position is
really only for those situations where
the batteries are flat and the prearn-
plifier is to be used.
The various modes of operatton are

indicated by a number of LEOs. One
of these, 09, is the on/off indicator fcr

c

~r====
" 1N4l48
"", 7

51' + 7V2
(18v±2vl 15

~
t. Batt. +

07 + err-~~.iH--·_··--(§)
Batt. -

10
51.

I.

~12 - 7V2

14

Slb SI Power

1 <XI

4
2 baHery

06
LUH371GK 3 + charger

960094 . 16

the charger. The red half of D6, a dual
diode, is controlled by the LED output
of TCl and llghts up continuously dur-
ing normal eherging and flashes dur-
i.ng tnckle-charging.
If terminals C and E are linked to

the corresponding termlnals on the
preamplifier; lighting of the green half
of 06 shows that the preamplifier is
switehed on.
Both halves of D6 may light to give

a mixture of colours. A continuous
orange colour shows that the pream-
plifier is on and that the batteries are
being cherged. Green combined with
flashing orange indicates that the pre-
ampllfler is on and that the batteries
are being trickle-charged.
Some people may find it odd that

the batteries are drawn as one unit,
whereas in reality they are arranged
in two sets of six, each of which pro-
vides one half of the symmetrical sup-
ply voltage. They are charged in
series, The common line is taken from
the junction between the 6th and 7th
battery.
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Parts list PREAMPUFIER

Resistors:
R" R .. ~ 560 Q
R2, A'l' R45. RS4 0= 47 kil
R3• A4-. R46, R47 = 150 Cl
Rs, R6, R4S. A49 = 47 Q
R7, Ra. A19, R25• Rso, RS1' Rsz•
R68~lkQ

Rg• RlS' RH' R2" A23• A2s• AS21 Ass.
RBO• R64• R66• R69 = 2.2 kQ
R,o, Rso ~ L2 kQ
R12, Rss = 3.3 kn
A13• R3l• RS6• R74' Rss = 10 k.Q
R14• R,s. R20. A22, R40• RS7. RS9• R63
R65, R83 ~ 1-, Q

RlB, R24> R6l, AS? = 220 Q
R2?> R2B> R70, R7l = 470 Q
R29• R3o• A72• R73 = 1.8 kQ
A32• R34• R7S! R77 = 1.5 kQ
R33• R3s• R3g, R7B• R7S, RS2• R92,
R94 ~ 4,7 kQ

R36t R3? R79• RaD = 68 Q
R3B, RB' ~ 6.8 kQ
R41• R42• R84r Rss = 470 kQ
R43, RB6 ~ 680 kQ
RB' ~ 820 kQ
RB9~ 10MQ

Rgo ~ 270 kQ
Rg, ~ 2.2 MQ
Rg3, R95 ~ 39 kQ
Rg6~lMQ
P, = 10 kQ stereo linear, special bal-
ance (Alps)
P2 ~ 10 kQ stereo log (Alps)
P3' P4 = 25 kQ preset

Capacitors:
Cl' C25 = 1 nF
C2, C4, Cs> C7> C14• C17, C19, C23, C24,
C26, C28, e3D, C3l, C3S' C41, C43, C47'
C48, C49, C53, CS4' eS?, CS8 = 100 nF
ceramic
c3, es. Cl" Cta, Ct8, C2Q' C27, C29.
C35, C37, C42, C44 ~ 100 pF, 25 V,
radial
Ca, C32 ~ 150 pF, 160 V, polyester
Cg, C33 ~ 47 pF, 160 V, polyester
ClO, C'2. C34, C36 = 1.2 nF
C'5' C'6' C39, C40 ~ 22 pF, 160V, poly'
ester
C21, C22, C4S' C46 = 330 nF
Cso = 47 jJF, 25 V, radial
eS1' CS2 = 1 J1F, 63 V, radial
CS5' C56 = 470 J..IF, 25 V, radial;

Semiconductors:
0,-°8 = LEO, red, rectanqular, 5 mm
Og, 0'0 ~ 1N4148
011 = LT1004CZ-12 (Linear TechnoI-
ogy)
0'2' 0'3 = BAT85
014 = low-current, green, 5 mm
T" T4. Ts. TlO, Tl" T'2' T15•T'8' T20,
T21, T23, T26, T27, T32, 133,T34, T37,
T40, T 42, T 43 = BC560C
T2• Ta, T6• Ta, T9• T'3. T'6. T17. T'9' T22•
T24, T25, T28• T30, T31, T3S• T38, T39,
T4" T44 ~ BC550C
T7' T'4. T29• T36 = BF245A
T45 ~ BC557B
T46 ~ BC547B

Integrated circuits:
IC,-IC3 ~ OP90GP (Analog Devices)
IC4 = GNY65 (TemicfTelefunken)

Miscellaneous:
Re, = bistable relay, 2 change-over
contacts
Gase 300X57X235 mm (12x2'V4X9Y4 in),
e.q. Monacor UC-202H/SW
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Figure 5. The printed-cir-
cuit board for the input
se/ector, preamplifier
and charger must be cut
into three as indicated
before any further work
is done.

Parts list INPUT SELECTOR Miscellaneous:
K,-K16 = audio socket (preferably
gold-plated) for chassis mounting
SI = rotary switch, 2-pole, 6-position,
for board mounting

Resistors:
R1-R12 = 47 kQ
R13, R14 = 470 Q

Capacitors:
Cl = 330 nF
C2 = 10 nF
C3 = 6.8 nF
C4 = 2200 J1F,40 V. radial
Cs = 100 J1F,63 V, radial
C6 = 1 J1F,63 V, radial
C7, Cs = 47 nF

Parts list CHARGER T3 = BC557B
T4 = BC516

Resistors:
R1, Rll, R12, R13 = 1 Q
R2 = 2.7 kQ
R3 = 180 Q
R4=68Q
Rs, R9 = 220 kQ
R6=27kQ
R7 = 56 kQ
Rs=100kQ
RIO, R16, R1S = 1 kQ
R14 = 180 kQ
R1S=1.8kQ
R17 = 10 MQ
R19 = 10kQ

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = TEA1101 (Philips)
IC2 = 7808

Miscellaneous:
JP1 = 3-way header and jump lead
Sl = rotary switch, 4-pole, 3-position,
for board mounting
Rel = relay, 24 V, 1100 Q coil, 2
change-over contacts
Mains transformer 18 V, 30 VA sec-
ondary, preferably toroidal
Mains fuse = 160 mA, slow-acting
Single-pole mains on loft switch

Semiconductors:
01-05 = 1N5408
06 = dual LEO, 4 mm, common cath-
ode
07 = zener diode 9.1 V, 400 mW
Os = 1N4148
09 = LEO, low current, 3 mm
Tl = B0244C
T2 = BC550C
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BATTERY MONITOR
The rernainder of the circuit in Fig-
ure 4 is a linear regulator arranged in
the standard application of the
TEAl101 suggested by the manulac-
turers.
Voltage regulator lC2 provides the

8 V supply lor ICI.
The secondary voltage of the mains

transforrner is rectified by D1-04 and
smoothed by C•. The value of this elec-
trolytic capacitor is purposely taken
higher than strictly required to enable
the circuit to be used with higher
eherging currents.
The controlloop is formed by tran-

sistor T11 the batteries, current sensor
RI-Rll-R12-R!3' and driver T2. The lat-
ter transistor is controlIed via pin 2
(AO)of ICI. Diode Ds prevents the bat-
teries being discharged via Tl'
The prime funetion of ICI is per-

forrned by a monitor and contral net-
work whose input is pin 7 (VAC). The
input to this pin is part of the battery
voltage taken from potential divider
DTR8-~' The interna I monitor regu-
larly checks the potential at pin 7. DUT-
ing these periodic tests, the eherging
current is discontinued via pin 2. Each
measured volta ge is quantized and
compared with the previous orte. lf the
new value is higher, it is stored; if it is
lower, acheck is made whether the
difference (MI) is greater than 0.25%
(owing to the presence of D7, this
comes down to 0.125%). lf the latter is

40

the ca se, normal eherging is replaced
by trickle-eharging.
When at the onset of the eherging

cycle the value at pin 7 is below the
reference value of 380 mV, Tel arranges
for the cyde to start with trickle-charg-
ing. Only when the potential at pin 7
rises above the reference value does
normal eherging begin. If no differ-
ence is measured, TC1aets as if the bat-
tery is defeet and diseon.nects the
eharging current.
When at the start of the eherging

cycle the potential at pin 7 is high, ICI
aets as if no battery is connected and
resets the circui t
The value of the charging current

is determined by reststot R6 (con-
nected 1:0 pin 10): with the resistor
value as specified, it is 500 mA
The level of the triekle-eharging

current is determined normally by
RrR14: with va lues of these compo-
nents as specified, the current is 5 mA
With 51 in position 3, eherging takes
place with the preamplifier on and the
trickle-charging current must then be
increased to compensate for the cur-
rent drain of the preamplifier. This is
achieved by SlA short-eircuiting R141
whereupon the trickle-eharging cur-
rent rises to about 25 mA
The duty factor of the tnckle-charg-

ing pulses may be lowered with
jumper }PI' This may be handy in case
good-quality batteries are used which
have no measurable self-discharge.

Flgure 6. The com·
pleted prototype
boards. Thatforthe
preamplifier needs
quite a few hours of
careful soldering.

Normally,)P1 shou.ld be in postnon H;
when it is set to position L, the duty
factor ls lowered by 75%, which means
an effective drop of the tnckle-charg-
ing current to 1.25 mA.
lt should be borne in mind that for

both the quality of the preamplifier
and the correct functioning of the
charger it i.svital that the transfer resis-
tance in the battery holders is kept as
low as possible. The total transfer resis-
tance should not exceed 4.5 Q. So, it is
advisable to use high-quality holders,
preferably with sintered terminals.

CONSTRUCTION
The entire unit, that is, the input selec-
tor, preamplifier proper and charger, is
best built on the printed-circuit board
shown in Figure 5. This consists of
three sections which, before any fur-
ther werk Is done, should be cut apart.
Completing the input selector

board is sirnplicity itself, since it con-
tains only the input and output sock-
ets, the selector switch and terminal
resistors.
The preamplifier board is densely

populated and needs to be completed
with great care. Aceurate soldering is
of prime importance, since a number
of terminals and copper tracks are
very elose together.

lt is of vital importance that tran-
sistor sets TI-T3, T2-T4, T8-T9, TWTll,
TITT21, and TwT22 are in good ther-
maJ contact. Therefore, their ceses
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Figure 7. Thewiring
diagram shows that
the link between the
preampllfler common
and case ea,th is
connected to the
junction of the 6th
and 7th battery.

should be Iinked firmly with the aid of,
for instance, a nylon ceble strap pulled
as tight as possible. Good thermal cou-
pling is also necessary between D1-Ds
and the assodated transistors. So, use
reetangular diedes and fit them tightly
against the flat side of the adjacent
transistor: cable straps are not neces-
sary here.
There is ample room on the board

for the balance control and volume
contro!. This has the advantage that
the distances between the various
components are as short as feasible
and that no cables are needed between
the controls and the board. The spin-
cUes 01 the controls are fitted with spe-
cial extensions to the front panels (as
in the case of the input selector).

Elektor Electronics 2/97
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Both the balance control and the
volume control are dosed Alps types.
In the case of the balance control, this
is a special mcdel with half-silvered
tracks to prevent attenuation when the
control is at the centre of its travel.
Hnally, it is imperative that axial

lead 160 V polystyrene capacitors be
used in the CS, C9, Cl:;' and Cl6 (C320
C331 C39, and c'm) positions. Da not
use ceramic types. which are not suit-
able and do not fit on the board.
Completion 01 the charger board is,

like that of the input selector board, a
pfece of cake. Again, the rotary switch
is mounted clirectJy on the board. Bear
in mind that 06 and D9 have to be vis-
ible at the front panel.
Cooling of transistor Tl is best

eflected by fitting the device isolated
on a small sheet of aluminium to the
bottom the enclosure.
Do not farget the jurnper!
The completed prototype boards

are shown in Figure 6.

CHECKING & TESTING
When the boards have been com-
pleted, it is good practice to carry out

,

_·17

a thorough check. of the work. Are all
diodes and electrolytic capecitors fitted
with correct polarity? Are alllCs litted
correctJy? This kind of check may save
a lot of time later on if there is a mal-
function.
When the boards appear to be all

right, connect the mains transformer
in a proviatonal. but safe way to the -
terminals on the charger board. 00 not
yet connect the batteries. Measure the
potential across C4! which shouJd be
about 24 V, and across Cs, which
should be 1-2 V lower. Check that the
output voltage of lC2 Is about 18 V
and, if so, connect the batteries. The
operation of 06 shows whether the
charger works correctly. If so, charge
the batteries Iully. In the unlikely case
that the charger does not function cor-
rectly, check that the potentials at the
test points shown in Figure 4 are as
shown.
Next, link the batteries to the sup-

ply terminals on the preamplifier
board. The subsequent faint lighting 01
diodes D,-DS indicates that by and
large the preamplifier works correctly.
The quiescent current is set to 2 mA by
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Table 1 Testvoltages (preamplifler- Flgure 1)

measured BefOSS: Potential
DrOs lV6

RrRg• R 19> R2s> R2B> RsOt RS1• RS2, R62> R6S• R69 1 V

R:p R4> R4& R47 OV15

Rfy Rs. R4& R49 OV13

Rl4> RUy R2(} R22• RS7. Rsg, R63• Rss OV05

Rrs> R17• R21, R23• RS& R6(Jr R()4, R66 lVI

R27• R2B> R70> Rn OV5
C,4• C38 lV7

R32• R34> R7s> Rn OV25

R33> R35• R7(jt R7B 0V78

R3& R37• R79. Rso OV14 (set with P3<P,J
pins 4 and 6 01 IC3 OV4

°11 lV23
R90 lV72

Dg• DuJt R92- R94 OV

measured between earth and: Potential
I oese '1; iuncuon HöH&' oese t B; iuncuon H3S-H39,' Junctlon

OVR39-R40; pins 2 and 3 of ICl
I oese '23; tuncuon H4S-H49; oese 130: lunction Hal-Ha2;

OVjunction R82-Rs3; pins 2 and 3 of IC2
pin 6 01 IC,;pin 6 ouc, o V (it not, select devices)

connecting a rnultimeter (1 V d.c.
range) across R36 or R37 (R79 Cf Rgo)
and adjusting P3 (P4) to obtain a meter
readu-g of 140 mV.
Für darity's sake, the voltages at the

various test points in Figure 1 have
been omitted and are shown in
Table 1. Note that all potentials were
measured with a digital multimeter
(high input impedance). lf the mea-
sured voltage deviate no more than
10% front the specified ones, it may be
assumed that a11is weil.
Be careful when using an osctllo-

scope for testing the preamplifier not
to link the cornmon lines of the
charger board and the preamplifier
board as this would short-circuit the
negative supply Iine.

ASSEMßLY & WIRING
Any type of metal endosure may be
used as long as the boards fit into it
easily. It is best to mount the charger
board directly behind the front panel,
the input selector board to the rear
panel and the preamplifier board in
between. The spindles of the various
controls and switches must, of course,
be provides with suitable extensions,
Mind that D6and D9 can be seen at

the front panel.
Fit a mains switch on the front

panel and the mains entry with inte-
gral fuse at the rear. The fuse should
be a slow type rated at 160 mA
(J21»0.1). Use well-insulated wire for
the connections between mains entry,
transformer and on/off switch.
With the boards positioned as indi-

cated, the (toroidal) mains transformer
and battery holders fit nicely in the
space behind the charger board. Keep
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the transformer away as far as possi-
ble from the input selector board and
as elose as feasible to the mains entry.
Although the wiring has been kept

to aminimum, a wiring diagram is
shown in Figure 7. The links between
the input selector board and the pre-
amplifier board need to be single
screened audio cable. This type of
cable is also used for interlinking ter-
minals C and E on the charger board
and the preamplifier board.
The supply lines may be normal

flexible stranded circuit wire. Note that
the common of the preamplifier board
functions as the earth: as the wiring
diagram shows, it is connected directly
to the junction of the 6th arid 7th bat-
tery. This junction should also be
strapped to the earthing point of the
metal case. Da not connect the earth of
the charger board to the case earth
since that would short-circuit the sup-
ply line. Tt is for this reason also that Tl
must be isolated from the case.
Figure 8 (scale 8: 10) shows a sug-

gested front panel layout and marking
for the case: this is not available ready
rnade.
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question time
With a contribution by Jason

McDonald (USA)

Technicians and
scientists around the
globe usually face

trouble when it comes
to finding the right

background informa-
tion for their special-
ization. As a matter of
course, communica-
tion is essential in

finding solutions, and
here, again, the

Digital Highway ofters
plenty of opportun i-
ties to add to one's
own knowledge lots
of information other

people already put in
writing. Internet docu-

ments containing
Frequently Asked

Question (FAQ) lists
may often provide the
answer to a burning
question. The only

problem that remains
to be solved then is
locating the right

FAQs on the net. This
article aims at provid-
ing a few tips which

may help to make the
process of locating
information a !ittle

easier.

FAQ is a phenomenon which pops up
literally anywhere on the Internet. As
indicated by the acronym, FAQ files
contain lists of frequently or at least
regularly asked questions that pop up
in a newsgroup, thousands of which
are currently active via the net. These
FAQs are consulted by millions of net
users every day. The discussions with-
in the newsgroups may be about sd-
entific rcscarch, computer use, or back-
ground Information for a highly spe-
cifie subject [such as pe hardware). As
might be expected, a lot of questions
have been answered alreedy by other
Internet users. Almost any newsgroup
has its FAQs and, of course, the an-
swers to them, stored in a file. The
newsgroup moderater collects fre-
quently asked questions and stores
them in file which may be down-
loaded by anyone subscribing to the
newsgroup. FAQ files remain on the
newsgroup servers for a long time, so
that the information is also available to
the occasional visitor; By contrast, the
original correspondence that created
the subject matter of the FAQs is often
only available for a short I.O,,"i!!.; I' '" !;. d Mit. iii§@ffl.
time, and may have been fit tdl \c.... l10 fjl'/C<f" JJ'"'" "m,;\ «! 1!J. I!I "" ",. I'!'Iremoved months ago by the BooI ""'" R"".'" M""" ~ f_", l'onI '1>'< 101.. r.:i.
time you log in. FAQ lists l'-......_.c.I..._,-_~_~_'~ ==-"-'=='-'3"-'-J~"·1
allow lnternet users to get ~
at the crux of the subject
without too much leafing
through large sites. Jor elec-
tronics enthusiasts, too, the
net has many interesting
FAQ files in stock.

WHERE ARE YOU?
Once you are aware of the
fact that the Internet may
provide the answers to cer-
tain questions, the remain-
ing problem is where to
find the FAQ lists. Our ad-
vice is to always employ the
familiar search engines in
your quest for certain FAQs.
These eogines are specifi-
eally designed for thls job,
and always contain the lat-
est information. Suppose
you are stuck with a ques-
tion about the Motorola
680000 proeessor. Very like-
Iy, the answer may be
found in the FAQs about
this processor. The quest is
very short indeed: Go to the
Infoseek search engine at
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http://guide.infoseek.com
and select the Web FAQ option. Type
the search key, in this case, "Motorola'
or '68000'. As an aside, the seareh key
'electronics' may help you to find the
answer to a general question in elec-
tronics. After a few seronds, the screen
is filled with locators of documents
which may contain the answer to your
question.
The search corrunands may be spec-

ified in more detail by typi.ng the 'clos-
er' indication 'sci/electronics' instead of
just 'electronics'. Tlus restricts the
search to information in newsgroups
discussing scientific aspects of elec-
tronics (although that should be taken
with a pinch of salt, Teeh. Ed.)
An alternative search engine which is
eminently suited to OUf purposes is the
one opera ted by Oxford university at
http://www.lib.ox.ac.uk.search!search -
faqs.html.
Cera Research, too, chips in by pub-
1ishing a master list of electronics-relat-
ed FAQs at
http://www.eera2.com.

(975013)
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8-channel memory
oscilloscope

This Competition entry consists of the QBASIC pragram
'AO.BAS' which contrals a small 8-channel NO converter
board connected to the serial port, and a compiled pro-
gram, OSZI.EXE, wh ich presents measured values in 8-

channel-scope fashion on your computer monitor.
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The data logger program
AD.BAS was written in QBA-
SIe 4.5 and serves ro read an
A/D converter type MAX186
via the serial port. The prograrn
centeins subroutines far the
reading of eigbt analogue input
channels. The software sets the
levels on the serial interface
lines, and so conveys tbe con-
trol bits required by the COIl-

verter. AD.BAS is easily con-
verted into a higher program-

ming language. Information
regarding importanr parame-
ters may be found in the
README file. AD.BAS sup-
plies the conversion result
(VOUT%) and ascale factor
(UREAL). Both values are dis-
played by the memory 'scope
program, OSZI.EXE. Exten-
sive information on tbis subject
may be found in the Eile
OSZI.TXT OSZI.EXE offers
four pull-down menu selec-
tions: FILE, OPTIONS,
SETUP and GO. These allow

F II..E OPTIONS SETUP so

lJ(V) Je!' 5Al'PLES MO<

, .,
"
'"r: r: J\ r: r: w

• V "'- •V V V •
"'."
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Technical Data
Input channels:
Scaling:
AjD converter:
Conversion rate:

Max. error:
Power supply:

8
OV to 4V or - 2V to +2V

12-bit
max. 5,000 meas';s

(depends on CPU c/ock)
1LSB

via RS232 port

you to deterrnine
the interface
(COM I thraugh
COM4), select the
measurement chan-
nel, and launch,
srore or rerrieve a

measurement, Allumber of dis-
play options are available. Fur-
thermore, the measurement
channels may be calibrated and
given an offset. aSZI is associ-
ared with a driver for HPGL-2
compat.ible printers, and any
IBM compatible AT computer
having a VGA video card.

Hardware
The compact board
(SOxSO 111m)designed for the
converter hardware contains
the 12-bit ND converter with

its internal 8-channel multi-
plexer. The converter is config-
ured by signals supplied by the
PC via the RS232 port contral
lines. Line 4 acts as a clock line,
while line 7 conveys the config-
uration data (unipolar or bipo-
lar). Line 8 transfers the result
of the previous conversion to
the computer. The converter
receives its supply voltage from
the RS232 interface. The input
current of the analogue inputs
is so small that the maximum
errcr caused by the protection
resistors equals I LSB.

(970CKl5-! )

LPT test
LPT test is a useful pragram when it comes to checking the
functions of the PC's parallel printer port when it comes to
developing new interface components or repairing and/or

servicing PC printer ports. The pragram consists of an
EXE, an INI and two OLL files which may be installed in

any sUbdirectory you like.
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by J. liesch,ny

The PC's paraUel printer port
may be used as an input/output
interface in combination with
many peripheral components.
The relevant 25-way sub-D con-
nector at the back of the PC
provides a total of three port
registers: a da ta register com-
prising bits DO through D7, a

control register, CO through C7,
for controlling connected
peripherals, and a status regis-
ter, SOthrough S7,for messeges
from connected peripherals to
the computer. Normally, the
data lines are used to inform
the printer about the bit pattem
for the next ASCn or conrrol
ccde. Tbe validity of the data
and their acceptance by thc
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peripheral is marked by a com-
purer-generared pulse on the
Strobe line. Control lines Select
and Autofeed are used to tell
the pnnter to be ready for use,
or da a paper feed at the end of
the Line, respectively. Tbe
printer may use the Bnsy line to
inform the computer that it has
not completed the current task
yet. Similarly, it may flag Paper
Empty to indicate tbat it is out
of paper. The E1TOf line is actu-
ated when an error exists in the
printer (or tbe printing
process), while IRQ dernands
an interruption of the printing
operanon.
The parallel port is freely
usable for one's own applica-
tions, pravided you realize that
the starus liues may only be
used as inputs, and the contral
lines, as ourputs. On most older
computers, the data lines may
only be used as outputs, while
on newer models they may be
used as inputs also. Conse-
quently, LPT Test not only
reads the status information,
but also the data port, because
it can be rnanipulated by (mod-

" , n ,
U
100'I~~''''''~~'

."- 1 16 14 1

1- Po,allelPnrllPT2 a the presence of the connection.
Similarly, you may use the soft-
ware ro switch LEDs or opro-
isolators,
To invoke one of the presets,
simply activate one of thc but-
tons A through H. For this
arrangement, eight separate
preset registers are provided for
each interface LVII thraugh
LPT4. Storing a setting is
accomplished by means of the
Preset button, followed by your
selection of the preset register,
A through H. The action of
sroring the setring in the IN1
file is acknowledged witb a
message.
The selection of thc port to be
tested (LPT1 through LPT4) is
accomplished via the upper
buttons. The currently active
port is marked in bright gray
and also indicated in thc header
line. The program may be
caUed several times, enabling
you to test several ports (virtu-
ally) at the same time.

11 If IZ 13 I~ .'-

em) peripherals. The indication
of the current values in the
ports is by means of I's and O's
on the display. All inputs are
continuously read and dis-
played. The outputs may be
switched as desired. The read-
back rate is CPU-dependent,
and works out at about three
read operations per secoud
using a 486 processor running
at 25 MHz. This sort of speed is
ample for most, if not all. hard-
ware tests,
A test adapter may be made

1U'1LI ILN:lllI'14~

I~I· JO lTI'lTI' IIFl

11 11 Il 13 l!i -'-

(97OOl5-2)

SatBlaster Lite
The program's funetion is to eonvert the output of a VHF
weather satellite receiver to a displayable pieture, using
only a Soundblaster soundeard. The program has been
sueeessfully used to display visible and infra-red eloud
cover pietures transmitted by the Ameriean TlROS-N

series polar-orbiting satellites using the APT (automatie
pieture telemetry) format. The Russian satellites are not

supported as yet.

By J. T. Bishop
A 'Mapsat' VHF satellite
receiver obtained from Maplin
Electranics was used (this par-
ticular low-cost model is alas 00
langer available, but there are
other receivers and antennae
on the market). This imagc i5
included ön the enclosed disk.
Copyright of alI satellite images
presumably rests with the
NOAA.
The prograrn is written in Bor-
land Turbo C V2.
10 try out the prograrn, copy all
the files to a directory on the
hard disk. Make this the CUf-

rent directory, then type 'sb'
from the DOS prompt. After
the copyright message, you will
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be presented with a menu, The
choices are:
1. Enter filename. The required
filename should be entered:
the extension, if pravided,
will be ignored. The default
filename is 'demot'. Wave
files must have the extension
"wav'. Try entering 'demoz'
to display the otber .sat files
on the disk.

2. Convert a file from wave for-
mat. This reads in the speci-
fied .wav file and converts it
to a pixel bitmap file of the
samc name but with exten-
sion ",sat". The wave file
may be produced with a suit-
able utility provided with the
sound card (I used 'Creative

2/97

from a 25-pin sub-D plug on
which any connecticns may be
present between the data lines
and the starus lines. If, for
instance, data line 00 (Pin 2) is
wired to status line S5 (pin 12),
the relevant output may be tog-
gled hy clocking on the 00 but-
ton. This copies a logie level ro
pin 2 01 the sub-D plug (DO)
and from there to the Paper
Empty Input (pin 12) of the sra-
tus port (S5). The resulting
eolour cbanges in the control
fields 00 and S5 then indicate

Wave Studio', a Windows-
based program supplied with
my Soundblaster-16). Tbe
recording format must be 8
bits mono wirh a sampling
rate of 44,100 Hz and no
compression. This is the only
fonnat recognised by the
program at present,

3. Display Sat File. Tbis will dis-
play the bitmap (.sat) file on
the screen. Either the visible
or the infra-red Image may
he displayed. Press'V' to dis-
play visible, 'I' to display

infra-red. The brightness and
contrast (gamma correction)
of the picture can DOW be
adjusted to bring out the
detail. Press'B' followed by a
number in the range 0 to 256
(followed by return) to set
the blaek level. 'G' is used
likewise to set tbe gamma or
centrast. Pressing 'D' fcl-
lowed by a number in the
range 0 to 3 enables the ori-
entation of the pietute to be
changed. The picture is
redrawn ro show the effect of
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peripheral is marked by a com-
purer-generared pulse on the
Strobe line. Control lines Select
and Autofeed are used to tell
the pnnter to be ready for use,
or da a paper feed at the end of
the Line, respectively. Tbe
printer may use the Bnsy line to
inform the computer that it has
not completed the current task
yet. Similarly, it may flag Paper
Empty to indicate tbat it is out
of paper. The E1TOf line is actu-
ated when an error exists in the
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process), while IRQ dernands
an interruption of the printing
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tions, pravided you realize that
the starus liues may only be
used as inputs, and the contral
lines, as ourputs. On most older
computers, the data lines may
only be used as outputs, while
on newer models they may be
used as inputs also. Conse-
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reads the status information,
but also the data port, because
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arrangement, eight separate
preset registers are provided for
each interface LVII thraugh
LPT4. Storing a setting is
accomplished by means of the
Preset button, followed by your
selection of the preset register,
A through H. The action of
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file is acknowledged witb a
message.
The selection of thc port to be
tested (LPT1 through LPT4) is
accomplished via the upper
buttons. The currently active
port is marked in bright gray
and also indicated in thc header
line. The program may be
caUed several times, enabling
you to test several ports (virtu-
ally) at the same time.
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em) peripherals. The indication
of the current values in the
ports is by means of I's and O's
on the display. All inputs are
continuously read and dis-
played. The outputs may be
switched as desired. The read-
back rate is CPU-dependent,
and works out at about three
read operations per secoud
using a 486 processor running
at 25 MHz. This sort of speed is
ample for most, if not all. hard-
ware tests,
A test adapter may be made
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SatBlaster Lite
The program's funetion is to eonvert the output of a VHF
weather satellite receiver to a displayable pieture, using
only a Soundblaster soundeard. The program has been
sueeessfully used to display visible and infra-red eloud
cover pietures transmitted by the Ameriean TlROS-N

series polar-orbiting satellites using the APT (automatie
pieture telemetry) format. The Russian satellites are not

supported as yet.

By J. T. Bishop
A 'Mapsat' VHF satellite
receiver obtained from Maplin
Electranics was used (this par-
ticular low-cost model is alas 00
langer available, but there are
other receivers and antennae
on the market). This imagc i5
included ön the enclosed disk.
Copyright of alI satellite images
presumably rests with the
NOAA.
The prograrn is written in Bor-
land Turbo C V2.
10 try out the prograrn, copy all
the files to a directory on the
hard disk. Make this the CUf-

rent directory, then type 'sb'
from the DOS prompt. After
the copyright message, you will
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be presented with a menu, The
choices are:
1. Enter filename. The required
filename should be entered:
the extension, if pravided,
will be ignored. The default
filename is 'demot'. Wave
files must have the extension
"wav'. Try entering 'demoz'
to display the otber .sat files
on the disk.

2. Convert a file from wave for-
mat. This reads in the speci-
fied .wav file and converts it
to a pixel bitmap file of the
samc name but with exten-
sion ",sat". The wave file
may be produced with a suit-
able utility provided with the
sound card (I used 'Creative
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from a 25-pin sub-D plug on
which any connecticns may be
present between the data lines
and the starus lines. If, for
instance, data line 00 (Pin 2) is
wired to status line S5 (pin 12),
the relevant output may be tog-
gled hy clocking on the 00 but-
ton. This copies a logie level ro
pin 2 01 the sub-D plug (DO)
and from there to the Paper
Empty Input (pin 12) of the sra-
tus port (S5). The resulting
eolour cbanges in the control
fields 00 and S5 then indicate

Wave Studio', a Windows-
based program supplied with
my Soundblaster-16). Tbe
recording format must be 8
bits mono wirh a sampling
rate of 44,100 Hz and no
compression. This is the only
fonnat recognised by the
program at present,

3. Display Sat File. Tbis will dis-
play the bitmap (.sat) file on
the screen. Either the visible
or the infra-red Image may
he displayed. Press'V' to dis-
play visible, 'I' to display

infra-red. The brightness and
contrast (gamma correction)
of the picture can DOW be
adjusted to bring out the
detail. Press'B' followed by a
number in the range 0 to 256
(followed by return) to set
the blaek level. 'G' is used
likewise to set tbe gamma or
centrast. Pressing 'D' fcl-
lowed by a number in the
range 0 to 3 enables the ori-
entation of the pietute to be
changed. The picture is
redrawn ro show the effect of
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the new setrings. Once you
are sarisfied with the picture,
you may save it by pressing
'Escape', wben you will be
asked wbether you wish to
save the changes. Note that
no information is lost by
doing this, the picture is
merely saved with additional
information about atignment
and contrast ete.

4. Edit Sat file. This allows the
picture to be 'cJeaned up',
Ncise during reception may
have caused the picture to

lose synchronisation and
'slip', so that same parts of
the picture are out of align-
ment witb the rest, Th
demonstrate this feature, a
suitable file is provided on
the disk called 'dcmoz.sat',
Pressing the up/down arrow
keys causes the picture to be
displayed/deleted one line at
a time. When an offset line is
encountered, it may be
shifted to the right or Jeft,
using the appropriare arrow
key, until ir lines up with the

rest of the picture (this
unfortunately requires good
eyesightl). Subsequent lines
will then be shifted by the
same amount. The visible
and infra-red images may be
corrected separately ( they
are displayed side by side (it
is up to the user to ensure he
is editing the right one). The
infrared image has narrewer
synch-rone bars to the left of
it). Type II' to select infra-red,
'V' to select visible, Changes
may be saved as with the dis-

playoption.
5. Display grey scale. This is
provided for the user to
adjusr the brightness and con-
trast controls ot bis rnonitor.

6. Quit.

Hard copy may praduced by
typing 'GRAPHICS
DESKJET' (01' the type ofyour
own printer if not a deskjet)
before running Satblasrer, then
pressing the print screen key
when a suitable image is being
oisplayed. (97(XX)j-J)
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This praject is a Logic Scanner based on an 18
ble PC that communicates with the 'outside war
the parallel printer port. The Logic Scanner wa
tor testing and contro I of digital constructions,
deviees etc., where it is required to reeord the r

a certain test object to aseries

8y Anthimos Sparlalis

The only system requirements
are an IBM comparible PC
with DOS 5,0 or greater arid a
typical parallel port (not neces-
sarily an extended type), and
the interface eard.
The system is composed of two
subsystems: an application pro-
gram and an interface card. The
application consists of three
subsystems: a programmable 8-
bit logic generator, a small 5-bit
logic analyzer (alJowing it to be
used by PC XT/ATs also) and a
logic funetion generator.
The program is launched by
typing 'LOGICSCN.EXE' from
the DOS prompt The program
will allow yau to choose thc
address of the parallel port to
which the hardware is con-
neeted. OptionaUy, choose an
OUTFILE (the file that con-
tains the output pulses) in an
ascending order (0-255) or, if
you want, a file with all zeroes.
The application menu offers
the followi.ng oprlons: Edit
OUTFlLE, Record INFILE,
Display OUTFILE/lNFILE,
Logic Equation Generation,
Quit, Increase/decrease delay
between output pulses, and
OUTPUT PULSE DELAY:
_> ms. (output pulses are the
pulses from thc pe to the
tested construction).

The interface card has five con-
nections: Power Supply (KI,
SV), Contral Signals (K2,
CLOCK/RESET), Input Sig-
nals (!G, 5-bit), Output Signals
(K4, 8-bit), and Parallel Port
(DB25 to printer port). The
contral signaJs may be used to
drive and initialize the device
under test, if necessary.
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CLOCK and ICLOCK are
strobe pulses which enable tbe
OUTPUT signals to change.
Similarly, RESET and /RESET
initialize the circuit under test
when the program is started, or
the PC is rebooted.
111e cable between the parallel
port and the interface card
should not be langer than

about 2 metres, especially when
a fast computer is used, and the
PULSE DELA Y is set to mini-
mum. (970C054)

Note: The printed olrouit board
artwork tor this project may be
tound on the Software Compe-
tition CD-ROM.
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the new setrings. Once you
are sarisfied with the picture,
you may save it by pressing
'Escape', wben you will be
asked wbether you wish to
save the changes. Note that
no information is lost by
doing this, the picture is
merely saved with additional
information about atignment
and contrast ete.

4. Edit Sat file. This allows the
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Ncise during reception may
have caused the picture to
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will then be shifted by the
same amount. The visible
and infra-red images may be
corrected separately ( they
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is editing the right one). The
infrared image has narrewer
synch-rone bars to the left of
it). Type II' to select infra-red,
'V' to select visible, Changes
may be saved as with the dis-

playoption.
5. Display grey scale. This is
provided for the user to
adjusr the brightness and con-
trast controls ot bis rnonitor.

6. Quit.

Hard copy may praduced by
typing 'GRAPHICS
DESKJET' (01' the type ofyour
own printer if not a deskjet)
before running Satblasrer, then
pressing the print screen key
when a suitable image is being
oisplayed. (97(XX)j-J)
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slogan
Slogan enables a regular PC to be used as an 8-bit

Logic Analyzer. The input signals are read via two COM
ports. The analyzer program runs under Windows, and

features an extremely user-triendly user interface.
Although the maximum sampling frequency is not partic-
ularly high, Slogan may prove very useful far the analysis

of relatively slow signals as used for, say, mechanical
controls and stepper motars.

8y N. Koper

The user interface of this prize-
winning program was devel-
oped with the aid of the RAD
tool Delphi 1.0. The program
section which is responsible for
the data sampling was written
in assembly language. Data bits
are read from the modem reg-
isters belanging with the
selected COM ports, where-
upon the desired four birs are
cxtracred. This requires the
data under test to be applied to
the crs, DSR, RJ and CD ter-
minals of the serial POft, while
the GND pin is used as the
common ground connection.
The standard timer in the pe is
reprogrammed to enable a
sampling rate of 1,000 sampies

per second to be achieved.
Because the software directly
conrrols certain hardware
blocks, conflicts may arise with
other software or hardware
attempting to eontrol the same
hardware. Beeause of rhis. it is
recommended ro elose allother
Windows pro grams before
starring Slogan.

Operation
The eleerrieal signals on the
COM port must have levels
between + 12V and -12 V to
prevent damage to the inputs.
The choice of the desired COM
port is easily made via the user
interface.
The trigger-bit patterns are
entered to the right on the

~ t NatiDnal Pize
Microwave lools

Microwave Tools is a set of tools aiming to help the RF and
microwave designer in several areas of his work. The inter-
active Smith chart provides a way to visualise impedance
matehing through the entire circuit. The filter design win-

dow hel ps to design the main filter topologies by calculat-
ing the filters coefficient, and proposing the components

values far several different practical realisations. The other
tools provided are amicrostrip synthesis/analysis window,

and a complex-number calculator.

By Fabrice Maingol

The interactive Smith chart.
This tool draws a Smith ehart
with the possibility to place
impedance, admittance or
ref.lection coefficient points and
visualise the impedance travel
on the chart.
- Placing points:

Elektor Electronics

The user just places the pomts on
the chart by dicking at the desired
locarion, or by entering the
irnpedance, admittance or reflec-
tion coefficient value with the key-
board. Then, elements may be
added in series or in parallel to
visualise and caleulate the new
irnpedanee. These elements may
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screen (0, 1 or X = don't care).
Next, you have to enter the
sampling interval, the number
of post-trigger sampies and the
maximum sampling time. Note
that the latter parameter has to
be larger than the product of
the sampting inrerval and the
number of post-trigger sam pies.
Sampies arc taken after press-
ing the 'start' button. A status
indieation is visible in the left-
hand bottom eorner of the
screen. The indicators are aeti-
vated by: Init (after starting),
BuS)' (while waiting for the trig-
ger ward and during sampling),
Ready (on suecessful reading of
a data stream) 01' No Trigger (if

the trigger pattern did 110t
oceur during the set maximum
time, 01' when insufficient time
was left to reeord the desired
number of post-trigger sam-
pies).
After reading the sampies, the
reference timing instarn (0 s)
equals the point at wh ich the
trigger pattern was reeognized
for the first time.
The arrow keys at the bottom
of the analyzer sereen may be
used to scroll through the data.
Using the rnouse you may dick
anywhere in the analyzer screen
to bring up the relevant timing
iuformation. (97IXX15-S)

- " .
Z Y r .p R Prel !C--3.1-ilU ~I

~ -'-

be pure reactances (like capaci-
tors or inductors), transmission
lines or open or shorted srubs.
- Placing flxed and calculated
elements:

The elements are selected via
the main rnenu, and a wlndow
is then displayed to enter the
necessary parameters for tbe
fixed elements. The user may
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also place parameters of which
the program will calculate thc
possible value(s) for a given
condition. A choice is provided
if several values are possible.
This conditian may be the
intersection with a constanr
reactance or constant resistance
value, allowing these to travel
along the different eirelos of the
chart in order to join tbe centre
or any other point.
- Options and special features:
The user may zoom into any
section of the chart in order ro
improve the definition in a
deflned region, er rnay jusr
magnify er reduce the scale.
The characteristic impedanee
01 the ehart (Zo) is deflned as
50 (l by defaulr but may be
changed in the Preferences win-
dow. The admittance chart may
be displayed or ludden by dick-
ing on the adminance buuon.

or in the preferences window.
The position of the cursor is
displayed as real-time imped-
ance, at the bottom of the win-
dow. Thc user mayaiso select
reflection coeffieient, admit-
tance and equivalent compo-
nent as real-time displays.

Automatie impedance
matching:
'ltvo kinds of impedance match-
ing networks may be ca!culated:
single and double stub.

Calculations on active devices
S parameterst
The S-parameter files (in
Touchstone S2P formet) of a
rransistor or 2-port device may
be loaded in order to plot input
and output stability circles, and
noise circles. The S-parameters
may be also ente red 0.1' modi-
fied manually by the user.

The filter designer tool
The filter designer tool enables
you to caJculate the crder and
the parameters of a passive fil-
tel' according to specifieations
given regarding cut-off fre-
quencies, pass-band ripple, aut-
cf-band attenuation, and so on,
It only supports Chebyeheff and
Butterworth types, and low-pass
rnode.

The Mierestrip
Synthesis/Design tool
This form is made to help cal-
culate the physical parameters
of a micrcstrip line, given its
eharaeteristic impedance, or the
reverse. It may be used in two
modes: Synthesis 01' Design.
First enter the physieal proper-
ties of the subsrrate (dielectric
constant and thickness, metal
thickness, height of cover).
Then either enter the imped-

anee (and required phase shift),
or the width (aud length), and
press the Calculate button.

The complex Calculator
This is a small rool. simulating
a packet calculator with cam-
plex numbers management
capabilities, and using the HP
ealculators notation system. For
example, if you want to calcu-
late 2 + 3, just da:

(2) (Enter) (3) (+) (instead 01
2 + 2 = ... ).

Ta enter complex numbers,
type
(x) (+) (ar (--) (y) (i) (Enter).

The complex calcuJator rnay be
launched from several forms of
the Smith chart tool, in order to
enter values that are results
from a calculation. (9700J5-7)

National ~rizef.Netherl nIR.."
Pinpointer

This program provides assistance in searching electronic
component connection data. For each component

searched far in the database, Pinpointer shows the case,
the functions of the connection terminals, and, in some
cases, a short comment and an application circuit. The

great thing about this program is that it is fairly easy to add
information to the database.
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8y S. van Hulle

Like Slogan, the other prize-
winning Dutch eompetition
entry described on these pages,
Pinpointer was written in Bor-
land Delphi 1.0. Pinpointer is an

easy to use Windows program.
Initially, the author wrote Pin-
pointer for looking up pin-out
information on PLCC and DlL
enclosures only, With sorne cre-
ativity, however, you may add
just about any eornponent

50

shape YOllIike.
A specia! feature of the pro-
gram is the intelligent structure
used to buiJd the enclosure
types. You only have to enter
the type and the number of
pins of a particular component,
and the program draws the
associated enclosure. With DfL
ICs, thc number of pins is
equally distributed across the
two long sides of the chip, while
a distribution across aJ1 four
sides is applied for PLCC

I 1;* i, IS'§5i.! il:

rion descriptions are given in a
separate box. It is also possible
to requesr a short description of
the Ie.
A nice bonus is the opriou to
link the component to one or
more application examples.
Being ordinary birrnap files,
these examples are easy to
make. Finally, the Windows
Calculator and Notepad may
be called direcuy frorn the
prograrn.
The database has a very simple

fo10n031able t x

devices (using a distribution
algorithrn designed by the
author).
In addirion to the component
shape (where a selecuon is
avaiJable between top view and
bottorn view), short pin-func-

structure, consisring of a text
file which contains a11 da ta
(ease shape, connections,
optional schernatic) arranged in
sequential fashion.
Tbe current version of the data-
base is not too large, compris-
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A specia! feature of the pro-
gram is the intelligent structure
used to buiJd the enclosure
types. You only have to enter
the type and the number of
pins of a particular component,
and the program draws the
associated enclosure. With DfL
ICs, thc number of pins is
equally distributed across the
two long sides of the chip, while
a distribution across aJ1 four
sides is applied for PLCC
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separate box. It is also possible
to requesr a short description of
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A nice bonus is the opriou to
link the component to one or
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Being ordinary birrnap files,
these examples are easy to
make. Finally, the Windows
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be called direcuy frorn the
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devices (using a distribution
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ing only five components.
Thanks to the simple structure,
however, it should not be tao

difficult to extend the program
to personal requircmcnrs. Hey.
tbere's an idea for a Mini Con-

test: wno wntes the most exten-
sive 01' most interesting dafabase
Jor this program ? What abaut all

components used in Elektor
Electronics projcct over the past
years? (9700J5-61

passive filters
Designing, implementing and analyzing filters is a very diffi-
cult task for many electronics engineers. In fact, filter tech-
nology is one of the most complex aspects of analogue

electronics. The program written by Mr. Vouilloz provides a
helping hand in such situations, farming out all calculation

work to the computer.

By A- Vauillal

In elcctronics engineering,
there are only two oprions
when it comes to designing a
filter for a specific application:
either you calculate the respec-
tive component values by hand
using Iilter theory forrnulas, or
you resort to look-up tables
providing eomponent values.
The first option requires a lot
of time (and experience), while
the second is often restricted
to known filrcr types such as
Butterworth, Chebychev, etc.
Weil, thc cornbination of a
computer and a specially
designed program may save
you a lot of work.

Features
The program offers two basic
funetions: dirncnsinning arid
analyzing passive filters. lt may
be used, for example, to design
a loudspeaker, or thc output fil-
ter of a an RF amplifier, to
rnention but two applications,
The following filter rypcs may
be designed by the program:
- Bessel
- Gauss
- Chebychev
- inverse Chebychev
- Butterworth
- Legendre
- elliptic
in addition lO these, it is possi-
ble to compute a group delay
compensation for a known fil-
ter, as weil as three types of

phasc-shifung nerworks.
The program is available in two
languages: English (SYN-
FILEXE) and French
(CREERFlLEXE). Having
launched the program you first
select the filter type, then the
desired band (high-pass, low-
pass, etc.), the minimurrt slope,
etc, The results are shown in
the form of three characteristic
polynomials. Having calculated
the associated poles, the practi-
cal dimensioning of the filter is
shown.
After the calculations, the filter
characteristic may be viewed in
graphical form: amplitude,
phase characteristic, group
delay and transient behaviour.
All these resuns rnay be srored

r- \
\
\

in a file, or copled to a printer.
Another program is available
on the disk. ANAFlL.EXE
allows a filter (or a tour-pole
network) to be analyzed which
was designed using SYNFIL.

Computer requirements
To be able to use the program.
you need a computer wilh a
486 CPU or better (and a
coprocessor if you have a
486SX). Almost any video card
may be used, from CGA and
Hercules to VGA. The pro-
gram runs under DOS 3.1 or
higher, or in a DOS box under
Windows95.

(97O(Xl5-8)

l~jr1J~J~JC' 'DlfW;lflj ~6-JVj
A CD·ROM conta;n;ng oll w;nn;ng software
)( more than 80 sc programs (DOS or Windows)
)( including PLe Emu/ation, Af Spectrum Analyser,
Teletext Decoder, fuzzy Logic Simulation,
pe Oscilloscope

)( includes source code files for most programs

)( includes schematics and pes layouts of associated
hardware (if applicable)
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however, it should not be tao

difficult to extend the program
to personal requircmcnrs. Hey.
tbere's an idea for a Mini Con-

test: wno wntes the most exten-
sive 01' most interesting dafabase
Jor this program ? What abaut all

components used in Elektor
Electronics projcct over the past
years? (9700J5-61

passive filters
Designing, implementing and analyzing filters is a very diffi-
cult task for many electronics engineers. In fact, filter tech-
nology is one of the most complex aspects of analogue

electronics. The program written by Mr. Vouilloz provides a
helping hand in such situations, farming out all calculation

work to the computer.

By A- Vauillal

In elcctronics engineering,
there are only two oprions
when it comes to designing a
filter for a specific application:
either you calculate the respec-
tive component values by hand
using Iilter theory forrnulas, or
you resort to look-up tables
providing eomponent values.
The first option requires a lot
of time (and experience), while
the second is often restricted
to known filrcr types such as
Butterworth, Chebychev, etc.
Weil, thc cornbination of a
computer and a specially
designed program may save
you a lot of work.

Features
The program offers two basic
funetions: dirncnsinning arid
analyzing passive filters. lt may
be used, for example, to design
a loudspeaker, or thc output fil-
ter of a an RF amplifier, to
rnention but two applications,
The following filter rypcs may
be designed by the program:
- Bessel
- Gauss
- Chebychev
- inverse Chebychev
- Butterworth
- Legendre
- elliptic
in addition lO these, it is possi-
ble to compute a group delay
compensation for a known fil-
ter, as weil as three types of

phasc-shifung nerworks.
The program is available in two
languages: English (SYN-
FILEXE) and French
(CREERFlLEXE). Having
launched the program you first
select the filter type, then the
desired band (high-pass, low-
pass, etc.), the minimurrt slope,
etc, The results are shown in
the form of three characteristic
polynomials. Having calculated
the associated poles, the practi-
cal dimensioning of the filter is
shown.
After the calculations, the filter
characteristic may be viewed in
graphical form: amplitude,
phase characteristic, group
delay and transient behaviour.
All these resuns rnay be srored

r- \
\
\

in a file, or copled to a printer.
Another program is available
on the disk. ANAFlL.EXE
allows a filter (or a tour-pole
network) to be analyzed which
was designed using SYNFIL.

Computer requirements
To be able to use the program.
you need a computer wilh a
486 CPU or better (and a
coprocessor if you have a
486SX). Almost any video card
may be used, from CGA and
Hercules to VGA. The pro-
gram runs under DOS 3.1 or
higher, or in a DOS box under
Windows95.

(97O(Xl5-8)

l~jr1J~J~JC' 'DlfW;lflj ~6-JVj
A CD·ROM conta;n;ng oll w;nn;ng software
)( more than 80 sc programs (DOS or Windows)
)( including PLe Emu/ation, Af Spectrum Analyser,
Teletext Decoder, fuzzy Logic Simulation,
pe Oscilloscope

)( includes source code files for most programs

)( includes schematics and pes layouts of associated
hardware (if applicable)
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Chip cards come in a
wide variety, and their

contents seems to
exert astrang attrac-
tion on many elec-
tronics enthusiasts.

Disposable tele-
phone cards (some of
which have become
collector's items!) are
a great starting point
for many experiments
in manipulating the

electronics contained
in the plastic. Some
experimenters have
successfully turned
expired phonecards
into electronic ID

cards for use in con-
tralled-access sys-
tems. Others, many

on the 'hackers' front,
use them to find

weak spots in sys-
tems which have

been declared totally
secure.

By Patnck Gueulle

54

an exploratory
look at intelligent
telephone cards

Whatever way you want to start exam-
ining the contents of an intelligent
telephone card, you have to be able to
communicate with the chip it conteins.
Communication, in turn, requires a
basic knowledge of the signals trans-
ferred between the eard and the
reader unit. This knowledge, eventu-
ally brings you to the actual thing: the
contents of the memory on the card.

eight flat contacts whose position is
standardized.
The pin numbering of the chip C011-

tacts is shown in Figure 1. Actually, the
proper term for the urut is "micromod-
ule'.
Although chips with eight contacts

are still found occasionally, most mod-
ern cards have only six contacts, the
ones designated 1504 and 1508 hav-
ing disappeared.
Contact number IS05 is always

easy to locate. Representing the
ground connection, it extends into the
centre of the micromodule.
On the eard, the chip may have two

positions. The 'ISO' position shown in
Figure 2 is the most common these
days, as It Is the only one expected to
survive in the long term.
The AFNOR variant shown in Fig-

ure 3 is now obsolete, being a remnant
of early telephone card series issued in
France. Millions of these cards are still

FIRST:
THE HARDWARE:

A chip eard is a plastie card having the
same size as a credit card. A very thin
silicon chip is secured into the plastic
carrier at an accurately determined
position.
Awaiting the arrival and standard-

ization of the contact-less chip card,
the comrnunication with the reader
unit is accomplished via six, seven or

Elektor Electrontcs 2/97



7

26

Figure 1. Terminal tune-
tions for ISO and AFNOR
hip eards. poncnt. a chip card

has to be powered.
The rnain supply

voltage (V,,) is +5 V. This is applied to
contact 1501.
The oldest cards around (manufac-

tured in NMOS technology) require a
second supply voltage, VPP" Applied to
contact 1506, V pp ts normally at +5 V,

around, however.
Not surprisingly,
most comrnercially
available card readers have two con-
tact groups: Olle for ISO cards, and one
for AFNOR cards. The contact groups
are, incidentally, simply connected in
parallel inside the cardreader.
Just like any other electronic com-

Figure 2. On these
phone eards, the ehip
is In the ISO position.

Figure 3. Two AFNOR
eompatible
phonecards.

Elektor EJectronics 2/97

or at +21 V during write operations.
With so few contacts left on the

chip, it goes without saying that data
is exchanged in serial fashion.
The IS07 contact is reserved for

data input/output (l/O). The use of the
remaining contacts differs between
eard technologies.
Hefe, we limit ourselves to examine

cards which are ealled 'synchronous',
which covers disposable phone-cards.
After all, these eards are really just pro-
tected memory units. By contrast,
asynchronous cards contain a micro-
proccssor; These cards are used for
much more complex systems requiring
a higher degree of security, such as
pey-Tv cremt cards and electronic wal-
lets.
Synchronous chip eards operate in

sequential fashion, using an inter nal
address counter which always points
at the bit wh ich is to be read or writ-
ten.
These 'micro-instructions' are writ-

ten to the card via two or three con-
tacts, one of which (in principle, 1503),
acts as a dock.
Virtually all telephone cards obey

one of two communication protocols:
o the 'three-wire' protocol based on
French technology (currently the
most widely used in the world);
o the 'two-wire' protocol based on
German technology (this is receiv-
ing gradual acceptance in Europe:
including the UK, Holland,
Switzerland, etc.,

Even a cursory look at the tables in
Figures 4 and 5 reveals the vast differ-
ences between these two protocols,
which is another way of saying that
they are incompatible.
None the less, the generat proce-

dure to launch a read operation on a
eard is largely identieal for both pro-
tocols: first, the eard is powered, and
then, a 'RESET' micro-instruction is
issued by the reader. Next, the first
memory bit may be read via card con-
tad 1507.
Note, however, that there are eards

(notably of the 2-wire type) which
require a pull-up resistor to be present
between the 1507 contact and V (CI
because their output is of the 'open
drain' type. In general, a resistor value
between 5-kQ and lOkO is sufficient.
In order to access the sth bit of the

memory, the reader has to issue 11 'UP'
micro-instructions before it is able to
read the relevant bit via the lS07 con-
tact.
Since no provision is made to

decrement the address counter, access
to any 'earlier' memory cell calls for a
RESET and the relevant number of UP
instructions to arrive at the desired
address. So, bits are read in their orig-
inal order for most of the time.
Und er certarn conditions deter-
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[1> Figure 4. The 'Frenchl
protocol.

ISO 6: Vpp (21V)
ISO 7:data output
ISO 8: fuse (da not use)

ISO 2: ISO 4: ISO 3.· micro-instruction

0 0 ~ RESET

0 1 ~ UP

1 1 -.JL PROGRAM (0-+1)

mined by the security logic imple-
mented on the card, one specific
instruction, PROGRAM, allows a card
to be written tc: that is. a 0 changed
into a 1 on 'French' cards, or a 1 into
a 0, on 'German' cards.

AND THEN: SOFTWARE
If different communication protocols
are used für cards of the French and
German type, then what about their
memory contents?
A Hrsr-generation French phone

card ("TeleCarte" in French) contains
nothing but a 256~bit EPROM.
AJthough aUof these bits Illay be read,
only the first 96 may be programmed
by the factory because they are pro-
tected by an on-clup fuse (at the [508
contact) which is blown at the end of
the production prccess.
This group of 96 bits is unlque for

eaeh individual eard: it contains a 'ser-
ial number' and an 'authentication
rnessage'. These two pieces of infor-
mation allow each individual eard to
be recogruzed. Although the first and
foremost aim of this protection is, of
course, to prevent card cloning, the
system also allows faulty cards to be
detected.
Thls unique rnatrix is, of course, a

godsend for anyone wanting to build,
say, an electronic lock whieh only rec-
ognizes a few authori.zed cards. All
you have to da is make the reader per-
form a eheck on the 96 bits. Bit num-
bers 8 through 15 in this block provide

t9 Figure 5. The 'GermanJ

protocol.

ISO 6: not connected
ISO 7:data
ISO 2: ISO 3: micro-instruction

1 ~ RESET

0 ~ UP

-.JL 0
PROGRAM (1-+0)

0 ~
fink these two sequences

the 'application code' of the card. This
code may have the hexadeomal value
03, 04, 05 or 06 for a French Telecard,
while any value greater than or equaJ
to 80 indicates a different application.
The story belund this is that France
Telecom has succeeded in forcing chip
card rnanufacturers to pre-program
bit 8 on cards intended for all other
customers.
The entire area from loeation 96

this technology to 150 phone bilJing
uruts. In France, these cards have a
value of 5, SOor 120 units, which
means that each expired (empty) Tele-
card still contains a number of bits
which may be changed from 0 to 1 in
the course of experimental rnanipuJa-
tions.
Figure 7, for example. shows the

memory contents of a new, unused 50-
units phone card. The contents of the

Flgure 7 French Telecard,50 units,unused.

1100 0011 0000 0101 0101 1001 0001 0100
1100 0011 0010 0010 1000 1000 0011 0011
1011 1111 1110 1110 0001 0000 0000 0110
1111 1111 1100 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
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Q "France Telecom" bit

o
32
64
96
128
160

192
224

through 255 is
eounting of pho
tially, a11bits ar
replaced with l's at a rate of billing
units 'consumed' as you phone away.
In theory, the capa city of such a

card would be 160 uruts. In practtce.
however, 10 units are 'bumed' by the
card factory for testing purposes, lim-
iting the credit value of eards based on

------
lappllc lcn code 31 ~•

63 ~s
os95 e
Q

------
1111 1111 11 127

159 "•191 .~
§
~

223 ~~
255 ~

Figure 6. Memory
used for automatte structure of a French
ne bi.lling units. Ini- Te/ecard.
e at 0 and these are ---same card, but then empty, is given in

Figure 8 (note the 81ast bits which
remain at logic 1 although all the
card's worth has been used up). Fig-
ure 9 shows how an appropri.ate piece
of software is capable of deciphering
the 256 bits on the card, and turn them •

Flgure 8. The same Telecard,empty.

1100 0011 0000 0101 0101 1001 0001 0100

1100 0011 0010 0010 1000 1000 0011 0011
1011 1111 1110 1110 0001 0000 0000 0110
11/1 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111
1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 0000

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1111 1111

Elektor EJectronics 2/97



Chip Type:
Family Code:
Serial Number:
Authenticity Message:
Programming Parameters:
Service Code:
Total Value:
Used Up:
No Remaining Credit

Texas or EEPROM
05 (Phonecard)

59142288
33EE

1 (50ms/21V)
o (disposable card)

06 (50 units)
50 units

Figure 9. Interpretation (by a special program)
of the data read from the card in Figure 8.

,-- 3 service bits, always at 0

0 silicon number country code manul. K.y,od.
.~ 32~ ~
• 64 oloiol x ~096"~ x 512 u 1- 64 u x B", " I , , , ,

" j ,

96 x,1u 1111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1111 1 1 1 'I' 1 1 1,
128
160 _I 1

MIRRQR IMAGE No. 1 ----,
192

1 1 1 1 1

224 1 1 1 1 1111 1111 1 1 1 '1' 1 1 1 1111
256
288 I 1
f-- MJRAOR IMAGE No, 2 -320 I I I I

352 1111 1 1 1 1 1 I 11 1111 1111 1111

384
416
f--

I
M'fROR ''lAGE N~. 3 ~

448 I 1 I
480 1111 1 1 1 1 1111 1111 1 1 1 1 1111

and SO on

Figure 11. Memory structure of a German
phonecard (old version).

Figure 10. Memory counter 01an empty Spamsh Telecard,
wlth an ongmal worth 1,000 ptas

1010 1011 1000 0011 1111 1111 1111 1111
0101 1010 0000 1001 1011 0111 0001 0101

0001 0100 1000 1010 0001 1110 0010 0010

1111 1111 1110 0010 0000 1000 0100 0001

0000 0100 0001 0000 0100 0001 0000 1000

0100 0000 1000 0100 0010 0000 1000 0001

0000 1000 0010 0110 1010 0001 1001 0010

1000 1010 0100 1001 0010 0100 1010 0001

31 t~
63 ~
---------
95
127
159
191
223
255
287
319
351
383
415
447
479
511

Figure 12.Read result 01 the 512 bits m an empty German
phonecard (old version) The same area 01 128 bits
appears lour times

1111 0010 0010 1111 1111 1111 0100 1010

1110 0010 1100 0000 1100 1110 0100 1100

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111
1111 0010 0010 1111 1111 1111 0100 1010

1110 0010 1100 0000 1100 1110 0100 1100

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111
1111 0010 0010 1111 1111 1111 0100 1010

1110 0010 1100 0000 1100 1110 0100 1100

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111
1111 0010 0010 1111 1111 1111 0100 1010

1110 0010 1100 0000 1100 1110 0100 1100

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111

Elektor EJectronics 2/97

into a maximum amount of meauing-
ful data. Same countries (in particular,
Spain and the Croatian Republic) use
a much more intricate 'counting
scheme' which allows the apparent
limit of 150 units to be exceeded. With-
out going into details, this result may
be explained by the fact that certain
bits represent a value of several billing
units, as illustrated by the example in
Figure 10 (memoryeontents of an
ernpty Spanish phone eard with an
original value of 1,000 ptas).

Developed a eouple of years after the
French version, the German phone
card ("Telefonkarte") has been able to
benefit front a more modern technol-
ogy, namely CMOS EEPROM.
However if you say EEPROM you

also say 'possibility to erase and
rewnte'. Also, the basic operation of
these cards Is radieally different from
the early Prench on es.
The table shown in Figure 11

shows that the basic German phone
card is set up around a memory of
104 bits. lf you attempt to read bits 104
through 127, you invariably get 24
logic ones. From address 128 onwards,
a mirror-image is found of the con-
tents starting at O. In other words. the
address counter returns to the start in
cyclic fashion. The first 64 bits may be
compared to the first 96 on the French
phonecard, in the sense that they also
contain eard identification data.
Bits 0 to 11 contain a 'silicon num-

ber' which is programmed in the chip
when it is manufactured. This number
may be the same in a (very) large
number of cards.
The next eight bits are, in principle,

identical for all cards from a nation-
wide operating telephone eompany
(FFh in Germany, 7Fh in Holland, BFh
in Guernsey, 2Fh in Great Britain, etc.).
Bits 24 to 27 identify the card

maker, for example, 0h for ORGA, s,
for Giesecke & Devriendt, 4hfor 005,
Ch for Gemplus, 2h for Soliac, 9h Ior
GPT, etc. For really unique data, how-
ever; we have to look in the area
reserved for the billing units counter.
This area is effectively divided into five
counters: four of eight bits, and one of
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counter is emptied, and the same
again with the last counter, which
counts by 4,096 units.
Manufacturers of integrated circuits

für use on clup cards always stete that
this 'eounting scheme' allows a phone
card to be produced representing a
total of 20,480 phone billing units with
just 37 bits (8x8x8x8xS = 20,480).
A little arithmetic reasoning how-

ever reveals that the above is a gross
error which no-one seems to have
notieed for years! ln actual fact, the
capacity of the counter array is
25,160 units. Whatever the exact num-
ber; that's far more than the 160 units
of a 256-bit EPROM card, and it real

silicon number counlry code
manuf. "y,,"'"

I
x 4096" x 512 u x54" x B", , , , , , I I I J , ,
x t u 1 1, , , , ,,

I I
,

, ,
, I 1

I f'"

1
I 1

, I I I ,
, 1

1 1

1 I ,
, ,
, I ,

I ~
, ,
1 ,

o
32

64

96

128

160

192

224

256

288

320

352

384

416

448

480

Figure 13. Eurochip
memory structure.

five bits, whose function may be
likened to thar of an abacus. Each
billing unit (or credit) you use up in a
public phone booth is aceounted for
by a logic 1 changing into a 0 in the
"units' counter cccupytng the address
range frcm 96 to 103. Onee this area
is full (in other words. when its eight
bits are at legte 0), a bit is set to 0 in the
next counter (the x8 units one). This
operation also resets the eight bits in
the "units' counter to logic 1. In the
same way, a 'carry-over" is written into
the x64 units counter onee the 8 units

31

63

95

127

159

191

223

255

287

319

351

383

415

447

479

511

Figure 14.Read resultofthe 512 blts In a Eurochlp-based
phanecard The tlrst 128 bffs are compatlble with the alder
versions.

1101 1000 0010 1111 1111 1100 0100 1010

1010 1010 0011 0100 1100 0001 1010 01/0

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 1111 1111 11/1 1111 1111 1111

1111 11/1 1111 /111 1111 1111 /1/1 11/1

1111 111/ 1111 111/ 1111 1111 /111 /111

1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 /111 /111

1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 111/ 1111

1111 1111 1111 1111 /111 1111 1111 1111

1111 1111 111/ 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111

0111 1111 11/1 11/1 1111 /111 11/1 1111

/111 1111 1111 111/ 1111
1
1111 1111 1111

1111 1111
1
1111 /11/ 1111 11/1 1111 1111

1111 1111 11/1 1111 1111 11/1 /111
1
1111

1111 /111 11/1 1111 11/1 1111 1111 1111

1111 1111 /1/1 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111
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currcncy units Iike pence, cents or
pfennigs to be ccunted directly, and
not just those strange 0.80 FF units as
in France. This advantage allows
phone corupanies to charge calls
depending on the aetual duration
(even down to seconds if so desired).
On the down side, this technology has
an Achilles heel in that it is possible fOT

a user to re-charge his card hirnself
and so teJephone far free. Ta prevent
this kind of fraud, the eard previders
pre-load the counters in the Jactory, so
that the "units' which may be used up
again are an exaet match of the value
printed on the card. So, on an "empty'
German phonecard (Figure 12), all bits
of aU counters are at O.
This simple secunty measure was,

apparently, not sufficient, witness the
proposals for a more sophisticated
technology designated 'Enrochip'.
Figure 13 shows that the first 128

bits are compatible with those we just
examined. Only instead of three 'mir-
rored' areas, the memory area cover-
ing bit 128 to 511 contains only ones,
interspersed with the occasional 0 as
illustrated in Figure 14.
As you might well imagine, this

area has adefinite function in an
encrypted securtty mechanisrn as, for
instance, used in safes.
Top-secret for obvious reasons, this

meehanism is based on the 'challenge-
response' principle. The Intention is to
fit every public telephone booth with
a securtty module in the form of a card
containing a miniature chip. This mod-
ule frequently sends a random num-
ber to the 'Ielecard. Thts nurnber is
used by the eard to pe.rform a seeret
calculation.
Onee returned to the security mod-

ule, the result of the calcuJation is sup-
posed to enable the module to run an
error-free check on the authenticity of
the eard, end the financial Iransaction
in progress.
There are now grave doubts

whether the Prench T2G second-gen-
eration Teleeard will ever make it to
commercial use. This card employs a
related mechanisrn, although it
remeins compatible with the 'first-gen-
eraticn' eards which are currently used
in France.
At this point many Preuchmen will

wonder if the arrival of a single Euro-
pean phone card, that is, one which is
usable across aU European borders (in
as far as these exist), will mean the end
of many years of pioneering research
in their country. (9601.14)
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Circuit
Simulation I!ß! ~
Course () ."

~~--·0
.--= J!l::O HANDS-ON

ELECTRONICS
a short course in circuit simulation

Spectrum Software (UK) tradlng as
Rainbow Software have advised us
thar a fully functional version of
Mlcro-Cap V is available to any of
our readers via their Internet WEB
site. The URL of the WEB is

http://www.micro-cap.co.uk

Readers will be able 1:0 i.nstantly
down load the software free of
charge.
Rainbow Software also provide a
support WEB for all Miero-Cap
users.
Readers not on the Tnternet can
contact Rainbow Software at
Ash Lea House
Oldfield Road
Bromley, Kent BR1 2LE
Telephone 097 328 8242
VoicemaiJ/fax 0181 295 4500
E-mail: rainbow@micro-cap.co.uk

By Owen Bisbop
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AN EASY START
We begin with scrnetlung very simple;
olle digital signal generator sending its
one-bit signal 1:0 one logic gate (see
Figure 25). MCS refers to a digital sig-
nal generator as a Stimulus Generator.
Several are available, with 1,2,3 or 4
outputs. We need a I-bit output, so
dick on Components -7 Digital Prim-
itives -7 Stimulus Generators -7

Stirnl. The Component window lists
7 statements. The first, FORMAT,
refers to the way the bits are formet-
ted (or grouped). Here we have only
one bit so the format can only be '1'.
The COMMAND statement defines
how the output is to vary with time.
Type in these items in a single line as

Table 1

Item Interpretation

--- ...

.. .-

in Table 1. The loop can be tun any
number of times; -1 TIMES means re-
peat indefinitely. Timings can be in
seconds or submultiples greater than
nanoseconds.
The output from the generator is

fed to a 2·input NAND gate (in the fig-
ure, the node number obscures the
small circle denoting 'invert'). The
Components window has a1l the de-
fault statements ready set, except for
MODEL. Select DO GATE from the list
of models on the right. Connect the de-
vices as shown. wiring the twa Inputs
of U2 together so that it operates as an
inverter.
With digital simulations we use the

Transient Analysis far more than AC or

o ns 0 at time zero (0 nanoseconds) output is level 0
LABEL = START labels a point in the sequence. named START.

You could cel! it anything else,
such as LOOp, BEGIN, REPEAT

50 ns 1 at 50 ns (trom time zero) make the output 1
100 ns 0 at 100 ns make the output 0
200 ns 1 at 200 ns make the output 1
210 ns 0 at 210 ns make the output 0
240 ns 1 at 240 ns make the output 1
260 ns GOTO START at 260 ns go 10 the label start and continue trom there
2 TlMES run the loop twice.
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Figure 25. Simple be·
ginnings: one digital
signal generator send-
ing a one-bit signal to
one loglc gate.

DC In the Transient Analysis Limits
window, set the Time Range to 600 ns,
to allow time to go round the loop just

Table 2

statement forUl. The lower shows the
signal as inverted by the NAND gate.
Try working out other sequenees of

pulses and plotting them in a Transient
Analysis. Instead of 0 and 1 for pulse
level, you can use RND or ? for a ran-
domly chosen level, R for a level rising
frorn 0 to 1, F for a level falling from 1
to 0, X for an unknown level, and Z for
the high-impedance statc.

U4 constant high level to J, K and SET inputs 01 ttip-iiops,
COMMAND ~ Ons 1

U5 clock, generating 50ns pulses (10MHz), COMMAND ~ Ons 0
LABEL ~START 50ns 1 100ns 0, 150ns GOTO sten=t TlMES

V6 provides an initiallow pulse to reset the ttip-ttops to 000 output,
COMMAND ~ Ons 0 5ns 1

over twice. Check the Auto Seale
Ranges box. The X Expressions are 1,
and the Y Expressions are DC!) and
D(2) respectively (D for digital). Then
Run. The result is Figure 26. The upper
plot shows the sequence of pulses gen-
erated according to the command

Figure 27. Schematic
of a 3-bit counter built
from J-K bistables.

PULSE COUNTER

Now to try something more elaborate.
Figure 27 is a 3-bit counter, built from
J.K bistables (flip-flops) (Ul·U3). Ta ob-
tain these, dick on Component -7 Dig-
ital Primitives r+ Bdge-Iriggered Flip-
Flops -> JKFE There is only the Tim-
ing Model to select, which is DO~EFE
There are three Stimulus Generators,
all with FORMAT ~ 1- see Table 2.
A Transient Analysis of this net-

work, with Time Range of 'lus (Iu),

g file .Edil kompon~nl Analysis I:.Idp ~

. , .
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and with Auto Scale
Ranges checked,
gives Figure 28. We
have asked for plots
of digital levels at
nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
and 8. The results
are:
d(1) continuously high, as re-
quired

d(2) shows an initiallow resetting
pulse, then is continuously high,
as required

d(3) the 10MHz deck
d(4), d(6) and d(8), considered as a
3-bit binary number

Figure 26. Wavefoms
resulting from the ac-
tion of the setup in
Figure 25.

d(4) is the least significant bit irrere-
menting front 000 to 111 repeatedly, as
this is a modulo-B counter. As an al-
ternative, try plotting the outpur se-
qucnce of the inverting outputs of the
flip-Hops, d(5), d(7) and d(9), and note
what sequence of va lues it produces.

MORE LOGIC
Different states of the counter output
can be detected with suitable logic.
The simplest state to detect is 000, for
which we need a 3-input NOR gate;
its output goes
high when all three
inputs are low. Add
such a gate to the
network of Fig. 27.

Figure 28. Waveforms
resulting from the ac-
tion of the circult in
Figure 27.
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Figure 29. Waveform re-
sulllng from adding a
3-input NORgate to the
network in Figure 27.

For its Timing
Model, select
00 GATE.Plotits
Transient Analy-
sis. As Figure 29
confinns, t.he out-

put 01 the NOR gate d(lO) is high
whenever the bistable outputs are all
low. A network of this type could be
used, for example, to flash an LED
whenever the count is 000. Typically,
the circuit would be operating at a Ire-
quency much lower than 10 J\.1J-Iz.The
dock rate might be 2 Hz, producing
f1ashes0.5 s long at each count of O.Or

Table 3

U5

. ,

I
'"

!'lInsienl ~cope Monle Carlo Jjelp ~

0-, -- o,""",c-~-"o""mc--

truth tables. Areal bistable or gate
does not change state instantly. After
the inputs have changed there is a
delay before the outpur changes. For
instance, the typical propagation delay
of a TfL gate is 11 ns, which is of the
same order as the puJses in a 10MHz
network. We can simulate these de-
lays by changing the Timing Models.
Use the select arrow to cliek on each
element in turn and ectit its Compo-
nent window. For the flip-flops.
change the Timing Model to DLY_EFE
Change the NOR gate model to
DLYJTL. Rerun the analysis (Fig-

a 500Hz clock, COMMANO = Oms 0 LABEL=START tms 12ms
o 3ms GOTO START -1 TlMES
holds set and reset inputs high, COMMANO = Oms 1

Figure 31. Schematic of
a so-called walking-ring
counter.

U6

the clock pulses nught be genera ted ir-
regularly, perhaps by objects passing
on a conveyor belt. But in applications
in which a high clock rate is required.
there is a hazard that needs invesüga-
tion. Thls is the effect of delays wirhin
the Jogic elements. We have model.led
the circuits with zero delay (DO_EFF
and DO_GATE) with the result that

Figures 28 and 29
are neatly in ac-
cordance with the

ure 30) and note how, when the out-
put of one counter goes low there is a
delay before the outpur of the next
counter changes state. This is why a
counter such as this Is known as a rip-
ple counter.
Note the glitches on the plot 01

d(10). As the count changes from 001
to 010 [remembet; d(4) is the least sig-
nificant bit], d(5) does not go high until
several nanoseconds after d(4) has
gone low. There is a transient state in

- , -
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Figure 30. Waveforms as
in Figure 29 but wlth
de/ay tlmes added 10
the network.

which all outputs are low (000).This is
detected by the NOR gate end a short
high pulse is genera ted. The next time
this OCCillS is in the transition from 011
to 100, which actually goes through
two transition stages, 010 and 000. The
second of these causes anothe.r glitch.
Eventually the count changes from 111
to 000 (extreme right 01 plot) and here
there are MO transition stages, 110 and
100, which delays the start of the high
pulse on d(lO), making it less than half
the length than in Fig 29. It could hap-
pen in a counter with more than 3 bits
that the delays at each stage would
allow d(4) to go high again before the
other outputs have all gone low, so
there would be no high pulse on d(10)
at this stage. The ci.rcuit would skip a
count. Figure 30 demonstrates one of
the most serious problems in the de-
sign of high-speed logic circuits, and
emphasises the importance of using
circuit simulators. These glitehes ap-
pear on stow-speed circuits too but. if

Figure 32. Output sig-
nals of the walking-ring
counter.
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Figure 33. Schematic
of Figure 31 modified
by welghling Iha bisla-
bles by linking Iham 10
a summer.

the circuit 15driving an LED or a relay,
the glitch is too short to be noticed and
it is safe to model the circuit with a no-
deley timing model. At high speeds,
propagation delays must be taken into
account. For high-speed applieations,
a circuit such as this counter needs to
be re-designed, or replaced by a syn-
chronous counter.

MIXED MODE
Some simulators handle only analogue
circuits, while others are specialized to
simulate only digital circuits. MC5 and
several other advanced simulators are
able to simulate circuits comprising
both analogue and digital seetions.
This is known as mixed mode simula-
tion. As an example of this, we si.mu-
late a cligitaJ circuit which generates an
analogue waveform. The digital sec-

Flgure 35. Usa of apo-
lenlial divider 10 re-
duca a signal wh/ch /s
smoolhed allhe same
lime by a capacilor.

·2000
O-m-- ,,.,- -24m
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·1000
Om 12m 2.m
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tion eonsists of a walking-ring counter
(Figure 31), a counter which has a se-
ries of outputs whieh go high one at
a time, in a repeating sequence. The
counter is built from four D-type bis ta-
bles. A counter with more stages could
produce a more precisely-defined
waveform and, as an exercise in digi-
tal simulation, the reader can extend
the example given here to 8 bits or
rnaybe 12 bits.
Select DO_EFF as the Timing Model

for the edge-triggered bistables (DFF).
There are two I-bit Stimulus Genera-
tors (StimJ), all with FORMAT = J (see
Table 3).
The 3-input NOR gare, U7, has

DO_GATE as its timing model. Test the
counter before proceeding. If each
bisteble is set to begin with, the feed-
back fram the NOR gate causes the
output to change in the first three
counts from a11 ls to a single 1, which
then circulates around the counter in-
definitely. We eou.1d use an initial Iow
pulse to set the counters, but there is
another way of doing this. This is to
set the Global Parameter D1GINTJS-
TATE to 1. Find thls by clicking on Op-
tions Global Settings. DJGINTISTATE
ean be set to 0 or 1, so that all latches
or bistables are reset or set to begin
with, or to 2 which sets or resets them
at random. The result of a 40 ms Tran-
sient Analysis is shown in Ftg. 32 in

s .Qptions An8lysis l:Ie1p ;

. , .
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which d(2) is the
clock. All outputs
are high to start
with, but they go
low in turn until
only olle output is
high at any one in-
stant, as expected in a ring counter.
This completes the digital section of
the circuit.
The next step is to use these out-

puts to feed currents of different vaJ-
ues to the input of an op amp summet;
In Figure 33 the outputs from the
bistables are weighted by connecting
them to the summer th.rough resistors
of different values. We have used
LM741 as the op amp model, but al-
most any other one will do. VI and V2
are set to 18 V each to power the cp
amp. Figure 33 is displayed without
node nurnbers to aUow the connec-
tions to be clearly seen. ]f node num-
bers are enabled, we find that the
nodes at which the digital section con-
nects to the analogue seetion have had
digital-to-analogue converters added
to them. These are not converters in
the usuaJ sense (though it is possible
to simulate various
kinds of convert-
ers when re-
quired) but are in-
terfaces between
the two sections,

d(3J ====;=~

"0

Figure 34. Waveform
resulling from a 60 ms
Transienl Analysis of
Ihe oulpul of Iha
op amp In Flgure 33.

Figure 36. This digilal
signalls nol salisfac-
lory because ils Irans/-
lions are nol c/early
defined.
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Flgure 37. The signal in
Flgure 36 is improved
by insertlng a eom·
parator belween the
source and potential
divider.

automatically placed there for the ben-
efit of MC5 in perfonning its analyses.
Figure 34 shows a 60 ms Transient

Analysis of the output frorn the op
amp V(13). Tlus has a stepped form as
each output front the counter goes
high in turn. AJthough this is an ana-
logue waveform, it reveals its digital
origin. The signal is passed through a
lew-pass filter to node 16, where it has
the appearance of a rnodified biangu-
lar wave. When plotting these curves
we selected Auto Seale Ranges for the
first few trial runs. The CUJV€ for V(13)
fitted neatly in the automatically se-
lected ranges (0.06, 0 and -{" -20). But
the curve for V(12) begins with very
low values when most of the outputs
are '1', which means that the interest-
ing part of the curve is plotted with
too small an arnplitude to show the
waveform clearly So we deselect Auto
5cale Ranges. We leave the ranges un-
changed for V(13) but edit those for
V(12) to 0.06, 0 and -7, -10.
Thls circuit is a sirnplified version of

a function generator Je. By increasing
the number of stages and by choosing
resistor values carefully, it is possible to
approximate to many kinds of wave-
form, including sine waves. Here is a
field for experimentation by the reader.

MORE MIXED MODE
In this circuit we pass a signal in the
reverse direction, from an analogue
circuit to a digital circuit. This is also a
chance to look at the formula-type
voltage source, or NFY, which is one of
MCSs Functian Sources. When this is
placed, the Component window asks
for its VALUE, which is a formula ex-
pressing the output voltage in terms of
other voltages or currents and of time.
Ln this example, enter:

Elektor Electronics

VALUE = 3'Pl - 6'sin(t)
- 3'sin(2't) - 2'sin(3't)
- 1.S'sin(4't)

where PI is 1(, equal to 3.1416 and ,..
signifies multiplication. If you have
read about Fourier series you may
recognise that these are the first 5
ter ms of the series which defines a
saw-tooth waveform. The amplitude
of this waveform is just over 9 V and
its frequency is 0.1S9 Hz. If you try to
connect the NFV directly to a logic
gate, you will get a 'Digital Warning'
from MCS that the voltage is too high,
assuming that the logic operates on
5 V. Use a potential divider to reduce
this (Figure 35), add a capacitor to
smooth the waveform, and feed the
signal to a d.igital inverter gate. MC5
automatically puts an A-to-D converter
in place. The Transient Analysis (125,
501 points) shows the voltage wave-
form at node 2 and the digital output
at node 3 (remember that this is for
MC5's use and does not form part of a
real circuit]. The digital output (Figure
36) is unsatisfactory because, although
it is low when V(2) is high, and high
when V(2) is low, as rnight be expected
from an Inverter, there are occasions
when V(2) is slowly changing between
high and low and the output of the in-
verter Is indeterminate. At 4.8 s when
there is a smalliocal fall in V(2), there
Is a momentary high spike on the out-
put.
This is a common problem when

analogue and digital circuits are con-
nected. To improve the interface be-
tween thern we must make sure that
V(2) never lingers around the thresh-
old input level of the inverter. One
way to do thls Is to insert an op amp,
wired as a cornparator between the
source and the potential divider (Fig-
ure 37). The battery V3 provides a ref-
erence level, or this could be provided
by a voltage reference or a variable po-
tential divider in a real circuit. The plot
(Figure 38) shows the original wave-
form, and that of the op arnp output,
after being reduced by the potential di-
vider (multiplied by 4 in the display to
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make its shape
easier to see).
Note that al-
though it is a
squarish wave, it
is still an ana-
logue one. lts
transitions are so
much sharper than those of the origi-
nal waveform that the output of the
inverter d(4) now switches between
high arid low with only a very short
indeterminate stete, just about dis-
cernible as a thickening of the trace on
the changes of state.
Once you can get an analogue cir-

cuit to change the state of a logic gate,
you can get it to da almost anything.
As an MC5 exercise, build Iogical cir-
cuits on to the inverter gate to, for ex-
arnple. trigger a bistable or a countcr.
You could add another interface be-
tween the analogue and logical sides
to trigger the bistable to reset as the
analogue voltage falls below a given
level. Or use the output frorn the in-
verter to enable er disable a pulse train
from a Stimulus generator. Such a cir-
cuit could be used to flash an LED
when the analogue level exceeds a
given value, and could be the basis of
a frost warning or over-heating device.

Figure 38. Wavelorms
01 the original signal,
that 01 the op amp,
and the resultlng digi-
tal signal whieh Is now
e/early defined.

ANSWERS TO
INVESTIGATION (3)

The filter presented for investigation
last month is first examiued by an AC
analysis, with the frequency range
from 100 Hz to 1 MHz. This shows a
clear peak at 123 kHz. Closer exami-
nation over the range 100 kHz to
150 kHz gives Je = 123.500 kHz. On the
same graph we find the -3dB points at
120.960 kHz and 126.127 kHz, a band-
width of 5.167 kHz - a narrow-band
filter; A Transient analysis with the fre-
quency of VI set to 123.5 kHz shows
that amplitude comes to a steady value
after about 80 J..LS and, given input arn-
plitude 0.1 V, the output amplitude is
0.21 V, a gain of 2.1.

(96010z-4]
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digitize your
welcame message

We recently came
across an interesting
le wh ich makes digi-

tal recording and
playback of short

messages and other
sounds easier than

we ever thought pos-
sible, and cheaper,

too! The talking door-
bell described here is
a project which is fun
to build and use for
beginners and more
experienced con-
structors alike.

maiß specificatioßs
Sampling frequency:

Memory:
Output power:

adjustable,
12.8 to 64 kSamples/s

4 to 20 seconds
300 Hz to 3.4 kHz

(-30dB)
single DRAM, 64 or 256 kBit

0.5 W Max.

Message length:
Playback frequency band:

Design by H. Bonekamp
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talking
doorbell

If you've always wanted to greet your
visitors with a personalized message
when they ring your doorbell, here's
your chance to fulfill that wish. Be it
your own voice, a barking dog, a train
sound or a short piece of music, it is
easily stored and played back at quite
reasonable quality by the present cir-
cuit. The length of the message or
sound you wish the circuit to repro-
duce is dependent on the quality, as
will be shown further on.

How IT WORKS
The circuit diagram of the Talking
Doorbell shown in Figure 1 follows a
suggested application circuit as pub-
Iished by the manufacturer of the
voice recorder/playback JC, the VP-
2500 from Eletech (JC3).Let's examine
the circuit in so me detail to under-
stand its structure and how it was
designed.
The signal picked up by electret

condenser microphone Xl is amplified
more than 100 times by opamp IC2b.
A low-frequency roll-off of about
300Hz is ereated by R7 and ClO. Two
other components, R8 and Cll, set a

high frequency roll-off point of about
600 Hz. Alrhough that may seem an
extremely low value, speech repro-
duction is still quite acceptable. The
reason for using such a low roll-off fre-
queney is that it optimizes the drive
margin of the sigma-delta modulator.
The filtered speech signal is then
applied to a comparator, IC2d, which
turns its analogue input signal into a
stream of logic ones and zeroes which
is applied to the COMPDATA input of
the voice recorder/playback chip.
According to Eletech, the VP-2500

has an internal circuit which applies
Continuously Variable Slope Delta
(CVSD) modulation. CVSD uses only
one bit of storage per sam pIe clock (to
represent waveform direction, i.e. 'up'
or 'down'), as opposed to 8 bits or
more per sam pie for, say ADPCM
(Analogue/Digital Pulse Coded Modu-
lation). That explains why CVSD sam-
pling rates are much lugher than those
of ADPCM. Also, while ADPCM sarn-
pling rates are usually fixed and tied to
certain compression ratios (like 2:1 or
higher), CVSD allows (in theory) any
compression rate to be implemented

Elektor Etectronics 2/97
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Figure 1. The circuit
diagram of the Ta/king
Doorbell /arge/y fo/-
/ows the suggestions
made by E/etech, the
manufacturer of the
VP-2500 chip.

simply by changing the sarnpling rate.
In the present circuit, the sampling

rate ls adjusted with apreset, P2, to
any value between about 12,800 and
64,000 samples/s. The lowest rate
allows a message length of about
20 seconds, the highest, one of about
4 seconds. Speech reproduction qual-
ity is, obviously, proportional with the
sampling rate applied while recording
the message.
The VP-2500 has a compan.ion

ORAM (dynamic RAM) type 41256 or
4164 which is used to store the digi-
tized message. The advantage of a
DRAM is mainly its low cost. On the
down side, a ORAM has to be
refreshed, and it is basically a volatile
memory component which loses its
contents when the power is switched
off Fortunately, both disadvantages
are far from problematic here because
(1) the VP-2500handles all the refresh-

Elektor Electronics

Ing and (2) a back-up battery may be
used to uphold the supply voltage
when the mains power is gone for
some reason. The DRAM size (64 or
256 kbits) is selected with a jumper,
JPL

Recording is initiated by briefly
pressing push-button SI. The memory
is fuII when LEO 01 goes out.
Playing back the message is equally

simple: all you (or your visitor) has to
do is press the doorbell switch con-
nected to terminal block K1.
The recorded message is played

back (how come we keep using terms
associated with tape recorders?) from
the ORAM, through the demodulator
contained in the VP-2500, a digital-tu
analogue converter (IC2a), a second-
order low-pess filter set up areund
IC2c (roll-oft at about 200 Hz to
remove the sampling frequency com-
ponent), a run-of-the-mill power
amplifier based on the LM386, and,
finally, a miniature loudspeaker. The
output power is about 0.5 W, which
will be sufficient for most practical
applications.
The circuit is normally powered by

2/97
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the bell transformer wh ich is con-
nected to K2. The 5~Vsupply is tradi-
tional and based on a three-pin volt-
age regulator, IC5. 04, 05 and battery
Btl form an (optional) back-up supply
which prevents the programmed data
in the DRAM being lost when the
mains voltage disappears (briefly). If
a direct voltage is connected to K2, the
voltage should be auound 12 V. If not,
the back-up battery may discharge
across this supply. Current consump-
tion of the circuit Is less than 300 mA.
Current drain on the back-up battery
Is less than 15 mA. Obviously, with an
ordinary 9~Vbattery connected, the
power outage should not last too long.
A 450-mAh alkalme battery, however;
will last about 30 hours.
The function of the jumpers in the

circuit is as folIows.
• Jumper JPl fitted: selects 256 kBit
ORAM (41256);
• Jumper JPl not litted: selects 64 kBit
ORAM (4164);
• Jumper JP2 litted: play message
onee;
• Jumper JP3 litted: play message
twice.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = 100
R2,R7 = 4kn7
R3,R4 = 100kn
R5,R6,R14.= 1kn
R8 = 560kn
R10 = 330kn
R11 = 1000
R13 = 3kn3
R9,R12 = 10kn
P1 = 47kQ preset H
P2 = 1Okn preset H

Capacitors:
C1 = 220)J.F 16V radial
C2,C4,C13,C14 = 10)J.F16V radial
C3 = 47nF MKT
C5 = 1nF MKT
C6 = 10nF MKT
C7,C8 = 4nF7 MKT
C9 = 47)J.F16V radial
C10, = 100nF MKT
C18,C19,C21,C22,C24,C25 = 100nF
Sibatit
C11 = 470pF
C12 = 68nF MKT
C15 = 1}lF MKT
C16,C17 = 1)J.F16 V radial
C20 = 2nF2 MKT
C23 = 1000)J.F 25V radial

Semiconductors:
01 = LEO, red, high-efficiency
02 05 = 1N4148
06 09 = 1N4001
IC1 = LM386N-4
IC2 = LM324
IC3 = VP-2500 (Eletech)
IC4 = 41256 or 4164 DRAM (see text)
IC5 = 78L05

Miscellaneous:
LS1 = 00 O.5W loudspeaker
X1 = electret microphone, e.g., type
CM 105-8
K1,K2 = 2-way PCB terminal block,
pitch 5mm
S1 = push-button
JP1,JP2,JP3 = 2-pin header with
jumper
BT1 = 9-V battery (optional)

Elektor Electronics

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is pretty easy to build on
the printed circuit board whose art-
work is shown in Figure 2. There are
no special points to note except, per-
ha ps, that it is best to start with the
five wire links ob the board, so that
these are not forgotten later. It is rec-
ommended to use sockets for all Ks.
The finished and tested board (proto-
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RECORD

type) is shown in the introductory
photograph.
To help you connect the circuit to

its external components, and locate the
main settings and jumpers, a wiring
diagram is given in Figure 3.

(970015)

Source: Eletech databook,
Quikvoice" LSr VoiceComponents

Battery (optiona/)

1C3

5ampling rate

970015 -12
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miniLED
running-lights

imitating t e ~exio
Flexible tubelight units con-

taining many vividly
coloured lights are very
popular ornaments these

days, and they are seen in
many shop windows, bars

and discotheques. Although
extremely compact, the cir-
cuit presented in this article
contains all the electronics
needed to make such a
'lighting tube' yourself.
Thanks to the modular

structure of the circuit, the
number of lights may be
extended to any require-

ment. Because LEDs (light
emitting diodes) are used
instead of small lamps, dif-
ferent colour patterns are

easily created.

Runrung lights are second to none
eye-catchers, giving a visual impres-
sion of an infinite series of light points
marehing (in single fiJe) to an
unknown destination. In reality, the
case is, of course, much simpler: the
lights do not "leave' the end of the
tube, and they do not, by any means,
form an endless seri es. In fact, only a
number of lamps light at the same
time. The basic version of the minia-
ture running Iights presented in this
article contains four light points in the
form of smaU LEDs. If you want more
lights, all you have to da is cascade
more modules, cr add LEDs.

Design by L Lemmens
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As rega.rds appUcations for the run-
ning lights, that is left to your creativ-
ity. The unit may be used to lmprove
the appearanee of an apparatus or a
model vehicle. Alternatively, you may
want to use the running Iights as an
exclusive eye-catcher in a shop win-
dow. Mounted on to the dashboard of
your car, the circuit may help to deter
thieves ("better not break intc this alte,
YO/J /lever know untli these jW111Y fights").
As you can see, there are plenty of
possibilities for this circuit.

ÜNE f C DOES IT ALL
The circuit diagram shown in Figure 1
proves that the circuit is a straightfor-
ward design. The timing elements in
the circuit are four identical RC com-
binations 01 100 kQ and 10 VE In prac-
tiee, this combination provides a delay
of about one second. We also know
from experience that the exact tngger
levels 01 the buffers used differ slightly
between manufaeturers of the type
4093 rc The differences may result in
a spread of 10 to 20 per cent in the
delay time. lf an SGS-Thomson 4093 is
used, for instance, the delay per eircuit
is of the order of 0.8 seconds.

E ach
buffer output dri-

ves its own LED. A 3.9-kn resisror is
used as a current lirniter; resulting in a
LED current of about 2 mA. Because a
supply voltage of 9 V is used. it is, in
principle, possible to connect three
LEDs in series to each buffer output.
The result is a running-Iights with
12lights, three of which are on at a
time. This trick provides good results
when red, yellow or green LEDs are
uscd, but not with blue LEDs, which
have a lugher threshold voltage. Any-
way, blue LEDs are very pricey, so
don't even bother to ask your elee-
trOlUCS retailer for, say, 12 pieces!
The combination C7, R9, RIO, Rll

and Tl provides a powcr-on reset
function for the running lights. Tran-
sistor Tl starts to conduct immediately
after the power supply is switched on,
keeping pin 2 of [Cla lcgic low for the
moment, Consequently, the output of
the gate Is logic high. LED DI will light
during the reset period. At the same
time, the logic state of the other three
gates is not determined yet. However,
after a short delay, any LED(s) which
may light will go out as a result of the
high level at the output 01 K'la. After
the reset period (which lasts a few sec-
onds), the collector voltage of Tl
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*see text

14 es ce
IC1

@-$,-__ fJ°"J!~~
,.------..,
Figure 1. Circuit dia-
gram of the miniature
running-lights. The
circuit is also suitable
as a burglar deterrent
for use In cars.

becomes high. The output of lela,
pin 3, then drops low as a result of the
high level at the gate inputs, pins 1
and 2. LEO D1 goes out. The high-to-
low level transitiert at the output of
lC1a results in a logic low level at pin 5
of K'lb during the previously men-
tioned RC time. The result: a logic high
gate output, and LEO D2lights. When
the RC time has elapsed, the gate out-
put goes low agam, LEO 02 goes out,
and gate Tele is triggered next. This
chain reaction is "self-supporting'
because the output of leId is COIl-
nected to an input of Tela, via Kl.
The principle of operation is iIlus-

trated in the timing diagram shown in
Figure 2. The drawings c1early show
that each l-to-O transition at the input
of a NANO gate configured as an
inverter causes a negative pulse at the
input of the next buffer
The entire circuit may be powered

from a regular 9-V battery, the current
consumption being just 4 mA. FOT

security's sake, a supply reversal pro-
teetion is provided in the form of
diode 05.
A funetion which has not been dis-

cussed so far is that of connector KL
On the printed circuit board, this con-
nector appears in the form of two 501-
der ptns. As already mentioned, it is
possible to connect several modules to
form achain (or cascade). If you use
just one module, the output slgnal of
ICld is fed back to the input of ICla.
That is simply done by interconnect-
ing the two pins of Kl (i.e., the input
and the output arrow). If two rnodules
are connected in series, the output of
the first module is connected to the

Elektor Electronics 2/97

IC1 = 4093

input of the next one. The output of
the second module is then connected
back to the input of the first one. In
this way, the circuit is cJosed, and the
running lights extended by one mod-
ule Figure 3 shows how the
modules as described here ~2
may be cascaded. V
CONSTRUCTION
A ready-made printed cir-
cuit board is unfortunately
not available through our
Readers Services. The cop-
per track layout end ccmpo-
nent mounting plan are
shown in Figure 4. Start by
fitting the two wire links on
the board, so that these are
not forgotten later. Then it's
time to mount the passive

Figure 2. Thls diagram
shows how the buffers
actuate one another in
'ripple' fashion.
Because the output of
the last buffer Is con-
nected back to the
input of the first, the
runnlng-lights will
loop forever.

970007 - 11

parts. Mind the polarity when fitting
the electrolytic capacitors and the
diode (05). After fitting Tl and ICl
(the latter preferably in an IC socket),
all you have to do is mount the solder
pins and the four LEDs. If the lumi-
nous row is mounted on to a hont
panel or into a plastic tube, the con-
nections between the LEDs and the
board are best ruade using light-duty
flexible wire.

IC1a
pin 3

reset time

IC1b
pin 4

IC1c
pin8

01 light.

IC1b
pin 5

o
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T

IC1c

ptn 10 1--'(r;......!~..J~=JL-....;~-!:==I;I=:1

2T 3T 4T

---1••T 1.
5T
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Having finished the construction,
you are weil advised to check the
board and all connections for short-cir-
cuits. If everything seems to be in
order, it is time to connect a 9-volt

Figure 4. Copper track layout
and component mounting
plan of the prinled circuit
board designed for the mini
running-lights (board avail-
able read-made, see Readers
Services page).
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(PP3) battery. As soon as the supply
voltage is present, at least 01 will light.
In case more LEOs are on, these will
go out fairly quickly. After the reset
time (which is long enough for one
module using the component values
shown), the LEO will appear to start
walking. The project works!

CASCADING MODULES
As already mentioned, several mod-
ules may be connected in series (cas-
caded) without problems. Because a
central reset is used, the reset circuit
may be omitted from the extra mod-
ules. In other words, resistors R9 and
RIO,capacitor C7 and transistor Tl are
not fitted on any of the additional
modules. The central reset time has to
be adapted, however, depending on
the number of extra modules. The
right time is about 5 seconds per mod-

Miscellaneous:
Kl = 2 solder pins

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl,R2,R3,R8 = 3kn9
R4-R7,R9,Rl0 = 100kn
Rll = 10kn

Capacitors:
Cl-C4 = 1OJ.lF63V radial
C5 = 100nF
C7 = 22J.lF25V radial

Semiconductors:
01-04 = LEO,2mA
05 = lN4148
Tl = BC517
ICl = 4093

B

Figure 3. Multiple modules may be con-
nected in series without problems. Dia-
gram A shows how this is done in prac-
tice. Diagram B iIIuslrales how a sma/l
'snakelighls' unil may be built using just
one module. .

ule. For exarnple, if two modules are
used, the required delay is 10 seconds.
With three modules, the reset time is
15 seconds (minimum). Capacitor C7
normally has a value of 22 J.lF,and has
to be increased to 100JJ.Fif a maximum
of five modules are used. In practice,
this capacitor value will ensure suffi-
cient time to switch the circuit to the
proper starting condition, which is
reached when only 01 lights. By
increasing the value of C7 to 1,000J.lF
you will notice that very long reset
times may be achieved, in this case,
approximately 5 minutes.
After adapting the reset time to the

number of modules used, the circuit is
ready for use, and may be fitted into
an enclosure. As mentioned before,
there are plenty of applications.

HELP,
IT DOESN'T WORK!
In case the circuit does not work spot-
on, finding the error will not be too
difficult. After connecting the supply
voltage, pin 2 of IC1a should be logic
low initially. After a few seconds, this
level changes to 'high'. If not, C7 is
connected the wrong way around, or
Tl is defective. If a high level is present
on both inputs of the buffer, the out-
put is always low, whereupon the rel-
evant LEO goes out. If the same input
level condition results in a 'high' level
at the gate output, then the Ie is defec-
tive. If the gate output is logic high,
but the LEO remains out, the LEO is
probably fitted the wrong way around.
Finally, if the battery is properly con-
nected, but there is no voltage on the
circuit, 05 is probably defective or fit-
ted the wrong way around. That's
about all that can go wrong with this
circuit. (970007)
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Use C&CD for a long life
C&CD, the Capacitor Specialists, are now
stocking the latest extensions to the ALS30
series of long-life, screw-terminal capaci-
tors. Manufacturers BHC Aerovox have

utilised state-of-the-art foil technology to en-
hance the ALS30 range to include voltage
ratings of up to 550 V and 600 V, making it
the most comprehensive range of large-can
aluminium electrolytic capacitors available.

These high-quality products
boast superb electrolytic
characteristics, producing a
very lang predicted life at
high ripple current - up ro
2000 hours at 85°C. What's
more, high peak voltage and
current capability are accom-
panied by capacitance which
extends to 1,000,000 I'F. So

the ALS30 extended range is
able to meet the most de-
manding capacitor require-
menrs and will be a we1come
addition to the design engi-
neer's arrnoury,
This range is very suitable for
applicarions requiring high-
quality, srare-cf-ihe-an screw-
terminal capacitors. Such uses

C&CD Ltd, Lane End Industrial
Park, Lane End, High Wycombe,
Bucks HP14 3JG. Tel.: (01494)
882848, fax: (01494) 882792.

could include smoothing,
swirching, power supplies.
welding equipment, various
industrial uses, Inverters and
energy storage. (967094)

Expanded range of
magnetic circuit breakers
A number of new options have been added
to the Airpax IEL/LELrange of magnetic cir-
cuit breakers, available exclusively in the UK
from EAO-Highland.

Mobile Computer Cache
Memory Module

IDT's new IDT7MPV6271 is
the first level 2 cache merno-
ry module and sets a new in-
dustry standard for the mo-
bile computing industry. The
256 kB pipelined burst sec-
ondary cachc rnodule is de-
signed for use with alt rnajor
mobile chipsers inclueling
those front Intel, OPTi, VLSI,
Cirrus and ACC Micro.
The IDT7MPV6271 uses the
new right angle 'J44~pin SUf-

tace mount small-outline dual
in line memory module (SO-
DIMM) socket, mounting
components on the mether-
board directly underneath the
area occupied by the module,
and uses only slightly more
space than a single 32k x 32
pipelined burst SRAM. Stand-
ing at a maximum height of
only 3.81 mm of rhe
motherboard, it uses
the same vertical
space al ready allo-
cated far DRAM
upgrades. This ap-
proach gives mobile
system OEMs the
sarne flexibiliry of-
fered by modules in
deskrop systems, re-
ducing costs by mak-
ing the cache op-
tional for entry-level
systems. High-end
system OEMs can
offer 256 kB as a
standard on the

New mounting options in-
clude a fuse clip, allowing the
breaker to be clipped direct-
Iy onto abusbar, and abullet
terminal, which enables the
breaker to be 'bot- plugged'
into a hole in the busbar.
In additiön, the breakers are
now available in a mid-trip
configuration, in which the
operating handle aurornatl-
cally moves to a centre posi-
tion when an overload oc-
CUfS. This configuration al-
lows easier detection of the
fault condition, and minimis-
es downtime from an over-

load condition.
The IELILEL range corn-
bincs low-cost power switch-
ing with accurate, reliable
circuit protection in a corn-
pact unir, and is ideally suit-
ed to branch circuit applica-
tions such as lighting con-
trols, panel boards and
power supplies for relecorn-
munications. (957110)

EAO-Highland Electronics Ltd, Al-
bert Drive, Burgess Hili, West
Sussex RH15 9TN. Tel. (0444)
236000, Fax (0444) 236641.
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motherboard arid use the
moelule to upgrade the cache
size 10 5'12 kB.
The rDT7M PV6271 operares
with Pentium processor ex-
ternal bus speeds of up to
66 MHz. The module's ITL-
compatible inputs and out-
puts operate from a single
3.3 volt power supply. The
IDT7MPV6271 includes two
TDT71V432 32kx32
pipelined hurst SRAMs and
one 3.3 volt 1DT71 V256
32kx8 SRAM in a single
144-lead module. (967112)

Integrated Device Technology,
Prime Hause, Barnett Wood Lane,
Leetherhead, Surrey KT22 7DG.
Tel. (01372) 363734, fax (01372)
378851.
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European Scrambling Systems
(Filth Edition)
By John McCormack
ISBN 1 87355622 5
Price E 34·00
Baylin Publications
Already in its fifth edition, lohn Mc-
Corrnack's 'Black Book' again analyses
all of the la test hacks and TV scram-
bling systems, this time beyond Enrope
as well. Building on a solid basis of gen-
eral principles of scrambling systems
and case studies, the book presents in-
depth discussions of tbe way in which
nearly all of today's major scrambling
systems have been compromised, im-
proved by the broadcasters, and com-
promised aga in. Same of the stories,
particularly those covering the defeat of
Sky, videeCrypr 07, and News Data-
com make excellent reading.
New in this edition are subjecrs like

VideoCrypt, the DirectTV VideoGuard
System, a Compendium of pirate Smart
Cards and related technology, and Eu-
rocrypt. Ouite in line with today's infor-
mation technology levels, the book also
provides source-code listings for PICs,
as weil as BBS, Internet and News-
grollp locators for over-the-phone in-
formation on descrambling techniques.
Baylin Publications, 24 River Gardens,
Purley, Reading, England RG8 8BX.

Understand Electronic Filters
By Dwen Bishop
ISBN 0 7506 2628 3
Price f 16·99
Focal Press
This book covers a field of electronics
which is very mathematical and which
presents difficulties to elecrronics stu-
dents at all levels. It aims to provide the
reader with enough maths to really
understand what electronic filters are,
how they work, and how to use them.
The book assumes a knowledge of
mathematics at about GCSE level and a
minimum of electrical and electronic
theory.
lt proceeds by easy stages to de-

scribe the structure, action and uses of
filters, introducing and explaining the
necessary additional maths at each
stage. Tbe discussion is backed up by
descriptions of practical work.ing filters
of al! types. All the filter circuits con-
tained in the book are simulated on
computer, and this provides a wealth of
coruputer-generated diagrarns and ac-
curate graphs, many in 3D, to illustrate
the text.
To ensure the reader is confident

with whar he/she learns, short sers of
questions are included periodically
throughout the text under the heading
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'Keeping Up?'. At the end of each
chapter there is a ruore demanding set
of Test Ycurself questions, designed to
reinforce the understanding acquired
by reading each chapter. Answers are
given at the end of the book.

Newnes Digital Logic Je Pocket
Book
By R.M. Marston
ISBN 0 7506 3018 3
Priee f 12,99
Focal Press
This handy reference guide to modern
'74'-series and '4000'-series digitallCs
presents 620 useful and carefully selec-
ted circuits, diagrams, graphs and ta-
bles, supported by informative text and
capnons. Detailed description of, and
praciical applications information on,
more than 185 TTL and CMOS ICs are
provided.
This wealth of information is clearly

and logically arranged so thar specific
information ean be quickJy and easily
located. Fifteen chapter cover from JC
basics and TTL and eMOS principles,
to the practical circuitry of logic ICs,
waveform generators and multiplexers.
While aimed at practical design engi-
neers and technicians, this packet book
will also be of use to amateurs and stu-
dents of electronics. The subject is dealt
with in a reasonable and essentially
non-mathematical manner, with the
emphasis on practical 'user' intorma-
tion and circuitry.

Op Amps: Design, Application,
and Troubleshooting
(Second Edition)
By David Terrell
ISBN 0 7506 9702 4
Pricef 37'50
Focal Press
This book deliberately straddles that
imaginary line between the technician
and engineering world. Topics are care-
fully addressed on three levels: oper-
ational overview, numerical analysis.
and design procedures. Troubleshoot-
ing rechniques are presented that relay
on the application of fundamental elec-
tronics principles. Systematic methods
are show that can be used to diagnose
defects in many kinds of circuit that em-
ploy operational amplifiers.
One of the book's greatest strengths

is the easy-to-read conversational writ-
ing style. The author speaks directly to
rhe reader in a manner that encourages
learning. The book explains the techni-
cal details of operational arnplifier cir-
cuits in c\ear and understandable lan-
guage without sacrificing technical

depth.

Fiber Optic Reference Guide
By David R Golf
ISBN 0 240 80263 2
Priee f 19·99
Focal Press
Fiber Optic Reference Guide is a
complete survey of fibre optics as weil
as a practical look at the fibre optics in-
dustry and its technology. It is a presen-
tation of a very technical subject in the
most straightforward and intuitive man-
ner possible. The text is not clurtered
with esoteric equations: instead the
equations that are presented are those
nccessary to deal with fibre cptics tech-
nology in real-world applications, such
as cable TV and telecommunications.
The book will appeal to newcomers

in the field by presenting the essential
concepts of the fibre optics industry in a
elear and easy ro understand way. It will
glve the reader a good feeling of how
the technology really works without
being overwhelming.

High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers
By Ben Duncan
ISBN 0 75062629 1
Price r 40·00
Focal Press
Power amplifiers and their performance
lie at the heart of audio engineering and
provide some challenging problerns for
the engineer. Ben Duncan's experience
as an audio consultant, and analogue-
electronics designer and author, give
him a unique insight into this difficult
but rewarding field. This handbook is
the distillation of the state of the art.
Linking analogue electronics, acous-

ties, heat and music technology; high-
end hi-f and professional PA and
recording studio use; theory, modelfing
and real-world practice; design and re-
pair; the old and the new; the main-
stream and the specialized, this compre-
hensive guide to power amps is a core

Cont'd cn page 82

Focal Press, Newnes aod Butter-
wortb-Heinemann books can be or-
dered directly from
Customer Services Department
Heinernann Publishers Oxford
PO Box 382
Halley Court. Jordan Hili
Oxford OX2 8RU
Tel: +44 (0)1865314301
Fax: +44 (0)1865 314029
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reference for anyone in the industry,
and any interested onJookers.
Ben Duncan is weil known to rnany

users of audio power amplifiers around
the world, both professional and do-
mesrlc, through his articfes, reviews and
research papers on music tcchnolcgy in
the UK and US press, and through his
part in erenring several notable profes-
sional power amplifiers. Since 1977, he
has been involved in the design of over
70 innovative, high-end audio products
used by recording and broadcast stu-
dios, on stages, in clubs and by the most
critical domestic listeners - as weil as
creating bespoke cquipment for top
musicians. Born in London, be has trav-
elled widely but has lived mainly in Lin-
colnshire, horne of this family for over
]50 years. He is twice co-author of the
book Rock Hardware in which he has
chronicled the history of rock 'n' roll
PA.

Active Filter Cookbook
Second Edition
By Don Lancaster
ISBN 0 75062986 X
Price! 19·99
This Don Lancaster c1assic is the best-
selling active filter book of alJ time. lt
gives you everything you need to know
to build active low-pass, band-pass, and
high-pass filters. lt is you definitive re-
source für the use and understanding of
inductor-Iess low-pass, band-pass and
high-pass op amp resident elecrronic fil-
ters.
An active filter needs 00 inductors.

Instead, op amps, resistors and capaci-
tors are used for better results. Advan-
tages include lower cost, easy tuning,
simple design and modularity. Lan-
caster'sActive Filter Cookbook includes
practical elements such as working cir-
cuits, ready-to-use design rable, tuning,
and real-world applications, ruaking ir
easy to use and apply. The reader will
find borh instarn design and the rnathe-
matics-behind coverage.
Microcomputer pioneer Don Lan-

caster is the author of 34 books, two
videos and countless articles in columns
in technical magazines. He also beads
Synergerics, an Arizona-based design
and consulting firm.

Analytical Techniques in
Telecommunications
Edited by Fraidoon Mazda
ISBN 0 240 514513
Price r 14·99
Focal Press
This is one of the eight books in the
Telecomrnunications Pocket Guide Se-
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ries, which have been specially selected
from the Telecommunications Engineer's
Reference Book to form handy, easily
transportable reference sources for in-
dependent study.
The book i.ntroduces the basic math-

ernatical techniques used in analysing
telecommunications systems. These
techniques, learned long aga in the
classroom, but often forgotten, provide
the basis for an understanding of tele-
comrnunications, The book collects
regether those analytical recbniques
most frequently required within tele-
cornmunications and serves as a re-
fresher as weil as a reference source.
Fraidoon Mazda has held various se-

nior technical management posts within
the electronics and telecommunications
industries and 1S currently a technical
manager with Northern Telecom (Nor-
tel). He has written eight books arid
been translated into four languages.

Linear Integrated Circuits
By Joe Carr
ISBN 0 7506 2591 0
Price ! 19'99
Focal Press
The linear Je market is large and grow-
ing as is the demand for well-trained

$29.50
$28.00
$28.00

$18.50
$18.50
$29.50
$28.00
$23.95
$20.25
$18.50
$18.50
$20.25
$18.50
$20.25
$20.25
$46.00
$46.00
$46.00

technicians and engineers who under-
stand how these devices work and how
to apply them. Linear lntegrated Circuits
provides in-depth coverage of the de-
vices and their operation, but not at the
expense of pracrlcal applications in
wh ich linear devices figure prominently.
This book will, no doubr, attract a wide
readership frorn FE and first-degree
studenrs to amateurs and professionals.
Chapter 1 offers a general introduc-

tion that will provide students with the
foundations of linear IC technology.
Frorn Chapter 2 onwards, there is a
rhorough coverage of the operational
amplifier - perhaps the most common
of aJllinear TC devices. The book con-
tinues 10 develop tbe theme of op arnps
over several chapters and then switches
to non-op-amp forms. Finally, because
microwave linear Je devices (MMJC
chips) are becoming increasingly impor-
tant, a chapter is devoted to high-Ire-
queney devices (VHF and up). All of
this is clearly presented with useful ex-
amples. Joseph J Carr is a prolifte
writer and working scientist in the field
of radar engineering and avionics archi-
teetute. He has written over 25 books
and regularly contributes to electronics
magazines.
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Microcontrollers
DATASHEET 02/97

Addr. Bit 7 en s Bit 5 BII4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 BIIO Register FUßetion/Commenl

$102B ITCeR I I SCP1 I SCPOI RCRBI SeR2 I SCR1 I SCROI BAUO EI (Sep·seR) = 16FcK ill1!IJ.!\
"3-4 ·13 "2'4'8'16'32'64-128 In lila! order

$102C I RB I TB I M IWAKEI I I I sccai }
STH BIT 918 BITS METHOD Conllguralion

I$1020 I ilt I TelE I RIE I IliE I Ti: I RE IRWDISBKI SCCR2
eo INTERRUPT ENABED IF·,. SCI ON/OFF SlEEP SEND BREAK

!iD.... $102E I TDRE I TC I RDRF I ID[E I ÖR I NF I FE SCSR Flags

EMPTY COMPtnE RECEIVEO NO ACTION OVERRUN, NOISE, FRAME ERRORS

$102F I Bit 7 I B~D SCDR Dala (Read RDR, wnte TOR)

$1030 CCF I SCÄN I MuLT I CD ce I CB I CA ADCTl SCAN=l: continuous ccnverston MULl =0:

FlAG 0 INPUT CHANNEl NUMBER convet , channel; MULl = 1: convert 4 cnan-
nels in group seiecteo bV CC-CA.

$1031 I Bit 7 I Bit 0 I ADR1 }
periorm ADPU before ADeL.

$1032 I Bit7 I I Bit 0 I ADR2 Resulls 014 successtve ccwerscos.

$1033 I Bit? I I Bit 0 I AOR3
$1034 I a,t 7 I I Bit 0 I

181ADPU (power uPI PUl '1' at $1039
AOR4

$1035 [=::r=::::r=::JIP~T~CÖ~N~lllIBP~R~T3BI:S:BP~R~T21l1:S:B~PR~'!l[!IB!,!PR~T'Q]OI
CONRG 28B 128 64 32

BPROT Proteenon agains! unwanted EEPRQM mcos.
EEPROM registers protectad.
BPRT vauee
32 bytes" nom 8000·86 t F
64 bytes = lrom B620·865F
128 bytes = Ircm 8660 to B60F
2aB bytes = !rom B6EO to B7Ff

ND R/C J, or delay check
IRQ after CK<

on/off osc. state stop 200kHz

~"~]]~"~L~'''~IJ''~JL=a'''~I===~~~~~$1039 IADpU I CSEl I'RDE I o[V I GME I I CR1 I CRO I OPTION
cop PER100 21~ll.4.16.641

$103A [I:S:B[lt[711:::==:::C=:::r::=::I:=:::r==::J:::==:::[1 B1Bi[;t00::1 CQPRST

$1036
Ihrough
1038

8~0 Reserved

GaUwatchdog (COP): wrtte $55 then SM.

Generally dis- ~ _
eces others ...

::1//
$1038 I ODD I EVEN I ECAT I BYTE I ROW IERASEIEELATIEEPGMI

$103C IRBOOTISMODI MDA I IRV I PSEl31 PSEl2!PSEL11 PSElO I
BOOT ROM MQDES V1SIBILITY

$1030 I RAM31 RAM21 RAMll RAMDI REG3 I REG2 I REG1 I REGOI

ease Options

01° ano , 16 bytes
1 0 1 byte
1 1 1 byte

EPROM 1=ease. O=~gram or reacEEPAOM

:

1 =prosram er erase EEPRQM, PrOleC!ed

.. 1=programming vollage 12.5 V. Prolecled

PPROG ccmrois EEPROM/EPROM programming.

Programming
Proteer

TEST

HPRIO 1st interrupl served if reqaested slmeftaneous-
Iy. Special Funclions. Prlliecied

INIl Memory plan, modulo 4K, for registers anc
RAM. PrOieeted

I OCCRI GBVPItOISR I FGM I FCOP I TCON I TESn
WOOG~

I I INOSECINOCOplROMONIEEONI CONFIG

$103E I TllOP I

$103F Basic conliguration. Readlng: RAM. Writing:
EEPROM.

0= Manllon + = port in wired·OR mccel8l = remarklnote

/ MC68HC11 A1/E
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speed of 2 MHz, and the fully static design
allows operations at frequencies down to oc.
For detailed operation, reter to Advance Inlorma-
lion Manual, HCMDS Single-chip Microcon-
troller (MC6BHC11A8/0). M68HCll HCMDS
Single-Chip Microcontroller Programmer's Bet-
erence Manual (MC6BHC11PM/AO), or contact
your local Motorola Sales Office.

tnternet URL:
www.mcu.motsps.com/liVfam11.htm

® MOTOROLA

MC68HC11A1 Register and
Control Bits Overview,

The MC68HCA 11 high density CMOS (HCMDS)
microcontroller unit contains highly sophisticat-
ed on-ehe peripheral capablütes. The high-
speed and lew-power MCU has a nominal bus

AdElr. Bit 1 Bit 6 Bit 5 BII4 Bi! 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 Register

$10110 SI~Brrg78=1:'::::;J=:'::::;J=~2~2~~~~~B~lt~0~1 PORTA
$1001 1 I I Reserved

$1002 I STAF I STAI ICWÖMI "NOS I ÖIN I PLS I EGA I'NVB I PIOC
STR·A INT. FLAG & ENABLE ~ !NJOUT PULSE 1 t INVERT STR·B

$1003 1 Bit 7 1 1 sn 0 1 PORTC

$1004 I BIT7 I I BitO IpORTO
$1005 I Bit7 I BitO IpORTCl

$1006 I I IReserved
$1007 I BII7 t BilO IODRC

$1008 I I Bit5 I I BltO IpORTO
$1009 I I BIT5 I I BffO IDDRO

$100A [I:S:B[rr7ITI==::J===r:::==r:::=::::J:::==:::C==:::[]iB~!]O[1 PORTE

$1008 [IBFOjCC'It11BFoiCC~211}iFÖQlC~3]IJ'FlliOC:44]IJ'FlliOC~5i]1==C=C=:J1 CFORC

$100C ~IOil:C:!l'M~7'1!loiCC~1M~6~loQlC:11Mf.l55[IOlliC:11f.lM~4IlliOC:1'.F!M~31==C=C=:J1OC1M

$1000 ßIOjCC:!l1Dj"i7JiIÖQlC:"i'1Dii]6~IÖlliC:1'Q!D5'l10ii]C:11~D4~llliÖC~1~03'!l1====C=:J1OC1D

S100E '~Brr~'~5E~E~E~f~f~:t~:tmBit88B TCNT$100F [Bit7 BilO

0= Attention ~ '" port in wlred-OR mcce[8J = remarWnote

PORT C VO Protocollalsllllar!ly Inr pi
HNOS=O: simple sutrae mode (STM) -+
PORTCL, end output with pulse (STRB) Port
B.
HNOS", 1 & OIN.. O: lull handshaking, Port C

15 input
HNOS",OIN:: 1: tull handshaklng, Port C is

output
PORTCL: latcnes pert C oata on acüve edge
01 STRA. Reads clear STAr:

FunclfonJComment

Port A cata. Attention: OORA7 reno DDRA3 on
EI) at $1026 sets dkectlcn.

1 .. oulpul: 0 :0 Inpul.

Pins enare functlons with ADC system

Wrile 1s 10 rorce compares. Bits 2-0 not used.

Set bits 10 enable DeI to contro! Port A blts O.

vaioes 10 send 10 correspondlng port A plns on
successnn OCt compares.

t6·bit counter GENERAL TIMEBASE OE
ßBI:!ill (Iree-runnlng).
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Addr. Blt7 Bit 6 BlIS Bit 4 Bit 3 Bil2 Bit 1 Bit 0 Register Function[Commenl

S1010 Bil15 Bit 8 TIC1 These registers contab the timebase stare

$1011 Bit? Bit 0 i- PA2jICl latche{j snce the last acüve eoce of the relevant
lnput

$1012 Bit 15 Bit 8 TlC2 Edge selection In TCTL2 at $1024.$1013 Bit? Bij 0 t- PA1/lC2

$1014 Bil15 on, TlC3
Interrupts are possible.

$1015 Bit 7 Bit 0 t- PAOflC3 Tlex not affected by reset

$1016 Bit 15 Bit B TOCl These registers ccntah ne timebase stare at
$1017 I Bit7 I Bit 0 4 anywhere which an event sroulc lake ouce (output and/cr

interrupt)

$1018 I Bit t5 I Bit 8 TOC2
$1019 Bit 7 I Bit 0 -+ PAS tue event takes ptace wnen the time base

(TeNT) reacnes the register value.

$101A Bit 15 Bi! B TOC3 Evenl type sicreo in TClT! ($1020).
S101 B Bit 7 I Brt0 -7 PAS

All TOC register palrs reset 10 ts ($FFFF)
S101C Brt t5 Bit B TOC4
$1010 I Bit 7 I Bit 0 ~PA4

S101E Bit 15 I Bit 8 11405 0:Tl405 may teccme Input Oepure on 'E ver-
$101F Bit? Bit 0 H PAJ slon, not on 'A verslcn. 8its reset 10 I s.

$1021 I EDG4B I EDG4A IEDG1 B I EDG1 AI EDG2B I EDG2A IEDG3B I EDG3AI TCTl2

$1022 1 DCll 1 DC21 1 OC31 1 OC41 114051 1 en
$1023 1 OClF 1 OC2F 1OC3F 1OC4F 11405F1 ICl F

IC21 1 IC31 1TMSKl

IC2F 1 IC3F 1TFlGl

$1024 1 TOI 1 RTII 1PAOVII PAli 1
End iree-run PERIOO OVERFL INCREMENTED

$1025 1 TOF 1 RTIF 1PAOVF1 PAIF 1

1 PRl 1 PRO 1TMSK2
Timebase prescaler (TCNT)
1 1 1TFlG2

$1026 100RA71PAEN IPAMDO!PEOGEI00RA31141D51RTRt 1RTRQ1PACTl
EI '1'1'0' Prescaler Period

$1027 Bit 7 1 1 Bit 0 1PACNT

$1028 1 SPIE 1 SPE
INTERR RUN

$1029 SPIF 1WCOll
WR COLLISION

$102A Bit 7 I

1OWDM1MSTR I CPO[ 1GPHAI SPRl I SPROI SPCR
~ MASTER TIMING CLDCK OIVIDER

I MOOFI
MODEFAULT

I SPSR

I BitO 1SPOR

GZI = Attention e- = oon in wired-OR mode'-.. [8J == remarvnote

Behavlour of outputs aner comcensons.
Dptions: none. loggte, O. or I in thaI orcer.

tnput-capture triggeriog options: none, '1', J"
ortJ., in mat order.

Comparison-controlled iruenept orocessoc.
lnterrupts enatneo il '1'.
Corresponding flans, wrrte '1' 10 clear.

Other Tlmer lnterrupts
E/l./4, /2, /16 in that order. Prescaler protected.
Flag cleared by writing a '1'.

14/CS and DDRA3 not available on HC, tAl.
213,214,215,216 in thai order. Div. proteeren
PA? == B-bi! coeoter inpUI; the only rvent
Counter in HCII. PACNT ~ PA? or E;64.

For sertar-tormar components. lli..LJ..tiK

GZI SPI is DORD sensitive.

Permutates uansmitted and received oata.

/MC6BHC11A1/E [§flI§fKilltQffi
1..3f11..3~'[i'm@~ D~f5 "-
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Register Full name MC6BHC11 6B-pin PLCC pin functions
ADCTL ND Contral Register

C0000e88ADR(n) ND Result Register (n)
BAUD SCI Baud Rate Register 000008888 00

EEPROM Block Pratect Register 0BPROT G0 88 ·c
CFORC Compare Force Register e

GG Top vlew Ge ts
CONFIG COP, ROM, and EEPROM Enables m

mCOPRST Arm/Reset COP Timer Ciruit GG 88 ~DDRC Data Direction for Port C G0 Hell socket 80 m
DDRD Oata Direction for Port 0 m
HPRIO Highest Priority l-Bit Int. and GG 00

Mise. 808000008INIT RAM and 1/0 mapping Reg. 0888800~OC1D OC1 Action Data Register .....,..\1
OC1M OC1 Action Mask Register
OPTION System Configuration Options 1l.,i1!!/iii!
PACNT Pulse Accum. Count Register ~ .......... - Il in iiI " 7 r
PACTL Pulse Accum. Contral Register •
PIOC Paraliel 1/0 Contral Register

lT~l • t- .. PE.~ . ., P",
PORT A 1/0 Port A '" " f-.. ~••.. " ., pu

PORT B Output Port B ~ " Top vi..... t-oI:t PM". " 1-", PB,
PORT C 1/0 Port C ~ " t-oo 1'8;1~ " t-Jo pBI

PORTCL Alternate Latched Port C ~ " 6&HC11 t-"" p,,",

~E8E1 " f-07 1'8'
PORTO VO Port 0 >IIlO '. f-.. p.,.

"IQ 11- t-"" 1'87

PORTE Input Port E ~ "- .. Po..

PPROG EEPROM Prag. Control Reg.
~~~~:.:tf<IUliil~:;~

SCCR(n) SCI Contral Register (n) ~~~f~~?:::::i""",."
SCSR SCI Status Register

..cc ...
SPCR SPI Contral Register ~~©~®CD®~SPOR SPI Data Register eeee ,oo®~c:v~ <0
SPSR SPI Status Register r-,

@@ ...... ®©.,m,
~

TCNT Timer Counter Register
" t

TCTL(n) Timer Contral Register (n) AI~® Battom view ®®~13 12
TEST1 Factory TEST Control Register ..,o~® ®@~TFLG(n) Timer Interrupt Flag (n) ~ " 15 ,t

A"©~ HC11 socket R~®A1~TI405 Output Compare 5 Register! M " 11 1&

Input Capture 4 Register A'4~@ @mo
19 16

nC(n) Input Capture (n) Register @@)®®@@©®©TOC(n) Output Compare (n) Register ~ ~ ~ ~ # ~ ~ n ~, L@®@®©®@,

TMSK(n) Timer Interrupt Mask (n) 3331:1lZlilfia321,
,

.,.....",

" .J10



SWITCHBOARD
Send iliiscoupon 10

Elektor Electronics (Publishing)
P.O. Box )414

Donbester OT2 SVH
England

Block capitals please - one characler 10 each box

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS 2/97

Name and address MUST be glven

WANTED. Late Labcenter peB drawing, soft-
ware with manuals. Please phone Mark on 0181
761 7259.

Switchboard auows all PRIVATE READERS
of Elektor Electronics one FREE advertise-
ment of up 10 108 characters, including
spaces, cammas, numerals, etc., per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate 10 electronics, in Ihe coupon on this
page; it MUST INCLUOE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electrcnlcs (Publishing) can not
accept responsibility for any correspondence
er transaction as a result of a free advertise-
mant er of any inaccuracy in the text of such
an advertisement.

Aovernsemenrs will be placed in the order
in which they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right to refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returnlng them.

FüR SALE. Surplus electronic components.
Send SAE for list to Alan Auden, 187 Whitton
Dene, Isleworth, Middlesex, England, TW7 7NJ.

WANTED. Someone to build TV signal process-
ing project. peB and most bits supplied. Willing
to pay. Please phoen Ron on 0402 742744 or
0976 895 273.

FüR SALE. Low-cost peB drill stand & UV
lightbox plans: f. 2 each. Write to H R Hammond,
34 Gould Firm Lane, Aldridge, West Midlands,
England WS9 OLX

FüR SA LE. Know-how book on eudio-video
transmitter (iod. kit). Price f. 3·99. Write to Raj
K. Gorichali, 5/12 Basamtapur, Kathmandu,
Nepal.

LETTER§
UHF Modulator
In the article 'Video Test Genera-
tor' on page 27, Elektor E/eetron-
ics Gctober 1996, a UHF
modulator is mentioned. Could you
provide me with the manufactur-
er's name and address, please.

M. Hewitt

This modulator is manulaetured
by Hwa Lin. Go. üd., marketed
by Gonrad, and obtainable as a
one-ott eomponent via our
advertiser G-I Eleetronies, PO.
Box 5544, NL-3008-AM Roller-
dam, TheNetherlands, lax (+31)
10 4861592, email
di/@euronet.nl.

Which LED?
Many Elektor eircuits seem to use
LEDs described as 'high-efficien-
cy' or low-current' types. Unfor-
tunately, I do not quite understand
why high-efficiency LEDs are
sometimes used in current source
circuits. Also, I often come across
LEDs identified as 'high bright-
ness', high intensity' or 'high lumi-
nosity' types. Can you enlighten
me on this?

N. Finn

Elektor Electronics

LEDs eome in an amazing veti-
ety these days, and there is,
indeed, same conlusion about
their proper descriptions. ieev-
ing the many different LEO
shapes and sizes tor what they
are, even a small group like red
LEOshas a diversilieation ollour
or live sub-types. With Temie,
one 01 the largest manulaeturers
01 LEDs, these are. lor example:
I. Universal: dark red with lair
brightness

2. High Effieleney: slightly fighter
red, high etticiency, average
brightness, also available in
soft orange, yellow, yellow-
green and bright green.

3. High Intensity: high brightness
even at low cunems, high etti-
ciency, available in dark red,
yellow and soft orange

4. Low Gurrent: a high-ellieien-
ey LEOspecially designed lor
low eurrents, avai/able in red,
yellow and green; small cut-
rent capacity: l'm3x ~ typ.
7mA!

An overview 01 the 'on' vol/age
lor a number 01 TemieLEOsat
currents 012, 10 and 20 mA
are shown in the table.

In cutten; sourees, the LEOsyou

2/97

mention should produee a von-
age drop 01 1.6 to 1.7 V at 2 mA.
Aeeording to tne table, that may
be achieved by using a red high-
efficieney or high-intensity LEG.
In case 01 doubt, simply mea-
sure the voltage aeross the LED
and, ilneeessarr, replaee it with
a type that does provide the eor-
reet vol/age drop.

LED Type 2mA /OmA 20mA

Universal (R) 1.55V 1.6V 1.65V

High Effieieney (R) 1.7V 1.8V 2V

High Intensity (R) 1.6V 1.7v 1.8V

Low Gurrent (R) 1.9V 2.3V* 2.7V*

High Efficieney (Y,G) 1.9V 2.2V 2.4V

High Intensity (Y,O) 1.7V 1.8V 2V

Low Gurrent (G) 1.9V 2.1V* 2.3V*

Low Gurrent (Y) 2.4V 3.1V* 3.5V*

* Pulsed mode onlr, max. cant. cutten: 7mA.
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